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The Publication Mandate

COMPILED BY: Certain members of the General Council of URANTIA BROTHERHOOD
FOR: The files of the Executive Committee of URANTIA BROTHERHOOD
PRESENTED: 4 April, 1955
TH E TIMI NG OF TH E U RANTIA BOOK (Generally designated as “The Pu blication Man date”*)
“We regard The Urantia Book as a feature of the progressive evolution of human society. It is not germane to the
spectacular episodes of epochal revolution, even though it may apparently be timed to appear in the wake of
one such revolution in human society. The Book belongs to the era immediately to follow the conclusion of the
present ideological struggle. That will be the day when men will be willing to seek truth and righteousness. When
the chaos of the present confusion has passed, it will be more readily possible to formulate the cosmos of a new
and improved era of human relationships. And it is for this better order of affairs on earth that the Book has
been made ready. “But the publication of the Book has not been postponed to that (possibly) somewhat remote
date. An early publication of the Book has been provided so that it may be in hand for the training of leaders
and teachers. Its presence is also required to engage the attention of persons of means who may be thus led to
provide funds for translations into other languages.
“(You) who have dedicated (your) lives to the service of the Book and the Brotherhood can little realize the import
of (your) doings. (You) will doubtless live and die without fully realizing that (you) are participating in the birth of
a new age of religion on this world.
“The future is not open to (your) mortal comprehension, but (you) will do well to diligently study the order, plan,
and methods of progression as they were enacted in the earth life of Michael when the Word was made flesh.
You are becoming actors in an ensuing episode when the Word is made Book. Great is the difference in these
dispensations of religion, but many are the lessons which can be learned from a study of the former age.
“(You) must again study the times of Jesus on earth. (You) must carefully take note of how the kingdom of heaven
was inaugurated in the world. Did it evolve slowly and unfold naturally? or did it come with sudden show of force
and with spectacular exhibition of power? Was it evolutionary or revolutionary?
“(You) must learn to possess (your) souls in patience. (You) are in association with a revelation of truth which is a
part of the natural evolution of religion on this world. Overrapid growth would be suicidal. The book is being given
to those who are ready for it long before the day of its world-wide mission. Thousands of study groups must be
brought into existence and the book must be translated into many tongues. Thus will the book be in readiness
when the battle for man’s liberty is finally won and the world is once more made safe for the religion of Jesus and
the freedom of mankind.” [10.5]
In The History of the Urantia Movement, by Dr. William S. Sadler, this message is titled, The Publication Mandate.
* This paper was presented by William S. Sadler, Jr. to the Forum on the above date. For public consumption, the pronouns were modified, e.g., “we” instead of “you.”
For this purpose we have changed them back to the original. Copies of this paper were inserted into the secretary’s notebook

2
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Our
Contents
Task

by Meredith J. Sprunger
O UR S I S O N E O F T H E M O ST fa scin ating a n d yet one of the most d iffic u lt ta s ks
on our planet. For we are the custodians of the greatest message ever given to man, but must acquire the
forbearance to refrain from using broadcast, impetuous, or short-sighted methods of presenting this message
which would thrust the URANTIA Revelation upon our present day society before modern man is adequately
prepared to receive it.
Our task as URANTIA Societies and Study Groups is to become a living community of the higher way of truth,
beauty, and goodness which the searchers of humanity may discover. In the present phase of activity as guardians
of the URANTIA Revelation serving mainly in the capacity of study groups and engaging in discriminating
personal evangelism, we should endeavor to become the leaven which will eventually transform the religious
institutions of the world.
Our present goal is not to start a new religion or to organize another religious body designed to replace our
present religious organizations. Our mission, as Societies and as individuals, is to be the channel through which
people and religious groups can discover the URANTIA Revelation under the most favorable conditions. If we do
our job well, it may never be necessary for the URANTIA Brotherhood to concern itself — as a major function —
with the mechanics of organization building. URANTIA Societies both within and independent of the religious
institutions of the world could serve as continuing study groups which would be the perpetual leaven of the
evolution of these institutions.
This patient and seemingly unimportant role is exceedingly difficult. We have been conditioned to crash
methods and programs in science and industry, and to movements in religion designed “to save the world for
Christ in this generation.” But we must remember that the major mistakes on our planet have been caused by
impatience and the use of short-cut methods, by ignoring the fundamental law of readiness, which is the key
to all solid growth in the evolutionary universes. Any attempt to hasten or retard this evolutionary process is
doomed to defeat. Man cannot “force the hand of God”; he can only realize individual, planetary, or universe
growth by co-operating with Him.
Correlated with the law of readiness is the law of self-determination. Man enters the Kingdom of God and grows
therein only when and as he hungers and strives for truth, beauty, and goodness— God. Discovery, growth,
wisdom— these achievements in the spiritual realm are not conferred on individuals; they are the result of
intense desire, diligent searching, and rigorous effort. All of these facts warn against the danger of using either
the pressure of present-day promotion techniques or the subtle motivational coercion of modern advertising.
Study Group Symposium 2014 Educational Material for Study Groups
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The only “hidden persuader” we dare rely on is the indwelling Adjuster who never violates the self-determining
freedom of the human will. Realizing these potential dangers, the Brotherhood Domestic Extension Committee
had recently issued a statement concerning URANTIA evangelism which reflects much wisdom:
“The Brotherhood . . . believes its purpose may best be achieved by attraction rather than promotion, if each
member will faithfully strive to actively practice, in all his human affairs, the teachings of Jesus, then such
living demonstration will truly promote the Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of Man, and the URANTIA
Brotherhood will surely enjoy a steady and healthy expansion.
“It would be desirable that the nucleus, the first one or two hundred members of societies, be composed of
stable and firm believers, forming a solid foundation to withstand any and all contingencies that might arise in
the future. Quality of membership, rather than quantity of membership, would seem to be the wise objective.”
As we strive to carry out this high purpose, we should be aware of at least four potentially dangerous roles,
which may lure persons who become followers of the URANTIA Revelation.

The Enthusiast.
When the first impact of the tremendous message of The URANTIA Book hits a person, he is on fire to share this
mes-age with others. This healthy impulse sometimes causes people to lose their normal sense of discretion,
propriety, and wisdom. Over-enthusiasm triggers them to act out the ancient observation: “Fools rush in where
angels fear to tread.” These well-meaning people need the understanding, counsel, and stability of more
experienced members of the Brotherhood to help them over this period of impetuousness. Most of them will
gradually settle down and acquire more stable and wise methods of witnessing to their faith.

The Jilted Suitor.
Many people using the best judgment available to them, will introduce The URANTIA Book prematurely to a
religious group or institution. As a result they will experience various degrees of rejection by this group. All too
often such an individual will react in kind; he rejects the group and joins or organizes another which he promotes
with great zeal to prove to the first group how wrong, stupid, or unloving they were. This, naturally, only causes
greater animosity and erects more impregnable barriers to the recognition of the truth and potential of the
URANTIA Revelation. If you should misjudge the readiness of a group for introduction to The URANTIA Book, do
not be surprised or visibly disturbed by this rejection. In humility and love try to understand such people and
continue your fellowship with them on the level of their religious comprehension. When you find it necessary to
sever relations with such a group, do it gradually, quietly, and unobtrusively— and continue to love these people
as individuals.

The Messianic Aspirant
Occasionally we are going to attract people with a messianic complex. They genuinely feel that God has laid
upon them the burden of the salvation of mankind. Such confused and garbled communication with their
Thought Adjusters causes such people to become some of the most difficult and dangerous personalities in any
religious movement. To the degree that such individuals are in touch with reality—the true way in which God
works among men—they must be impressed again and again with the fact that salvation is always the result of
a many-fold divine ministry within and among people. The salvation of man is not dependent on specific human
ministry nor too significantly influenced by the individual personalities of this human ministry. There are no
indispensable human ministers and any one who has too great a sense of importance loses his usefulness to
do important things in the Kingdom. Indeed, the excessive prominence of personalities in any religious group
4
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is unhealthy and a potential source of evil. Genuine humility and spontaneous self-forgetfulness coupled with
a deep desire to serve our fellowman are central qualities required of all who would be used most fully and
constructively in the Kingdom of God.

The Frustrated Server.
How many of us periodically or continually stand here! We have a deep longing to serve our fellowman, but the
mundane channels through which we serve leave us longing to be used more effectively or completely. Such
service-hungry souls, as they learn of the URANTIA Revelation and see its tremendous possibilities for good, can
hardly resist pushing it upon their friends and promoting it prematurely in society.
The greatest deterrent to such unwise action is found in establishing a channel of service where we can pour
out our energy in creative activity. Everyone can find such a vocational or avocation expression. We should search
our deep self to discover the type of activity which is satisfying and fulfilling in itself. In such service we can lose
ourselves and escape the compulsive temptation to promote The URANTIA Book beyond the bounds of seasoned
wisdom.
Our basic problem is to condition our emotions so that we identify ourselves with the evolutionary process
of the universe. This is true reality—centeredness —the will of God. When our identification is complete, we
will feel a revulsion toward all activity which violates or ignores the fundamental laws of readiness and selfdetermination.
While our present task is one of study, training, and watchful waiting, we should not be discouraged. Even
now, in the absence of all promotional activity, remarkable things are happening. There is a continuous stream
of letters and inquiries coming into the Chicago office. People in all walks of life are discovering The URANTIA
Book and study groups are forming throughout the country. These and many other planetary events give ample
evidence that significant developments in the discovery and acceptance of The URANTIA Book will take place in
our generation.
There is a great spiritual hunger and expectancy throughout the world. It is generally recognized that the old
religious forms and concepts are inadequate for our age. Creative thinking has almost died out in the theological
world; forms, techniques, and institutional developments are stressed in an attempt to fill the aching void. There
is a pathetic sense of spiritual inadequacy and numbness among the sincere and concerned religionists of the
world. The more prophetic voices are predicting the coming of a new and enlarged religious breakthrough—
some even anticipate a fresh revelatory encounter.
The fields are indeed growing white for the harvest and we must prepare ourselves to be ready for the time
when the storms of dogmatism and sectarianism have abated and the fresh winds of searching minds drive
away the clouds of spiritual blindness enabling the sun of an enlarged and profound revelation to bring new
light, warmth, and hope to mankind. Then our full ministry will begin.
Printed and distributed by URANTIA® Brotherhood 533 Diversey Parkway, Chicago, Illinois 60614 (July 1974)
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A vision of the celestial importance
of study groups

by Charles Olivea
In an essay on “in-depth study,” I wrote the following: “Personal growth sooner or later
requires social interaction. An individual person can study on his or her own, but to really grow, your mental
and spiritual powers need to interact (eventuate) with others in a brotherly and sisterly manner.” The premise
of that statement does, I think, supply sufficient reason to form study groups. We know from The Urantia Book,
that “Everything non-spiritual in human experience, excepting personality, is a means to an end. Every true
relationship of mortal man with other persons—human or divine—is an end in itself.” [Paper 112:2.4, page 1228:4] At
the very least, I think the importance of study groups should be understood in that light.
But I am not satisfied with even that noble premise of study groups. Permit me to offer a broader view, a
truly longer view, of the function and value of study groups: I believe, as a worldwide net-work, they possess
the potential to contribute to the rehabilitation of Urantia by identifying more consciously with our celestial
government through intelligent faith, cooperative study and sincere prayer. That is my thesis.
We are informed that “fellowship with…Deity is the eternal goal of universe ascension.” [Paper 112:2.4, page 1228:4]
Therefore, it must be true that our Paradise Father sets the universal, providential framework for study groups to
inquire into facts, meanings and values. We enjoy the Father’s blessing. Within that Deity context, we ought to
form, maintain and perpetuate study groups with destiny in mind—i.e., assisting planetary destiny as a primary
goal. The audacity of this rationale—a leap of faith really—is justified, in my opinion, in the firm belief that
human actions are ours and the consequences are God’s. Study groups, then, should be understood as “pearls
of great price.”
Furthermore, when we gather to study we should realize that we are coming together as “cosmic citizens,”
which means to acknowledge the Supreme and our service to him and in conjunction with him. We need
each other. The mortal mind cannot know the full significance of this working relationship. Nonetheless,
the Fifth Epochal Revelation makes clear that our service-reciprocity is building (actualizing) the fabric of the
Superuniverse within the Grand Universe. Study groups can bring the organized strength of group dynamics to
the spirit-consciousness of this process. Thus, as the Deity-context down steps (apparently) from the Father to
the Supreme, we can still place the significance of our actions within a very broad universe setting.
Yet, I believe the power and grace in cosmic citizenship can also be directed to aid in the rehabilitation of
Urantia. Our world has a planetary government that needs us. I am thinking of the Master Seraphim in
particular and all the other celestial beings and groups on and around Urantia in general. There is a very good
reason why angels have been characterized by some as “unseen friends and allies.” I suggest we take our
6
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relationship with them on a group
basis more seriously.
Human
consciousness of celestial oversight
operating as it may on the humbler
level of study group activity should
become more focused toward our
home planet, activating the faithprayer-study-service potential for
planetary restoration.

Study group meeting of minds illustration

In regard to the Master Seraphim, is
it unreasonable to postulate that we
can make available what we learn
and teach in study groups to the:
• The epochal angels
• The progress angels
• The religious guardians, and,
• The angels of enlightenment?

[Paper

114:6, pages 1255–1256]

Those cohorts seem to me to be
the ones closest to the skills and
knowledge we have to offer in our
small assemblies. Admittedly, I am guessing here. But are we not encouraged to engage in “universe romancing?”
What I am suggesting here is a vision, not a plan. I do not claim to know what the specifics would be of an
angelic plan of planetary association with mortals. However, human discernment of a plan will have to unfold,
given the way mortals generally perceive spirit realities. If I am correct in my supposition of angels wanting to
utilize a net-work of study groups, then a plan will likely be formulated on the basis of a direction from above
and a cooperative attitude from below. We mortals need to maintain our faith in an inter-community spirit of
intelligent “watchful waiting,” while appreciating that there is probably a necessary evolutionary delay of time
for seraphic action. “Watchful waiting” means to grow individually and collectively and stay ready and remain
prepared to serve as called, following the example of Moses. We ought to be patient, but never anxious. Think
of our unseen friends and allies as “partners.” We should bring a higher consciousness to the routine rigors of
study among us.
Of “watchful waiting,” I am reminded of the inspiration in two wonderful, artful early Mansion World
statements:
• “Only a poet can discern poetry in the commonplace prose of routine existence.”
• “Righteousness strikes the harmony chords of truth, and the melody vibrates throughout the cosmos, even to
the recognition of the Infinite.” [Paper 48:7 pages 556–557]
In the final analysis, we must depend on being led by the spirit. Our concern is to seek truth, beauty and
goodness and remain aware of the value-potential in a net-work of many thousands of study groups willing
Study Group Symposium 2014 Educational Material for Study Groups
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and ready to contribute (serve) someday as may be needed. (ref. Michael’s Plan) What is more, study groups
have an intrinsic advantage over organizations that are centrally structured. This is because a widespread
net-work of small gatherings of men and women (from the bottom up) maximizes a variety of intellectual,
emotional, social, moral and spiritual assets for higher beings to draw from.
The rehabilitation of Urantia faces a great challenge. For many of us it is daunting. To paraphrase Martin
Luther King: modern science, technology and industry have rendered the world a “neighborhood.” Religion,
ethics and human spirituality have heretofore failed to create a sufficient “brotherhood” in the world. The
problem of Urantia perhaps could be summarized in this way: NEIGHBORHOOD MINUS BROTHERHOOD—FEAR
& ALIENATION.
I think it will take the mighty combination of human moral and spiritual free will acting in concert (the
faith-prayer-study-service model) with celestial action to overcome this threat to evolutionary progressive
civilization. Take heart. Jesus reminded us not to be disturbed with troubled hearts. His Spirit of Truth will
show the way. And the teachings in The Uranita Book offer a profoundly steadying influence for good. Hence,
the overriding importance of group study by dedicated individuals. There is profound reassurance in that. We
must have faith—living-faith—that what we are doing will over time re-orient and align our thinking more
closely with spirit-consciousness, perhaps, even with God-consciousness. Whenever, we gather together, we
should “consecrate” our efforts, not merely “concentrate” our energies.
Never underestimate the correlation between intelligent prayer, worshipful communion and the wise
application of mind to problems and questions. “A social group of human beings in co-ordinated working
harmony stands for a force far greater than the simple sum of its parts.” [Paper 133: 5. 6, page 1477] If practiced on an
ever-widening scale, as good and faithful sons and daughters of God, and in faith with our celestial allies, this
movement’s character will develop in strength and virtue.
The long term rehabilitation of Urantia rests on: GOD-CONSCIOUSNESS
REALIZATION OF LIGHT & LIFE

8
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The Value of Study Groups

by Gard Jameson
T he r e a r e m a n y jo y s a ssoci ate d with b ecoming pa r t of a g r o u p of r e a d e r s
which has as its main purpose a thorough study of The Urantia Book. A Study Group has the potential to “expand
cosmic consciousness and enhance spiritual perception.” [Paper 0:0.2, page 1:2] And these are the two exalted
purposes of the Fifth Epochal Revelation.
If you are considering a study group you have made a decision of great consequence. You have decided to
participate with a group of fellow human beings in an endeavor which has eternal implications. We live in a
society which has a difficult time discussing religious or spiritual subjects, let alone universe cosmology. The
Papers of The Urantia Book are precious and the opportunity to share them with others provides an experience
of great learning and inspiration!

An Historical Perspective
Balanced participation, shared openness, intellectual discovery, a heightened sense of values, warm fellowship
and good cookies: what could be a more superb focus for study than The Urantia Book?
In the early years of the revelation we were asked by the revelators to form thousands of study groups to enable
this great message to evolve into the consciousness of the population. There are hundreds now in existence
with many more on the horizon as many foreign translations of the book find their way into the hands of souls
hungry for an enlarged perspective on the meaning of our existence. The need for more study groups is great.
And so are the rewards for the group, the individual, and the planet.
The Urantia Book has much to say on the value of groups:
“A social group of human beings in co-coordinated working harmony stands for a force far greater than the
simple sum of its parts.” [Paper 133:5.6, page 1477:1]
“Intellectually, socially, and spiritually two moral creatures do not merely double their personal potentials
of universe achievement by partnership technique; they more nearly quadruple their attainment and
accomplishment possibilities.” [Paper 43:8.11, page 494:10]
“Social architects do everything within their province and power to bring together suitable individuals that
they may constitute efficient and agreeable working groups on earth; not always do these seraphim attain
their ends; not always are they able to bring together those who would form the most ideal group to achieve a
given purpose or to accomplish a certain task; under these conditions they must utilize the best of the material
available.” [Paper 39:3.5, page 432:6]
Study Group Symposium 2014 Educational Material for Study Groups
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“But since personality is unique--no two mortals being alike—it inevitably follows that no two human beings
can similarly interpret the leadings and urges of the spirit of divinity which lives within their minds. A group
of mortals can experience spiritual unity, but they can never attain philosophic uniformity.” [Paper 103:1.1, page 1129:8]
These quotes tell us that it is certainly in our best interest to come together as groups, and that furthermore, as
we come together to achieve understanding and tasks, we must appreciate that we have little hope of achieving
philosophic or intellectual uniformity! This last fact makes for a wonderful challenge that awaits you when you
participate in a study group.
Study groups grow by the power of good will and intelligent organization which motivates and guides
the members of the group. If people join together for study, to discover together new truths, to share their
spiritual journey, remarkable things can and will happen. People who meet together for many years experience
unconscious growth, a socialization and deepened friendships that are all too rare on our planet. There is a
familial appreciation and regard that emerges over time when groups of interested individuals study The
Urantia Book.

Setting Up a Study Group
Before even thinking about a group, make sure the purpose of your group is to study The Urantia Book. The
purpose of a study group should be to study, socialize, expand personal insights, avoid isolation of religious
experience and interpretation, and provide an arena for interpersonal contact and moral decision making. A
study group facilitates the wonderful experience of learning how to work cooperatively as a team. “One of the
most important lessons to be learned during your mortal career is teamwork.” [Paper 28:5.14, page 312:1]
Making contact with potential group members
Personal acquaintances who read the book or who are interested in the book are the best source of participants for
a study group. If such individuals are not available, referrals from Urantia Foundation or the social organizations,
the Urantia Association International or the Urantia Book Fellowship can be utilized. “Blind” contacts, such as
an acquaintance of a friend or unsolicited phone calls should be followed up with an individual contact in a
public place before inviting them to the meeting. This is especially true if you are female and are holding these
meetings in your home. “Be as wise as serpents but as harmless as doves.” [Paper 140:8.13, page 1580:8]
Consistency of time and place
When forming a new group the time and place is most important. Try to get all the participants to agree upon
the right time of the day and week. If there is a consensus it will make it easier to continue to be consistent.
Consistency is imperative. People are so busy these days that calendars get filled weeks in advance. If the place
changes too often, you will also see a drop in participation as readers struggle to remember which location is the
right one for the date. If the situation cannot be helped, a written calendar is highly beneficial.
Physical surroundings
The area must be equipped with proper lighting and with enough seating areas to be comfortable. Everyone
should be able to see each other. A table is most appropriate if writing and referral to other notes are to be
pursued. Coffee and tea or soft drinks with snacks can be served by the host or can be co-coordinated with the
other members of the group. A little snack goes a long way to facilitating participation!
Attractions and Distractions
Some Study Groups incorporate a moment of silent prayer and worship at the beginning and/or the end of
the meeting. This facilitates the experience of fellowship.Some Study Groups have the members read out loud.
Some groups utilize the audio version of the book in their study. It is a matter of preference and practicality.
10
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Young children can be a distraction. The group must all agree on the policy of allowing children to be present. It
will not work to allow some children and not others.
It is helpful to have the study aids that are popularly available, such as a Concordance or the Paramony (which
traces Biblical references) or the Index of Subjects. It is also very useful to have a good dictionary on hand for
reference purposes. Some study groups keep a computer nearby for word searches in the book.
Music or television will disturb the concentration of most readers and is another policy that must be agreed to
by all.
Alcohol use by members of the group during the meeting can cause misunderstandings between readers and
of the material being read. It is not recommended.
It is usually best not to allow smoking as well.
Punctuality is helpful as all readers have changed their schedules to be on time and hope to finish on time. A late
arrival disturbs the concentration of the other readers and may cause some disturbance.
Continuity, particularly if the group is in the process of in-depth study, is a must. If different members are present
at each meeting there can be no continuing discussion or understanding between readers. Commitment to
continuity with a study group is most important. Participants should have a clear understanding of what lies
ahead in the study of the book.
Group size considerations

Seven or fewer can be the best size for many approaches. Informal or formal, it has the best chance for enhanced
learning and social interaction.
Seven to fifteen readers will need a definite leader or moderator to initiate some structure and to ensure
continuity of focus and study.
Fifteen to thirty members may necessitate prepared presentations and more order in the discussions with
sensitive recognition of a member’s need to speak. Recognizing that there are both introverts and extraverts
among us, it is important to make sure that everyone’s voice and heart is heard.
Thirty or more members may need more of a lecture format with the preparation of a leader necessary.
Workshops with small break-out groups, also work with this number but must be somewhat structured and
also have leaders in each group.
Study and social balance

Both are essential to the purpose of a study group. The ratio should always be more study than social at the
study group times and more social than study at the social gatherings, such as pot-lucks or celebrations, such as
a Jesus birthday celebration.
Some typical study groups start at 7:00 PM with 15 minutes of social time while others arrive, then read until 8:45
or 9:00 with another 30 minutes for coffee and talk. It is important that on week nights people are considerate
of everyone’s need for getting home. This kind of group is usually once a week, or every-other week.
Other groups might meet on a weekend and have two hours of study with some socialization afterward.
Leadership

What degree of mastery of the book does one need in order to lead a study group? No one’s mastery of the
book is complete, but the leader should have read the book at least once. A good study leader should feel
comfortable acknowledging that he or she does not know the answer to a given question. A study group leader
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is not an expert so much as a facilitator and moderator of group process. The point is for people to experience
the discovery of new meanings and the lure of supernal values. Sometimes discovery flourishes most when the
leader asks a question about a passage to which he or she truly does not know the answer. Sincere readers will
always jump in to answer other’s genuine questions.
If you have accepted responsibility of leadership of a group there are certain expectations other readers will
have about your role, besides providing coffee, tea, and cookies. You must make it very clear your willingness
to be responsible if you want others to participate in being responsible as well. Good study groups are a family
affair. Always try to refresh your memory as to the text that will be read before each meeting.
Social control, ideally, is invisible, gracious and unconscious. Nobody, even the leader, should dominate the
conversation. A healthy study group is one that maintains self-mastery over problems such as folks who wish
to steer the meeting away from the book or emotionally troublesome individuals. A good group shares the
responsibility of self-mastery. Individuals and groups differ in the degree to which they enjoy a more freewheeling
discussion.
Many a study group limps or dies, however, due to inadequate social control.
Perseverance—the tenacity to pursue a worthy goal no matter who else cares to join, is a quality that must be
practiced if a successful group is to flourish. One study group began with a husband and wife, who studied alone
every week for about two years; then they were joined by another couple. After a few more years, more people
joined, and after a decade there were sixty people coming to the group.
“Effort and decision are an essential part of the acquirement of survival values.” [Paper 50:6.3, page 578:3]
“All this must be according to the Father’s plan, which has predicated finite progress upon effort, creature
achievement upon perseverance, and personality development upon faith.” [Paper 115:7.2, page 1266:3]
When you are cleaning your house and setting up the chairs for your study group, keep in mind these quotes.
“Jesus always insisted that true goodness must be unconscious, in bestowing charity not allowing the left hand
to know what the right hand does.” [Paper 140:8.26, page 1582:7]
“Neither should you seek to lord it over your brethren in the kingdom. Remember, I have taught you that he who
would be greatest among you should become the server of all. If you presume to exalt yourselves before God,
you will certainly be humbled; but whoso truly humbles himself will surely be exalted. Seek in your daily lives,
not self-glorification, but the glory of God. Intelligently subordinate your own wills to the will of the Father in
heaven.” [Paper 175:1.10, page 1907:2]

Teamwork

As early as 300,000 years ago in Dalamatia students were being taught to work, study, and fraternize with each
other in teams. In The Urantia Book leaders are generally associated not with followers but with a team.
“In civilization much, very much, depends on an enthusiastic and effective load-pulling spirit. Ten men are of
little more value than one in lifting a great load unless they lift together-all at the same moment. And such
teamwork-social co-operation—is dependent on leadership.” [Paper 81:6.37, page 911:2]
The superuniverse has its own seconaphim dedicated to teamwork!
“These are the angels who foster and promote the teamwork of all Orvonton. One of the most important lessons
to be learned during your mortal career is teamwork.” [Paper 28:5.14, page 312:1]
12
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A lot has been written about groups--the different types of participation and non-participation, the ways of
gaining and maintaining power, and the ways of managing groups to achieve different goals. It is a study on its
own but we thought a quick look at some of the issues might be helpful.
Each group has an external boundary which determines membership and an internal boundary which
determines leadership. Threats to group survival may come from within or from without.
Each person has a private, partly unconscious image of the group. These images greatly affect participation and
affect how the structure of groups. The individual who functions as the leader in most of these images is the
psychological leader. The person with the official responsibility may be somebody else; and the one who is the
effective leader may be still a third person, the informal leader.
Groups have a rational, technical culture to get their job done, a traditional etiquette to enforce respect for each
person, and an archaic emotional character as well.
If a group has only two roles, leader and follower, and two are leaders and there are ninety-eight followers,
then the group is call 2% organized. A fully organized group has specific roles for each member. Increasing role
differentiation promotes efficiency-the capacity to do work. If an efficient organization is neither undermanned
not over manned, it cooperates more effectively—it actually gets the work done
Groups oppose irregularity, ethical or otherwise.
A crisis may be precipitated internally in a group by an individual who suddenly expresses concern for the group
and brings the condition to the attention of all, calling for a change. An external crisis may be precipitated by
competition or challenge from other groups. A crisis may or may not lead to renewal. The ultimate effect of any
crisis will depend on the ability of the group leaders to utilize the lever of crisis for positive change.*
*THE STRUCTURE AND DYNAMICS OF ORGANIZATIONS AND GROUPS, by Eric Berne, [New York: Grove Press, 1963]

Dealing with Conflict

The Fathers’ sovereignty in the heart of your group is all important for the lessening of conflict.
“Freewill beings who regard themselves as equals, unless they mutually acknowledge themselves as subject to
some supersovereignty, some authority over and above themselves, sooner or later are tempted to try out their
ability to gain power and authority over other persons and groups. The concept of equality never brings peace
except in the mutual recognition of some over controlling influence of supersovereignty.” [Paper 134:4.9, page 1487:6]
Study groups will bring you in contact with a multitude of personalities you would probably not have as
friends or even acquaintances. This is not because they are not good people, but because their interests, age,
backgrounds are so very different from yours that sometimes all you have in common is The Urantia Book.
This can cause conflict and misunderstanding. Of course, there are all kinds of people and all come with their
particular expectations and needs to your study group! You must be prepared for a certain quality of tension or
conflict, which is not always bad.
“New religious insights arise out of conflicts which initiate the choosing of new and better reaction habits in
the place of older and inferior reaction patterns. New meanings only emerge amid conflict; and conflict persists
only in the face of refusal to espouse the higher values connoted in superior meanings.” [Paper 100:4.1, page 1097:5]
“That individuals so differ in their life performances indicates, not only the varying endowments of heredity and
the different influences of the environment, but also the degree of unification with the indwelling spirit of the
Father which has been achieved by the self, the measure of the identification of the one with the other.” [Paper
133:7.11, page 1480:3]
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Though there may be profound differences in personality type and temperament within a study group, a spirit
of worship conduces to a quality of unity that is astounding and refreshing.

Since most of us will not have a degree in psychology when we start, or participate in a group, all we can do is
either go to the library or look to The Urantia Book.
“Jesus loved men so much because he placed such a high value upon them. You can best discover values in
your associates by discovering their motivation. If some one irritates you, causes feelings of resentment, you
should sympathetically seek to discern his viewpoint, his reasons for such objectionable conduct. If once you
understand your neighbor, you will become tolerant, and this tolerance will grow into friendship and ripen into
love.” [Paper 100:4.4, page 1098:1]
But what if it doesn’t? What if there is a person in the group who is determined to dominate, criticize, start
arguments, concentrate on other subjects or in general disturb the meeting? The papers say (and there are many
who can attest to the effectiveness of this technique), that the troublesome person should be taken aside by
another sympathetic reader and told of the problem. If the unruly person does not change, then can two readers
take this person aside, and if this still doesn’t work, then the problem is taken to the group which has the final
authority. In this way, all efforts have been extended to assist this person in becoming a meaningful part of the
group. Please read the “Sermon on Forgiveness” for Jesus’ own words on this subject of unruly persons.
“Can you not see that on this world such responsibilities had better rest upon the group or be administered by
chosen representatives of the group?” [Paper 133:1.2, page 1469:1]
“You cannot truly love your fellows by a mere act of the will. Love is only born of thoroughgoing understanding
of you neighbor’s motive and sentiments. It is not so important to love all men today as it is that each day you
learn to love one more human being.” [Paper 100:4.6, page 1098:3]

Dealing with Individual Differences
One of the greatest conflicts in your study group will be the differences between idealists and realists. Abner
was an visionary idealist, Paul was an pragmatic realist. Never argue with a dogmatic idealist because they are
always right. In the scope of evolutionary development it just may not be time for whatever their ideal is, to be
manifested. Marry idealism to dogmatism and you have a very difficult combination. Abner was a wonderful
man. He loved the truth. Paul had ideas and it was a great pity the two did not work together. Abner refused to
develop an organization while Paul decided to build an organization in a practical way.
“Paul went forth to build up one of the most progressive human societies which has ever existed on Urantia.”

[Paper 170:5.16, page 1865:6]

We can love and appreciate Abner, but we must respect Paul for his real accomplishments. Abner failed to
manifest his ideals; Paul’s cause lived and prospered. We are in the midst of a new revelation. It is imperative
that we constantly evaluate our actions as we work in our social, service and study groups.
“Someday religionists will get together and actually effect co-operation on the basis of psychological opinions
and theological beliefs. Goals rather than creeds should unify religionists...it is inevitable that each individual
religionist must have his own and personal interpretation of the realization of that spiritual experience. Let
the term ‘faith’ stand for the individual’s relation to God rather than for the creedal formulation of what some
group of mortals have been able to agree upon as a common religious attitude. ‘Have you faith? Then have it to
yourself.’ “ [Paper 99:5.7, page 1091:6]

Potential Pitfalls and Problems
No matter how well meaning we are, we can never quite see what we may be doing that may negatively affect
the group. Here are a few reminders on how even the best of intentions may be perceived by your fellow man.
14
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DESIRABLE ACTIVITY

CARRIED TO AN EXTREME

Pray for the meeting

Become pious and ostentatious

Build morale

Become “goody-goody”

Listen to others

Contribute your own ideas

Share your own experience
Think

Inquire

Cultivate friendships

Become non-responsive
Dominate discussion

Start an encounter group

Become an intellectual snob

Ask too many shallow questions

Indulge in flattery or become meddlesome

The activities which occur in your study group should form an organic part of the efforts of our unseen
benefactors to spiritualize humanity.

The Importance of Study
The word student comes from the Latin studere which means to be eager or zealous about. A student of The
Urantia Book is eager about the facts, meanings, and values presented in its pages. The word scholar comes
from the Greek schole, meaning leisure. A scholar of the book takes the extended, non-anxious time required for
learning, free of the domination of any theological, ideological, or political purpose.

The Urantia Book itself contains a surprising amount of teaching on the subject of study. Study is one of the
three main categories of activity for our morontia career.

“The activities of such a world are of three distinct varieties: work, progress, and play. Stated otherwise, they are:
service, study, and relaxation.” [Paper 46:5.29, page 526:4]
Study does not come easy for mortals, and only becomes truly voluntary later in our universe career. “Study is
becoming voluntary, unselfish service natural, and worship spontaneous.” [Paper 47:7.5, page 537:5]

Jesus engaged in intense study. [Paper 129:1.10, page 1420:7] He memorized passages in early schooling. [Paper 123:5.2, page
1362:3] His way in discussion was a model of “broadmindedness, fairness, and tolerance;” [Paper 132:4.2, page 1467:4] and
he was a patient listener. [Paper 132:4.2, page 1460:6] His study group was earnest and joyous. [Paper 137:7.1, page 1533:5]
Perhaps the greatest revelation about reading comes at the end of the Foreword:

“We are fully cognizant of the difficulties of our assignment; we recognize the impossibility of fully translating
the language of the concepts of divinity and eternity into the symbols of the language of the finite concepts
of the mortal mind. But we know that there dwells within the human mind a fragment of God, and that there
sojourns with the human soul the Spirit of Truth; and we further know that these spirit forces conspire to
enable man to grasp the reality of spiritual values and to comprehend the philosophy of universe meanings.
But even more certainly we know that these spirits of the Divine Presence are able to assist man in the spiritual
appropriation of all truth contributory to the enhancement of the ever-progressing reality of personal religious
experience--God consciousness.” [Foreword 0:12.12, page 17:2]
In other words, there is a cycle of revelatory communication, beginning with the author and the original
language, then translated into English, then printed and read by the human intellect, and then worked on by
the Thought Adjuster and the Spirit of Truth to bring alive universe meaning and values.
We live in an age of partial illiteracy, superficial reading, and speed reading. Sometimes it is appropriate to skim
material quickly, but the authors at times explicitly slow us down:
“Stop and ponder the solemn fact that God lives within you...”

[Paper 2:5.6, page 39:5]
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“Meditate on the revelation of these divine attributes which were made in loving service by your own Creator
Son..” [Paper 7:7.6, page 89:5]
“Let the sublime knowledge of the mortal life of Jesus of Nazareth sink in to your souls…” [Paper 20:6.1, page 228:5]
In reading the scriptures of the world, we are to “look for those eternally true and divinely beautiful teachings.”

[Paper 159:5.1, page 1769:3]

Why study parts of the book that describe realities remote from human experience?
“Of all human knowledge, that which is of greatest value is to know the religious life of Jesus and how he lived
it.” [Paper 196:1.3, page 2090:4] But isn’t there a hidden harmony between this priority and the following idea: “The
narrative of human ascent from the mortal spheres of time to the divine realms of eternity constitutes an
intriguing recital....this supernal adventure should be the supreme study of mortal man.” [Paper 40:7.4, page 449:2]
“Man’s terrestrial orientation, his cosmic insight, and his spiritual direct ionization are all enhanced by a better
comprehension of universe realities and their techniques of interassociation, integration, and unification..” [Paper
106:0.1, page 1162:1]

Jesus had strikingly high standards in that he expected others to interpret the scriptures carefully and to recall
truths that they had been taught. He called his students to read not only reflectively but also responsively; in
other words, what do the meanings of the passage call for in terms of a moral response? He also never tired in
pointing to the worshipful aspects of scripture, especially the Psalms. Often we overlook important points by
failing to read carefully and with an eye to different levels of meaning;
“...there is much in the Scriptures that would have instructed you if you had only read with discernment.” [Paper
148:5.5, page 1662:2]

“Do you not remember that it is written...?” [Paper 148:5.5, page 1662:2]
“Do you not remember that I said to you once before...?’ [Paper 167:7.4, page 1841:3]
Jesus challenged Nathaniel, one of the smartest of the apostles: “But why do you refuse to comprehend the
meaning of the record...?” [Paper 148:4.7, page 1660:6]
Again, it is important to realize that there are meanings to be discerned at the level of the imagination, at
the level of reflective thought, at the level of the heart or feeling as well as at the level of the soul. This is the
meaning of loving God with all of our strength, with all of our mind, with all of our heart and with all of our soul.
Reading, like listening, is an art and a test: “Think not only of the multitudes and how they hear the truth: take
heed also to yourselves how you hear. Remember that I have many times told you: to him who has shall be given
more, while from him who has not shall be taken away even that which he thinks he has.” [Paper 151:3.1, page 1691:4]
Sometimes a reader can only see one side of a complex text. “It is just because the gospel of Jesus was so manysided that within a few centuries students of the records of his teachings became divided up into so many cults
and sects. This pitiful subdivision of Christian believers results from failure to discern in the Master’s manifold
teachings the divine oneness of his matchless life.” [Paper 170:5.20, page 1866:3]
We read the papers sentence by sentence, sequentially. But there is also artistry to be discovered in the structure
of the composition of sections, papers, parts, and the book as a whole.
“The wise philosopher will always look for the creative design which is behind, and pre-existent to, all universe
phenomena.” [Paper 2:7.5, page 42:6]
Ask yourself again and again why one section precedes another; why the opening section of a paper consists of
the words chosen?
16
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Topical study
Researching a topic with a study aid is more efficient for some purposes but not as revealing as an entire reading
of The Urantia Book devoted to this particular topic. Some topics are worth several meetings. Getting to the
bottom of what The Urantia Book has to teach on a certain topic, like personality or love, is very satisfying.
Sometimes it is helpful to consider the topic from the perspective of each part of the book in succession. It can
be a lot of material, and if you find yourself and others being overwhelmed during the meeting, take a break and
pause and reflect on what you have done so far. There should be no hurry. One can become very fatigued from
the intellectual pressure required to go through too much material too fast.
One way to get through a large amount material is to group similar passages and ask members of the group to
read them in sequence without commenting until after the series has been finished. It’s a good idea to point out
what it is that you want the group to look for in the series of passages. Often one passage may spark comments
on diverse topics that may have little relevance to your purpose for the evening. Maintaining focus is a most
important principle in running a successful study group.
How many passages are about right for an evening’s study? Of course that depends on many factors. A good
average is around eight. It’s nice to have extra relevant passages at hand to use in case the need arises. Try to
allocate time for the different parts of the discussion to keep the evening fluid.
For something different, consider using one passage as the springboard for an evening’s reflection. Research
other passages that will illuminate the original choice. In this way, it shows how the whole of the book may be
used to explain the part. And it is a reminder that a great gem of a sentence is will worth being the focus of an
entire evening of study.

Comparative Study
If you do no more than share a list of passages that you really like, individuals in the group may benefit from
simply bringing old favorites to mind on a new occasion. It is possible, however, to do much more. The highest
level of study, according to Mortimer J. Adler in his How to Read A Book, is to compare the great thought of
authors of different books. If you are interested in topical study, you might consider this path. Bring literature
outside The Urantia Book to extend and clarify what the book contains. The Urantia Book draws on many human
sources, and it is designed to function in a cultural civilization—interacting with the ideas and ideals of current
and future generation. Correlating passages from the book with evolutionary products may be confusing for a
beginners’ group. Those who know the book well will find it very stimulating. One benefit is, that it helps us see
the book through the others’ eyes. What does anthropology say about primitive religion? What does biology
say about evolution? It doesn’t take much hunting in the library to come up with some material that will prove
interesting to your fellows. There has been much correlative work done on the science found in The Urantia Book
with contemporary science. This is a fascinating study. Make sure, however, that the study group stays focused
on The Urantia Book. Comparative study is not recommended for a beginners group.
Such study groups need to be carefully guided so that they remain sessions which are primarily devoted to the
study of The Urantia Book. Some groups try to explore The Urantia Book along with some other alleged source(s)
of revelation. While truth is to be found in countless sources, and while an occasional reference to information
and perspectives from outside The Urantia Book can be very helpful in a study group, it is nevertheless confusing
for other sources to be given as much or more attention than the Fifth Epochal Revelation. This is sometimes
done because the leader or another participant wants to use the prestige of a Urantia Book study group to
proselytize his or her personal convictions about other sources.

Teaching
Teachers evolve, they do not appear. A teacher must know his material very well, but most of all a teacher of The
Urantia Book must try and live these teachings.
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“You may preach a religion about Jesus, but, perforce, you must live the religion of Jesus.” (2091.10) 196:2.1
The study groups you will belong to or form will have a person who will organize, and perhaps a person who will
share their expertise, and others who will lead in different ways. But all who attend meetings should be asked to
read the paper on Instructions for Teachers and Believers. A group usually chooses its own leaders and teachers.
Ideally all members should be teaching by living these great truths within the group and in their private lives. If
you find yourself as chosen to serve your group; be cautious, be patient, constantly seek the Fathers’ assistance,
and keep these admonitions close to your heart.
“Always respect the personality of man. Never should a righteous cause be promoted by force; spiritual victories
can be won only by spiritual power...Make your appeals directly to the divine spirit that dwells within the minds
of men. Do not appeal to fear, pity, or mere sentiment...Be fair; exercise self-control and exhibit due restraint;
show proper respect for the personalities of your pupils...Do not lessen or destroy their self-respect...Do not
wound the self-respect of timid and fearful souls...Do not indulge in sarcasm at the expense of my simpleminded brethren...Be not cynical with my fear-ridden children.” “In preaching the gospel of the kingdom, you are
simply teaching friendship with God...Future generations shall know also the radiance of our joy, the buoyance
of our good will, and the inspiration of our good humor.” [Paper 159:3.2, page 1765:4]
There are many great books exploring the art of teaching. Our universities are full of learned and wise teachers.
But let us keep in mind; “The common people heard Jesus gladly, because he was one of them, an unpretentious
layman; the world’s greatest religious teacher was indeed a layman.” [Paper 196:1.4, page 2090:5]

Conclusion
“To “follow Jesus” means to personally share his religious faith and to enter into the spirit of the Master’s life of
unselfish service for man. One of the most important things in human living is to find out what Jesus believed,
to discover his ideals, and to strive for the achievement of his exalted life purpose. Of all human knowledge, that
which is of greatest value is to know the religious life of Jesus and how he lived it.” [Paper 196:1.3, page 2090:4]
“The spirit of the everlasting Father is concealed in the mind of every mortal child.” “Man goes forth searching
for a friend while that very friend lives within his own heart.” [Paper 3:1.4, page 45:1]
All who enter into study of this revelation with each other enter into close contact with the Divine Presence
within himself and with the Divine Presence within all other members of the group. It should be considered
a sacred privilege in your life. The Study Group experience should be one of the fond memories of your life on
Urantia. It should a time of sublime expectation as you open the pages of truth found within the Fifth Epochal
Revelation to our planet! Your interaction with the other members of the Study Group should evoke a profound
awareness of fellowship, even the fellowship of God’s family. The Study Group experience ought to in some
manner inspire selfless service and the worship of God.
“Some men’s lives are too great and noble to descend to the low level of being merely successful. The animal
must adapt itself to the environment, but the religious man transcends his environment and in this way escapes
the limitations of the present material world through this insight of divine love. This concept of love generates
in the soul of man that superanimal effort to find truth, beauty, and goodness; and when he does find them, he
is glorified in their embrace; he is consumed with the desire to love them, to do righteousness.” [Paper 196:3.32, page
2096:8]
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Patterns in Epochal Revelations

by Jeffrey Wattles
W hy sho u l d we loo k to p r evio u s epoch a l r eve l ations fo r l essons to a pp ly to day ?
There are patterns, patterns of success and patterns of error. After Jesus’ baptism, he spent forty days in the
wilderness making the great decisions that would formulate policy for the unfolding of his epochal revelation.
In preparation for that decision-making, “Jesus thought over the whole span of human life on Urantia, from the
days of Andon and Fonta, down through Adam’s default, and on to the ministry of the Melchizedek of Salem”
[Paper 136:4.5, page 1514:6]. Let’s begin a similar review.
The Planetary Prince’s staff had 300,000 years of success with wise, evolutionary methods. They coordinated
their knowledge of higher universe patterns with their knowledge of the facts about the world in which they
were serving. This is a superuniverse pattern. The Ancients of Days coordinate revealed wisdom from above with
evolutionary wisdom from below. Jesus called it truth coordination.
“…Consider the Greeks, who have a science without religion, while the Jews have a religion without science. And
when men become thus misled into accepting a narrow and confused disintegration of truth, their only hope of
salvation is to become truth-co-ordinated—converted. “Let me emphatically state this eternal truth: If you, by
truth-coordination, learn to exemplify in your lives this beautiful wholeness of righteousness, your fellow men
will then seek after you that they may gain what you have so acquired. The measure wherewith truth seekers
are drawn to you represents the measure of your truth endowment, your righteousness. The extent to which
you have to go with your message to the people is, in a way, the measure of your failure to live the whole or
righteous life, the truth-co-ordinated life.” [Paper 155:1.5, page 1726:1]
I think the concept of truth-coordination has two further implications for us. First, in our ambition to train
leaders, we must coordinate careful, thorough study of all four parts of The Urantia Book with ever-increasing
scientific knowledge from relevant human scholarship plus the wisdom of experienced leaders. The second
implication is that spirituality and organization require each other. The Universal Father has one-to-one
relationships with everyone, and the Eternal Son is a spiritual administrator. The Father’s love for each individual
brings the brotherhood of man as a reality of the whole, with consequences for how fast we can evolve [Paper
12:7.8, page 138:3]. Spirituality without a cosmic and humanly effective framework becomes chaotic, and organization
without spirituality cannot make any lasting difference.
The second epochal revelation taught us the importance of patience. “Never, in all your ascent to Paradise,
will you gain anything by impatiently attempting to circumvent the established and divine plan by short cuts,
personal inventions, or other devices for improving on the way of perfection, to perfection, and for eternal
perfection” [Paper 75:8.5, page 138:4].
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In their management training book “FYI—For Your Improvement”, Michael Lombardo and Robert Eichinger devote
a five-page chapter to the topic of patience [pp. 229–33]. They treat patience as a skill. They describe traits of unskilled
persons, skilled persons, and persons who overuse the skill. They list causes of impatience, give an overview of
organizational importance of the virtue, and then list ten remedies for impatience. Here are a few highlights.
Impatient persons are “intolerant of the slow pace and cumbersome processes of others.” The skilled person
“follows established process.” The excessively patient person “may let things fester without acting.” Here are
some causes: unrealistic standards, action junkie, very intelligent, arrogant. The overview: “Many people pride
themselves on . . . a results orientation. . . . In many situations, impatience is a cover for other problems and has
serious long-term consequences.” The list of remedies includes these observations. “Impatient people want it
now.” “Some people probably bring out your impatience more than others. Who are they? What is it about them
that makes you more impatient? Pace? Language? Thought process? Accent? These people may include people
you don’t like, who ramble, who whine and complain, or who are repetitive advocates for things you have already
rejected. Mentally rehearse some calming tactics before meeting with people who trigger your impatience”
“People who have a towering strength or lots of success get less feedback and keep rolling along and over others .
. . .” “Impatient people provide answers, conclusions, and solutions too early in the process.” They overmanage and
depend too much on themselves.” When I read this chapter I discovered that I have been impatient, and I got to
work to change. Truth-coordination takes work.
In the third epochal revelation, Melchizedek made a covenant in which man agreed “to believe God’s promises
and follow his instructions” [Paper 93:6.4, page 1020:7]. Please take a silent moment to reflect on this teaching. Do we
believe the revelators? Are we eager to follow instructions that we have in The Urantia Book, the Publication
Mandate, and the Declaration of Trust? Over the years, the UAI has proclaimed a mission to disseminate the
teachings of The Urantia Book. What does that mean? The Declaration of Trust focuses our effort: we shall
foster “a religion, a philosophy, and a cosmology which are commensurate with man’s intellectual and cultural
development.” Does this mean that we should simply present to these religious, philosophical, and scientific
communities what The Urantia Book has to say about their interests? Or does it mean that our religionists,
philosophers, and scientists should equip themselves to communicate with those communities in ways that
meet them where they are, normally not mentioning The Urantia Book? Could our organization possibly help
readers do that? For example, we are told, “The religious challenge of this age is to those farseeing and forward-
looking men and women of spiritual insight who will dare to construct a new and appealing philosophy of
living out of the enlarged and exquisitely integrated modern concepts of cosmic truth, universe beauty, and
divine goodness.…” [Paper 2:7.10, page 43:3] How could our organization work creatively to help meet that challenge?
As a teacher of philosophy and religion, I teach truth, beauty, and goodness all day long, promote amazing
growth through the use of experiential projects, and introduce The Urantia Book to those who seem ready for it.
At the conclusion of the fourth epochal revelation, Jesus reminded not just the apostles but all believers to
proclaim the gospel in thought, word, and deed. Students of The Urantia Book can hardly step aside from that
call. Jesus said, “That which the world needs most to know is: Men are the sons of God, and through faith they
can actually realize, and daily experience, this ennobling truth. [Paper 193:0.4, page 2052:4] “The persistent preaching
of this gospel of the kingdom will someday bring to all nations a new and unbelievable liberation, intellectual
freedom, and religious liberty” [Paper 178:1.9, page 1930:6]. How many of us proclaim the gospel—in any sense of the
word? Do we not tend to shy away from that call and say that our work with The Urantia Book is our way of
proclaiming the gospel? What do we think the Master would say to us in reply? Has not the book become our
gospel, in practice if not in theory?
After reviewing the history of our world, Jesus’ decisions focused on limiting his use of the powers at his
command. The analogy for us, I believe, is to limit our use of The Urantia Book itself in our ministry. Jesus chose
20
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the “natural, ordinary, difficult, and trying” methods. This is because he knew the way of love and the practice of
spiritual brotherhood so well that he would not upstage those eternal realities by proclaiming the epochal fact
about himself. In the resurrection appearances Jesus not only told his apostles but every believer to proclaim to
the world not the good news of the resurrection or the good news of the epochal fact of Jesus divine sonship,
but the good news of the gospel.
Jesus gives very clear teaching about how to sequence sharing the gospel with sharing higher truth. It takes
truth-coordination to integrate our desire to share truth with the evolutionary facts of the other person’s
receptivity. The Master told Simon Zelotes, “…when you have a man safely and securely within the kingdom,
then is the time, when such a one shall come to you with inquiries, to impart instruction having to do with the
progressive advancement of the soul within the divine kingdom.” [Paper 141:6.2, page 1592:4]. Later, he explained to the
twelve.
“When you enter the kingdom, you are reborn. You cannot teach the deep things of the spirit to those who
have been born only of the flesh; first see that men are born of the spirit before you seek to instruct them in the
advanced ways of the spirit. Do not undertake to show men the beauties of the temple until you have first taken
them into the temple. Introduce men to God and as the sons of God before you discourse on the doctrines of the
fatherhood of God and the sonship of men. [Paper 141:6.4, page 1592:6]
I volunteered with a Urantia Book-based organization for eleven years that produced a religious radio broadcast
heard in countries around the world. The book was never mentioned in the broadcast. I have preached in
churches about ninety times. I hope I am not making a vain display, but I know something about the work that
is required to get these opportunities and the rewards of doing that work. I ask you, how might our organization
creatively and wisely promote such activities?
The fifth epochal revelation was given to enhance the Post-Bestowal Son Age: to clarify, invigorate, and amplify
the gospel movement, to provide knowledge of the epochal revelations that are the normal foundation for a
Bestowal Son mission (so that Jesus’ teachings can function as the foundation of a new and higher civilization
[Paper 154:4.6, page 1720:3] ); and “…to expand cosmic consciousness and enhance spiritual perception…” [Foreword 0:0.2,
page 1:2] by telling us more of Deity, the larger cosmos, our ascendant destiny, and the destiny of our world.
One of the most important patterns in epochal revelations on our world is that in three out of the first four
epochal revelations we got seriously off course. We made our passionate mistakes with the best intentions,
thinking that we were working for the revelation, feeling spiritual, and acting with the encouragement of
like-minded others. We did not believe divine wisdom enough to follow instructions patiently. For a variety of
reasons, leadership went astray.
Could it happen again? I believe it has already started to happen again. Our volunteer energies are so centered on
The Urantia Book that we neglect sharing the gospel, constructing a philosophy of living, and wisely interacting
with Christianity and other religions while avoiding entangling and distracting references to The Urantia Book. I
am not proposing a simplistic, all-or-nothing, solution to fit every situation.
What proportion of our volunteer time as students of the fifth epochal revelation should be with and for other
readers or explicitly focused on the book to attract new readers? What proportion of our time should we spend
on disseminating gospel truth, philosophic wisdom, cosmological understanding, and other timely teachings?
There is no one answer that would satisfy the Father’s will for each person.
In Paper 52, Planetary Mortal Epochs, the author speaks of Urantia’s Post-Bestowal Age. There we are told what
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we need to do in order to realize world-wide brotherhood. We need spiritual brotherhood—and Jesus has shown
the way to that, and we need social brotherhood, which largely depends on social fraternity, intellectual cross-
fertilization, ethical awakening, political wisdom, and spiritual insight. Obviously The Urantia Book has a role to
play in all of this, but the way this section is written places the emphasis in a way that is differently balanced
from what we observe today. How might our organization creatively support such priorities?
“The great hope of Urantia lies in the possibility of a new revelation of Jesus with a new and enlarged presentation
of his saving message which would spiritually unite in loving service the numerous families of his present-day
professed followers.” [Paper 195:10.16, page 2086:2]
The great hope of Urantia depends on how we interact with other professed followers of Jesus: “The world
needs to see Jesus living again on earth in the experience of spirit-born mortals who effectively reveal the
Master to all men” [Paper 195:10.1, page 2084:1].
These may not be the lessons you need. If so, please forgive me. If you are interested in training yourselves and
others to disseminate religious and philosophical teachings, I can offer you some help through my websites,
publications, and unpublished documents; and I have an internet gospel school for readers who want to grow in
understanding, living, and proclaiming Jesus’ gospel. In any case, I wish you well in your evolutionary adventure
in truth-coordination.
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Changing the World: An Introduction
to Social Movements

by Abigail A. Fuller
Why social movements matter
The role of social movements in history
S ocieties ch a nge ove r time , a n d fo r m a n y d iffe r ent r e a sons.
For example, technological innovations can have profound affects on human societies. The invention and mass
availability of the birth control pill enabled women to reliably control their fertility for the first time in human
history. This, in turn, was one factor that increased the number of women in the paid workforce, as it gave
women the choice to limit the number of children they bore. The Industrial Revolution led to the widespread
use of fossil fuels (gasoline, coal, etc.), creating changes in the earth’s atmosphere that contribute to global
warming. One important consequence is rising sea levels from the melting of the polar ice caps: this has already
destroyed crops on the island nation of Tuvalu, and its thousands of residents are planning for an evacuation as
sea levels continue to rise. Cataclysmic events can precipitate social change as well. The Great Depression of the
1930s brought economic ruin to many individuals and communities, but led ultimately to the formation of our
social welfare system (Social Security, etc.).
In U.S. society, the most popular explanation for social change is the “Great Man” theory of history. This theory
holds that the actions and ideas of influential individuals are the primary motor of historical change. Hence,
in high schools civics classes students learn about a succession of U.S. presidents, generals, inventors, and
entrepreneurs. Certainly such individuals have helped make history, but to focus exclusively on them neglects
the important role that organized groups of ordinary people play in shaping societies. Howard Zinn’s classic
work, A People’s History of the United States, paints a bottom-up view of American history which illustrates that
from the time of the American Revolution, groups of people have repeatedly marched, made speeches, and
even taken up arms in an attempt to change their society. They have not always succeeded, but ours would be
a very different society without them. Think, for example, of how the labor movement, one of the oldest social
movements in the U.S., changed the way employees are treated. There is a bumper sticker reads, “The Labor
Movement: The Folks Who Brought You the Eight-Hour Work Day.”
So, to study social movements is to pay attention to a neglected side of U.S. history. There are other reasons
to study them as well. One is to learn from past experience. Social movements have proliferated to the point
that some sociologists dub this a “social movement society.” Can contemporary social movements increase
their chances of success by examining what worked and didn’t work for movements of the past? Another
reason to study social movements is because of the hope that they provide for thoselooking for ways to have a
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positive impact on the world. Many of the courses I teach immerse students inlearning about the origins and
consequences of various forms of inequality in U.S. society, such as racial and ethnic discrimination, gender
discrimination, and the rich-poor gap. At some point I realized how disempowering this can be—to present
what are severe, very real social problems without discussing what individuals and groups are doing to solve
them. Studying social movements, then, is a crucial component of our education as citizens, as member of a
society that not only influences us, but which we have a responsibility to shape.

What is a Social Movement?
A social movement is a collective effort, with some degree of formal organization, that is oriented toward
promoting or resisting change in a society, using means outside institutional channels or utilizing such channels
in innovative ways. (Be aware that not all sociologists agree with this definition; some important controversies
in defining social movements are discussed below.) (You can read scholars’ different definitions of social
movements, compiled by Benita Roth, at http://womhist.binghamton.edu/socm/definitions.htm.)
A collective effort
A social movement involves people working together; one individual does not make a social movement. However,
there are different ways to take part in a movement. Sociologists distinguish between various roles with regard
to both people’s beliefs and actions.
In terms of beliefs, there are:
• adherents: individuals who support a movement’s goals (but who may or may not identify themselves as part
of the movement itself). For example, someone who opposed the 2003 U.S. war against Iraq, but dislikes the
antiwar movement itself (for example, because she believes the demonstrations are too confrontational) is an
adherent of that movement. This person would then not technically be part of the movement.
• constituents: individuals who support a movement’s goals and identify as part of a movement. They are a
subset of the larger pool of adherents. Conscience constituents are part of a social movement even though they
do not stand to benefit directly from its success. An example is heterosexual people who become involved in
efforts to legalize gay marriage. Beneficiary constituents are individuals who stand to benefit if the movement
realizes its goals. In the example above, same-sex couples are the beneficiaries of efforts to legalize gay
marriage. Beneficiaries may or may not be adherents of a social movement that is created to benefit them. For
example, many women were not (and are not) part of the feminist movement,though they benefit from its
gains.
In terms of actions, we can distinguish between:
• contributors: individuals who contribute resources (like money) to a movement. They may or may not take
more active roles in the movement.
• participants: individuals who take an active part in a social movement (beyond simply contributing resources).
For example, they attend meetings or demonstrations.
• members: contributors and participants who identify with a particular social movement organization.
As discussed below, a social movement is typically made up of one or more organizations. Movements per
se do not have members, but particular organizations within a movement can. Some social movement
organizations allow people to become members simply by contributing money. In others, membership has
more requirements.
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• activists: individuals whose participation in the movement involves a high degree of effort and sacrifice
(Turner and Killian 1987: 225, in McAdam and Snow xxiii). They are also termed organizers. They are the core of
the movement, and include its leaders. They are typically among the first to become involved in a movement
and are most likely to remain involved as the movement subsides.
Note that being part of a social movement involves action—hence, a group of people that shares a set of beliefs,
but does not act on them collectively, does not constitute a social movement. Of course, shared beliefs is a
prerequisite for forming a social movement, and one of the puzzles that sociologists address with their research
is under what conditions which such “unmobilized sentiment pools” (McAdam and Snow xxi) are induced to act
collectively on behalf of those beliefs. And, a major task for social movement activists is how to turn adherents
into contributors and participants.
With some degree of organization
For people to act collectively with any effectiveness, they must coordinate their activities: this entails organization.
This part of the definition distinguishes social movements from mobs, riots, fads, or fashions, which are examples
of collective, but relatively unorganized, behaviors.
Social movements typically are comprised of one or more social movement organizations (SMO’s), which are
relatively stable groups characterized by some degree of formal organization (they have established structures
and rules for making decisions and carrying out activities) (McCarthy and Zald 1973). For example, the
environmental movement includes the Sierra Club, Earth First, Cultural Survival, and many small local groups.
The type of organization varies among SMO’s, however. Some are highly bureaucratized, with hierarchical
positions and detailed policies and procedures. Others intentionally adopt a more decentralized form of
organization, with rotating leadership positions and democratic decision-making processes. Sociologists are
interested in investigating the
effects of different organizational
social movement sector
forms on the commitment of
social movement participants
(Hirsch [1988], for example, found
social movement industry (or social movement)
that small, decentralized groups
increased the commitment of
participants); on the ability to
social movement organization
mobilize resources; and on the
likelihood of social movement
success (Piven and Cloward 1977).
Because they are relatively more organized, social movements are also more continuous and longer-lived than
phenomena like riots and mobs. It is important to remember, though, that less organized, more spontaneous
activities are also common in social movements—for example, a well-planned mass march of thousands of
people marching in the streets to protest some government policy is bound to contain some spontaneous
behaviors.
That challenges or defends existing institutional or cultural authority
Social movement goals have several dimensions. the locus of the change they seek; the direction of the change
they seek; and the extent of change they seek. Keep in mind that in practice, goals are not always clearly
articulated by movement activists.
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• In terms of the locus of change desired, social movements can seek to alter either social institutions or culture,
or both. (A social institution is a stable set of rules and relationships that regulates some aspect of social life,
such as the economy, religion, government, education, and the family. Culture refers to shared values, beliefs,
and practices.) Social movements that target social institutions for change focus on goals like enacting or
repealing laws; changing government policies; ending discrimination against particular groups in government,
education, or business; changing business practices; and the like. Some examples are the labor movement,
the civil rights movement, and the pro-choice and pro-life movements. Most often, movements that seek
cultural changes are also concerned with institutional changes—for example, the pro-life movement strives
to convince people that abortion is immoral, but also aims to pass laws that restrict access to abortion. Other
movements focus mainly on changing some aspect of a society’s culture.
Note that by specifying that a social movement challenges or defends some authority, I exclude from the
definition collective efforts at changing society that face virtually no organized opposition—sometimes called
consensus movement—such as the effort to stop drunk driving spearheaded by MADD (Mothers Against
Drunk Driving). I also exclude organized efforts that primarily seek to change individuals, sometimes called
expressive movements. These would include self-help movements like yoga, and many religious groups. Yet
some efforts to promote individual change do so as means to social change, the idea being that if enough
individuals change, then society does, by definition. Hence the line between expressive and instrumental
movements is not always a clear one.
• In terms of the direction of change sought, movements that promote forward change, or progress, are labeled
progressive, liberal, or left-wing. They seek to establish a state of affairs that has not existed in the past.
Often, but not always, the beneficiaries of these movements are disadvantaged groups, such as women or
racial-ethnic minorities. (The terms “left” and “right” as descriptions of political ideologies originated during
the French Revolution, when proponents of the revolution sat on the left side of the French Assembly and
opponents sat on the right.) Movements that resist change and seek to return to areal or imagined past
are termed conservative, or right-wing. The pro-life movement and the Ku Klux Klan are examples. Very
conservative movements are also called reactionary.
	Be aware that these terms can be problematic. For example, the goal of the Native American rights movement
is to resurrect the cultural traditions of Native Americans, which makes it a conservative movement. However,
it also seeks greater equality and respect for Native Americans than currently exists,making it progressive. As
you can see, which label fits best depends in part on one’s time frame. Given that abortions are currently legal
in the U.S., the pro-life could be seen as promoting change, hence progressive. However, given that it seeks to
return to a time when abortions were not legal, it is conservative.
• Finally, movements can be distinguished by the extent of change they seek. Reform movements seek limited
or partial change within a society. For example, most groups within the labor movement pursue goals like
higher wages and better benefits for employees, without altering the fundamental structure of the workplace
or the large economy. Radical movements seek fundamental or total change. (Revolutionary movements
are radical movements that specifically seek to overthrow the state.) Some segments of the labor, such as
socialist organizations, are radical in that their goal is to eradicate capitalism and institute an economy in
which productive property (factories, machinery, land) is communally owned and operated.
	As noted in the example of the labor movement, reformist and radical tendencies can exist within a single
movement, and often do when the movement is large. Within the feminist movement, the campaign to pass
the Equal Rights Amendment was a reform effort: it sought to change the law, but not other aspects of
society. The radical feminist branch of the movement, on the other hand, desires society-wide, fundamental
change in male-female relationships.
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Using means outside institutional channels or utilizing such channels in innovative ways
Social institutions typically have established, agreed-upon (hence perceived as legitimate) ways that people can
make their voices heard—that they can exercise power. For example, we can participate in the U.S. government
by voting in elections, by putting referenda on state ballots, by writing to our congressional representatives, and
the like. At colleges and universities, students can serve on various committees, vote in student government
elections, or make an appointment to speak with the dean about an issue of concern. Social movements often
utilize such institutional channels—for example, the Green Party in the U.S. can been seen as a wing of the
environmental movement that runs candidates for political office (although this created great controversy
within the environmental movement, as activists debated the advisability of working within or outside “the
system”). Peace movement activists often call on supporters to contact their congressional representatives and
urge them to vote for or against some piece of legislation. Nevertheless, the defining characteristic of a social
movement is that it organizes people to act outside of such regular channels. Social movement participants
march through the streets, hold rallies, conduct sit-ins, carry signs, organize economic boycotts, and the like
(see Gene Sharp’s 128 Methods of Nonviolent Action for a taste of the many tactics that nonviolent movements
have used). At other times, social movement participants use established institutional channels, but do so in
innovative ways. At the 1968 Democratic National Convention, the Yippies nominated a pig for president to
symbolize their dissatisfaction with the major parties’ presidential candidates.
The use of noninstitutional means distinguishes social movements from interest groups, which are also collective,
organized, and seek to promote or prevent change—but do so primarily using institutional channels like lobbying,
letter writing, and distributing educational materials. Hence interest groups are situated within the mainstream
political environment and enjoy some legitimacy, while social movements are centered outside the mainstream
political environment and typically have less legitimacy with those inside it.
Why would a group choose to use non-institutional methods to create change, when institutional ones are
available? The answer is that not all groups have easy input into major social institutions. People who form social
movements oftentimes do so because they are excluded, for whatever reason, from accessing power through
mainstream processes. For example, before the 1960s, African-Americans were effectively denied the right to
vote or run for office in the southern United States. Hence the civil rights movement used tactics like sit-ins and
marches to racially integrate southern society. As noted above, then, the people that form social movements—
who resort to extra-institutional means of making change—are very often those who are marginalized in a
society, lacking full access to political, economic, or social power.
When social movement participants engage in a series of actions in pursuit of some concrete goal, during a
limited period of time, this is termed a campaign. During the civil rights movement, campaigns were waged, for
example, to integrate buses in Montgomery, Alabama and to register voters in rural Mississippi. These individual
campaigns were all part of the larger movement.

Examples of Behaviors That Are Not Social Movements
Social movements often overlap with, but are not identical to, the following phenomena:
• Riots: These may occur as part of a social movement, but they are unorganized and ephemeral, whereas a
social movement is more organized and longer lasting.
• Fads: These are collective phenomenon but are not directed toward promoting or resisting change.
• Interest groups: These use primarily institutional means of making change, like lobbying public officials,
whereas social movements use primarily noninstitutional means, but may use institutional means as well.
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Interest groups are “insiders” in the political system, accepted by target groups as legitimate, while social
movements are “outsiders” who have not been granted legitimacy. Furthermore, while the focus of change for
interest groups is the state, social movements may also target businesses or other institutions. Nevertheless,
social movement organizations may evolve into interest groups as their demands become more acceptable.
• Volunteerism: Social movement participants are volunteers (unless they are paid staff members of an SMO), but
not all people who do volunteer work are part of a social movement. Much volunteer work is essentially relief
work—intended to provide temporary relief for some problem, but not focused on long-lasting institutional
or cultural change. Furthermore, volunteering is technically an individual phenomenon, as it need not involve
people working collectively. You can volunteer, by yourself, to pickup trash in a public park, for example.
• Self-help movements or expressive movements: These do not challenge or defend some authority, instead
only seeking to change individuals.
• Groups that share ideas but do not act together (a study group; an intellectual trend).

Questions to Consider
1. Is home schooling a social movement?
2.	 When does a social movement become an interest group? Is the Green Party a social movement?
3. Is rap music a fad, a social movement in itself, or part of some other social movement?
4. Can a social movement exist within an organization?
5. Is the labor movement a social movement?

Some Prominent Social Movements in U.S. History
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abolitionist movement

American Revolution

animal rights movement

anti-globalization movement

anti-immigration movement

anti-lynching movement

anti-nuclear weapons movement

anti-sweatshop movement

anti-Vietnam War movement

Asian-American movement

battered women’s movement

Black Power movement

Chicano/a movement

civil rights movement

conservative Christian movement

consumer safety movement

disability rights movement

drug legalization movement

environmental movement

environmental justice movement

father’s rights movement

feminist movement

gay rights movement

homeless peoples’ movement

labor movement

living wage movement

men’s movement

Native American movement

nuclear freeze movement

pro-choice movement

pro-life movement

Puerto Rican independence
movement

right-to-die (euthanasia) movement

sanctuary movement

socialist movement

student movement

temperance movement

transgendered movement

welfare rights movement

white supremacist movement

women’s suffrage movement.
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Learning Methods: What Works, What Doesn’t

by john Dunlosky, Katherine A. Rawson, Elizabeth J. Marsh Mitchell J. Nathan and Daniel T.
Wellingham
W E R EV I EW E D M O R E T H A N 7 0 0 scientific a rtic l es on 1 0 common l ea r ning techni q u es
to identify the most advantageous ways to study.
Education generally focuses on what you study, such as algebra, the elements of the periodic table or how to
conjugate verbs. But learning how to study can be just as important, with lifelong benefits. It can teach you to
pick up knowledge faster and more efficiently and allow you to retain information for years rather than days.
Cognitive and educational psychologists have developed and evaluated numerous techniques, ranging from
rereading to summarizing to self-testing, for more than 100 years. Some common strategies markedly improve
student achievement, whereas others are time consuming and ineffective. Yet this information is not making
its way into the classroom.Teachers today are not being told which learning techniques are supported by
experimental evidence, and students are not being taught how to use the ones that work well. In fact, the two
study aids that students rely on the most are not effective. One of them may even undermine success.
One potential reason is that the huge amount of research is overwhelming, making it difficult for educators and
students to identify the most practical and advantageous ways to study. To meet this challenge, we reviewed
more than 700 scientific articles on 10 commonly used learning techniques. We focused on strategies that seem
to be easy to use and broadly effective. We also took a closer look at a couple of methods that are very popular
with students.
To receive our recommendation, a technique must be useful in a range of learning conditions, such as whether a
student works alone or in a group. It must assist learners of various ages, abilities and levels of prior knowledge—
and it must have been tested in a classroom or other real-world situation. Learners should be able to use the
method to master a variety of subjects, and their performance should benefit no matter what kind of test is used
to measure it. The best approaches also result in long-lasting improvements in knowledge and comprehension.
Using these criteria, we identified two clear winners. They produced robust, durable results and were relevant
in many situations. Three more are recommended with reservations, and five—including two popular learning
aids—are not advised, either because they are useful only in limited circumstances or because not enough
evidence supports a higher rating. We encourage researchers to further explore some of the untested techniques,
but students and teachers should be cautious about relying on them.

SELF-TESTING, Quizzing Yourself Gets High Marks
HOW IT WORKS: Unlike a test that evaluates knowledge, practice tests are done by students
on their own, outside of class. Methods might include using flash cards (physical or digital) to test recall or
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answering the sample questions at the end of a textbook chapter. Although most students prefer to take as few
tests as possible, hundreds of experiments show that selftesting improves learning and retention.
In one study, undergraduates were asked to memorize word pairs, half of which were then included on a
recall test. One week later the students remembered 35 percent of the word pairs they had been tested on,
compared with only 4 percent of those they had not. In another demonstration, undergraduates were presented
with Swahili-English word pairs, followed by either practice testing or review. Recall for items they had been
repeatedly tested on was 80 percent, compared with only 36 percent for items they had restudied. One theory is
that practice testing triggers a mental search of long-term memory that activates related information, forming
multiple memory pathways that make the information easier to access.
WHEN DOES IT WORK? Anyone from preschoolers to fourth-year medical students to middle age adults can
benefit from practice testing. It can be used for all kinds of factual information, including learning words in
foreign languages, making spelling lists and memorizing the parts
of flowers. It even improves retention for people with Alzheimer’s disease. Short, frequent exams are most
effective, especially when test takers receive feedback on the correct answers.
Practice testing works even when its format is different from that of the real test. The beneficial effects may last
for months to years—great news, given that durable learning is so important.
IS IT PRACTICAL? Yes. It requires modest amounts of time and little to no training.
HOW CAN I DO IT? Students can self-test with flash cards or by using the Cornell system: during in-class note
taking, make a column on one edge of the page where you enter key terms or questions. You can test yourself
later by covering the notes and answering the questions (or explaining the keywords) on the other side.
RATING: High utility. Practice testing works across an impressive range of formats, content, learner ages and
retention intervals.

DISTRIBUTED PRACTICE
For Best Results, Spread Your Study over Time
HOW DOES IT WORK? Students often “mass” their study—in other words, they cram. But distributing learning
over time is much more effective. In one classic experiment, students
learned the English equivalents of Spanish words, then reviewed the material in six sessions. One group did
the review sessions back to back, another had them one day apart and a third did the reviews 30 days apart.
The students in the 30-day group remembered the translations the best. In an analysis of 254 studies involving
more than 14,000 participants, students recalled more after spaced study (scoring 47 percent overall) than after
massed study (37 percent).
WHEN DOES IT WORK? Children as young as age three benefits, as do undergraduates and older adults. Distributed
practice is effective for learning foreign vocabulary, word definitions, and even skills such as mathematics, music
and surgery.
IS IT PRACTICAL? Yes. Although textbooks usually group problems together by topic, you can intersperse them on
your own. You will have to plan ahead and overcome the common student tendency to procrastinate.
HOW CAN I DO IT? Longer intervals are generally more effective. In one study, 30-day delays improved performance
more than lags of just one day.
In an Internet-based study of trivia learning, peak performance came when sessions were spaced at about 10 to
20 percent of the retention interval. To remember something for one week, learning episodes should be 12 to 24
hours apart; to remember something for five years, they should be spaced six to 12 months apart. Although it
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may not seem like it, you actually do retain information even during these long intervals, and you quickly relearn
what you have forgotten. Long delays between study periods are ideal to retain fundamental concepts that form
the basis for advanced knowledge.
RATING: High utility. Distributed practice is effective for learners of different ages studying a wide variety
of materials and over long delays. It is easy to do and has been used successfully in a number of real-world
classroom studies.

The runners-up
Despite their promise, the following learning techniques fall short, in many cases because not enough evidence
has been amassed to support their use. Some techniques, such as elaborative interrogation and self-explanation,
have not been evaluated sufficiently in realworld educational contexts. Another emerging method called
interleaved practice has just begun to be systematically explored. Nevertheless, these techniques show enough
potential for us to recommend their use in the situations described briefly here.

Elaborative interrogation— Channel Your Inner Four-Year-Old
PROMPTING STUDENTS TO ANSWER “WHY?” QUESTIONS, CALLED ELABORATIVE
INTERROGATION, ALSO FACILITATES LEARNING.
HOW IT WORKS: Inquisitive by nature, we are always looking for explanations for the world around us. A sizable
body of evidence suggests that prompting students to answer “Why?” questions also facilitates learning. With
this technique, called elaborative interrogation, learners produce explanations for facts, such as “Why does it
make sense that…?” or “Why is this true?”
In one experiment, for example, students read sentences such as “the hungry man got into the car.” Participants
in an elaborative interrogation group were asked to explain why, whereas others were provided with an
explanation, such as “the hungry man got into the car to go to the restaurant.” A third group simply read each
sentence. When asked to recall which man performed what action (“Who got in the car?”), the elaborativeinterrogation group answered about 72 percent correctly, compared with about 37 percent for the others.
WHEN SHOULD I USE IT? When you are learning factual information—particularly if you already know something
about the subject. Its power increases with prior knowledge; German students benefitted from elaborative
interrogation more when they were learning about German states than about Canadian provinces, for example.
It may be that prior knowledge
permits students to generate more appropriate explanations for why a fact is true.
The effects of this technique appear to be robust across ages, from fourth graders through undergraduates.
Elaborative interrogation clearly improves memory for facts, but whether it also might enhance comprehension
is less certain, and there is no conclusive information about how long the gains in learning persist.
IS IT PRACTICAL? Yes. It requires minimal training and makes reasonable time demands. In one study, an
elaborative-interrogation group required 32 minutes to do a task that took 28 minutes for a reading-only group.
RATING: Moderate utility. The technique works for a broad range of topics but may not be useful for material
more complex than a factual list. Benefits for learners without prior knowledge may be limited. More research
will be needed to establish whether elaborative interrogation generalizes to various situations and different
types of information.
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SELF-EXPLANATION- How Do I Know?
HOW IT WORKS: Students generate explanations of what they learn, reviewing their mental processing with
questions such as “What new information does the sentence provide for you?” and “How does it relate to what
you already know?” Similar to elaborative interrogation, selfexplanation may help integrate new information
with prior knowledge.
WHEN SHOULD I USE IT? It benefits kin-dergartners to college students and helps in solving math problems
and logical reasoning puzzles, learning from narrative texts and even mastering endgame strategies in chess. In
younger children, self-explanation can help with basic ideas such as learning numbers or patterns. The technique
improves memory, comprehension and problem solving—an impressive range of outcomes. Most studies,
however, have measured effects within only a few minutes, and it is not known whether the technique is more
lasting in people of high or low knowledge.
IS IT PRACTICAL? Unclear. On the one hand, most students need minimal instruction and little to no practice,
although one test of ninth graders showed that students without training tended to paraphrase rather than
generate explanations. On the other, a few studies report that this technique is time-consuming, increasing time
demands by 30 to 100 percent.
RATING: Moderate utility. Self-explanation works across different subjects and an impressive age range. Further
research must establish whether these effects are durable and whether the time demands make it worthwhile.

INTERLEAVED PRACTICES— Mixing Apples and Oranges
HOW IT WORKS: Students tend to study in blocks, finishing one topic or type of problem before moving on to the
next. But recent research has shown benefits for interleaved practice, in which students alternate a variety of
types of information or problems. In one study, for example, college students learned to compute the volumes of
four different geometric shapes. In a so-called blocked-practice condition, they finished all the problems for one
shape before moving on to the next. In interleaved practice, the problems were intermixed. When tested one
week later, the interleaved practice group was 43 percent more accurate. Interleaving allows students to practice
selecting the correct method and encourages them to compare different kinds of problems.
WHEN SHOULD I USE IT? When the types of problems are similar, perhaps because juxtaposing them makes it
easier to see what is different about them. Blocked practice—doing all the items from one category in a row—
may be more effective when the examples are not very much alike because it highlights what they have in
common.
It is possible that interleaved practice benefits only those who are already reasonably competent. Outcomes
are also mixed for different types of content. It improves performance on algebra problems and was effective
in a study that trained medical students to interpret electrical recordings to diagnose cardiac disorders. Yet two
studies of foreign-vocabulary learning showed no effect for interleaved practice. Nevertheless, given how much
difficulty many students have in mathematics, it may still be a worthwhile strategy for that subject.
IS IT PRACTICAL? It seems to be. A motivated student could easily use interleaving without any instruction.
Teachers could also use the technique in the classroom: After one kind of problem (or topic) is introduced, practice
first focuses on that problem. Once the next kind of problem is introduced, it is mixed in with examples of
earlier subjects. It may take a little more time than blocking practice, but such slowing most likely is worthwhile,
reflecting cognitive processes that boost performance.
RATING: Moderate utility. Interleaved practice improves learning and retention of mathematical knowledge
and boosts other cognitive skills. The literature on interleaved practice is small, however, and includes enough
negative results to raise concern. It may be that the technique does not consistently work well, or perhaps it is
not always used appropriately—topics for future research.
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What Doesn’t Work
These techniques were rated as low utility because they are inefficient, ineffective or beneficial only for certain
types of learning and for short periods of retention. Most students report rereading and highlighting, yet these
techniques do not consistently boost performance, and they distract students from more productive strategies.
Other methods mentioned below are just too time-consuming.
HIGHLIGHTING
Students commonly report underlining, highlighting or otherwise marking material. It is simple and quick—but
it does little to improve performance. In controlled studies, highlighting has failed to help U.S. Air Force basic
trainees, children and remedial students, as well as typical undergraduates. Underlining was ineffective regardless
of text length and topic, whether it was aerodynamics, ancient Greek schools or Tanzania.
In fact, it may actually hurt performance on some higher-level tasks. One study of education majors found that
underlining reduced their ability to draw inferences from a history textbook. It may be that underlining draws
attention to individual items rather than to connections acrossitems.
WHAT YOU SHOULD DO INSTEAD: Highlighting or underlining can be useful if it is the beginning of a journey—if
the marked information is then turned into flash cards or self-tests. Given that students are very likely to continue
to use this popular technique, future research should be aimed at teaching students how to highlight more
effectively—which likely means doing it more judiciously (most undergraduates overmark texts) and putting
that information to work with a more useful learning technique.
Some questions, such as the best age for students to start using a technique and how often they will need to be
retrained or reminded, still require further research. But even now teachers can incorporate the mostsuccessful
approaches into lesson plans so that students could adopt them on their own. For instance, when moving to a
new section, a teacher can

What We Have Learned
Why don’t students use more effective study techniques? It seems they are not being taught the best strategies,
perhaps because teachers themselves are not schooled in them. In our survey of six educational-psychology
textbooks, only one technique—”keyword mnemonics”—was covered in every book. None offered much
guidance on the use, effectiveness or limitations of different ways of studying.
A second problem may be that in the educational system, the emphasis is on teaching students critical-thinking
skills and content. Less time is spent on teaching them how to learn. The result can be that students who do well
in their early years, when learning is closely supervised, may struggle once they are expected to regulate their
own learning in high school or college.
Some questions, such as the best age for students to start using a technique and how often they will need to be
retrained or reminded, still require further research. But even now teachers can incorporate the most successful
approaches into lesson plans so that students could adopt them on their own. For instance, when moving to a
new section, a teacher can start by asking students to do a practice test that covers important ideas from the
previous section and providing immediate feedback. Students can interleave new problems with related ones
from preceding units. Teachers can harness distributed practice by reintroducing major concepts during the
course of several classes. They can engage students in explanatory questioning by prompting them to consider
how the information is new to them or why it might be true.
These learning techniques are no panacea. They benefit only those who are motivated and capable of using them.
Nevertheless, we expect that students will make meaningful gains in classroom performance, on achievement
tests and during their lifetime.
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Fundamental concepts in the philosophy of
the universe as gleaned from The Urantia Book

by Sheila Kenee Lund
The following relationships between matter and spi rit are brought to light by
epochal revelation and are intended to encourage unity in the intelligent comprehension of the universe.
In our lifetime we have seen and experienced increased capacity to cooperate with one another on the basis of
united ideals. A bolder step is now required: As leaders of the fifth epochal revelation, we are called upon to foster
a united philosophy of the universe. Our efforts one person at a time will be the first steps towards breaking
through the philosophic chaos and spiritual stagnation that we witness almost daily in our community and the
world. Unity of spirit is reflected in united leadership, and united leadership inspires those who follow to elevate
their religion.
Common ground from which to lead: Below are insights gleaned from The Urantia Book which are fundamental
if we are to move in the direction of a united philosophy. Read each of these concepts with an open mind.
Be aware of your thoughts and feelings as you read them. How does each concept fit into your philosophy of
the world? Explore how it relates to your experience and understanding of God and your spiritual journey. Try
moving from merely recognizing the concept to appreciating it at the deepest level of your being. Explore any
feelings of resistance as you read a concept. Are you inclined to skip or reject it? Does it challenge a long-held
belief? If so, ask yourself, why. Explore the doubts and arguments that come up; reflect on the answers; be aware
of how your body is feeling; ask for guidance. When you get through this practice which takes time, you will
have discovered new insights and experienced new emotions that will add dimension to your philosophy of the
universe.
1. Two types of universe reality exists: deified and undeified. Deified reality is all that which is minded and can
be personalized, and undeified reality ranges from force to physical matter. (deified: Foreword 0:3:11, 0:4:3.2, 0:4:5, 0:5:1;
undeified: Foreword 0:4:2, 0:11:7).
2. Eternal Deity exists in the union of the three Paradise personalities (the Trinity) in the presence of Paradise [the
source and center of physical matter, and the absolute master pattern of universal material reality] [Paper 11:1:1,
Foreword 0:3:22, 0:5:5]. Note: In The Urantia Book, the Paradise Trinity finds its only present-day identification and
recognition.
3. The Paradise Trinity consists of:

a. the Universal Father (the origin and destiny of all personalities),

b. the Eternal Son (the spirit gravity center that draws all actualized spirit values, energies, and realities toward
Paradise. For the first time in human records clearly designated and personally identified), and
c. the Infinite Spirit [mind gravity center and manipulator of the forces and energies of Paradise] [Foreword 0:5:5,
0:12:2]. Note: The concept of the Third Person of Deity is both unique and original in the Urantia Papers.
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4. God is spirit but Paradise is not. Spirit is ever minded and possessed of identity. Paradise is a material sphere,
the geographic center of infinity and the dwelling place of the eternal God. [Paper 1:3:0, 1:3:3, 1:3:5, 6:6:2, 0:0:5, 0:4:12].
Note: For the first time the world knows exactly where God lives!
5.	 Personality, whether human or divine, exhibits self-consciousness and free will [Paper 1:7:6], functioning in a
union of mind and spirit in the presence of living energy [Paper 5:3:8, 5:6:3; 1:5:12]. The difference between human
and divine personality is revealed in the level of harmony that exists within them. Divine spirit personality
functioning from Paradise is unity [Paper 2:6:7]. Human personality functioning in a physical world requires
increased spiritualization of the mind and constant spiritual decision-making to align itself with spirit [Paper
12:8:14].
6. The Universal Father is both transcendent and immanent. God is transcendent because he can be found and
recognized in Paradise by ascending mortals [Paper 1:0:3, 1:2:2]. God is immanent because his spirit indwells the
human mind [Paper 1:2:3, 1:4:1].
7. Every normal-minded human receives the gift of the Indwelling Spirit [Paper 5:0:1, 5:1:7, 52:5], a prepersonal fragment
of the Universal Father that is eternal and spiritualizes the mind [Foreword 0:5:9, Paper 1:2:3, 1:2:8]. The greatest
manifestation of the Father’s love for mortal beings is this bestowal [Paper 2:5:10].
8. Indwelling Spirits are able to traverse time and space instantaneously, unaffected by any constraints [Paper
107:6:4]. They never lose awareness, being fully conscious when indwelling the human mind [Paper 6:6:2, 107:1:3,
108:2:10].
9.	Mind is not inherent in energy although energy is responsive to mind [Foreword 0:6:1, 0:6:8, Paper 9:4:2]. Mind can be
superimposed upon energy, but consciousness is not inherent in the purely material level [Paper 9:4:2].
10.	Material and spiritual energies are not two ends of the same spectrum [Paper 12:8:14, 1:3:5, 1:3:7, 0:6:11, 12:8:15, 196:3:2].
11. God does not personally administer the universes of time and space. There is a vast and complex celestial
organization that administers the multilevel universe and guides evolving and ascending humanity towards
God in Paradise [Paper 10:1:1-2, 32:4:10, 48:8:3].
12.	To advance the material beings of time to the perfection of eternity, the Father and Son formulated and
implemented a gigantic plan of progress: a universal plan for the creation, evolution, ascension, and perfection
of creatures with will [Paper 7:4:1-3, 48:8:3].
13.	The personalities of the Trinity, functioning together or individually create associate spirit beings to assist in
manifesting the Divine Purpose and Plan [Paper 4:5:2, 10:0:1].
14.	The grand universe, with the “seen” worlds being a minute portion of the universe, may be broadly illustrated
as a wheel divided into seven multilevel superuniverses, with Paradise at the center [Paper 15:0:1]. A local universe
is a prime creative unit [Paper 12:1:12] within a superuniverse that consists of three stages of reality: matter,
morontia and spirit [Paper 103:6:7].
15.	“Morontia” is a new term that designates an intermediate level of reality between the material and the
spiritual levels of creation [Foreword 0:5:12].
16.	The Universal Father (1st person of the Trinity) never personally functions as a creator except in conjunction
with the Eternal Son (2nd person of the Trinity). [Paper 1:2:9, 6:1:3]. The Father and The Eternal Son together create
“Creator Sons” who fully embody and express the divinity of his creators [Paper 21:0:1]. Creator Sons are responsible
for designing, creating, building, and administering the local universes, which includes the overall life plans
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of their respective realms [Paper 21:2:1]. The Creator Son of our local universe incarnated on our planet as Jesus of
Nazareth [Paper 20:5:5, 20:6:1, 32:0:3]. He bestowed himself on Earth to acquire creature experience and achieve full
sovereignty of his creation. He also undertook to end the upheaval of a planetary rebellion [Paper 20:5:5, 128:7:6].
Jesus is a Creator Son of God and he is not the Second Person of the Trinity [7:5:4, 104:1:11, 104:1:13].
17.	Creators Sons are accompanied by the Creative Daughters of the Infinite Spirit [3rd person of the Trinity] [Paper
6:4:4]. These Creative Daughters are destined to become the Mother Spirits of the new local universe [Paper 8:4:4]
and often become known in the individual worlds as the Holy Spirit [Paper 8:5:3, 15:9:13].
18.	The Creator Son and the Local Universe Mother Spirit create a range of beings that serve to manage and
minister to their creation [Paper 15:0:2].
a. Local Universe Lanonandek Sons are involved in the administration of systems and planets as System
Sovereigns and Planetary Rulers [Paper 35:8:1]. Lucifer and Satan were two Lanonandek Sons who instigated
the planetary rebellion which impacted the spiritual and social development of our planet [Paper 53:1:4, 53:2:1,
53:3:1, 45:2:1].
b. Life Carriers are an order of local universe Sons who foster life on the evolving worlds. Life, therefore, does
not spontaneously appear on a planet. Life Carriers are the transporters, disseminators, and guardians of
life. [Paper 36:0:1, 36:1:1-2, 36:3:4].
c. The seven adjutant mind-spirits are the circuitry for response to the cosmic mind and influence the
development of the arena for conscious thought [Paper 34:4:10, 36:3:1, 36:5:1, 34:4:10, 111:1:2].
d. Adam and Eve are the names by which the Material Sons and Daughters of a local universe are known. They
are responsible for the planetary biological and spiritual uplift of creatures with will [Paper 37:9:9, 40:2:2, 51:0:1,
51:3:4].
e. Melchizedek Sons are mainly concerned with the vast educational and training organization within the
local universe [Paper 35:4:1].
19.	Spirit beings and spirit ascenders live and work on physical spheres of material reality [Paper 12:8:1].
20.	Soul and Indwelling Spirit are two different entities evolving together—the Indwelling Spirit is immortal, the soul has the
potential for immortality [Paper 0:5:9, 40:7:1, 109:1:3, 110:4:2].
21. The human personality is a living physical mind-energy system with the Indwelling Spirit as the nucleus [Paper 12:9:6].
22.	The Indwelling Spirit partners with the mind to originate and foster the growth of the soul and the immortality of the
human personality [Paper 49:4:9, 111:2:10, 133:6:5].
23.	The endowment of the Indwelling Spirit enables the meta-meaning of morality to evolve, informing our recognition of
universal right and wrong and igniting our realization of the inner presence of the spirit of the Father [Paper 103:0:1, 111:2:9].
24.	The Supreme (experiential, evolving Deity) is not the Universal Father (eternal, existential Deity) [Foreword 0:1:14, 0:4:9.3, 0:7:5]. God
the Father can be found by any individual who has attained the divine level of Godlikeness, but God the Supreme will
never be personally discovered by any one creature until that far-distant time when, through the universal attainment of
perfection, all creatures will simultaneously find him [Paper 117:6:16].
25.	A planet is considered to be humanly inhabited when biological evolution attains the level of being which can make
intelligent moral choice [Paper 36:3:8, 62:7:7, 63:0:1].
26.	Civilization is directly dependent on the effective functioning of the family unit [Paper 84:7:28, 68:2:8, 82:0:2, 84:6:8].
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27. Salvation is the technique of evolving the human mind from matter association to spirit union [Paper 103:7:2].
28.	Human souls have not had previous existences. There is no return of the soul to another life on this plane. Evolution carries
us forward, not backward [Paper 46:7:5, 86:4:6, 94:2:3, 4:1:2].
29. Survival in death is possible for those who harbor the faintest flicker of faith in a higher reality and participate in moral
activities that yield relative love, joy, peace, goodness, and kindness [Paper 155:6:17, 110:6:3 147:8:5].
30.	Survival in death is the continued existence of the soul-personality into a new form, in association with the Indwelling Spirit,
through the transfer of the seat of individual identity from a material intellect to the morontia-soul system [Paper 112:2:20].
31.	 Survival in death does not imply uninterrupted consciousness. There is a period of unconsciousness between death and
resurrection [Paper 30:4.11–12, 112:5.14].
32.	The time lapse before resurrection and our arrival on a particular celestial world in which we begin our Paradise adventure
depends on the degree of self-mastery and spiritual progress we have attained on Earth [Paper 112:5.15, 30:4.11].
33.	Resurrection is synonymous with re-personalization or reassembly of the constituent parts of the once-human personality
[Paper 37:3:8]. It is a higher level of universe existence that we are reborn into, generally referred to as heaven [Paper 2:1:1, 15:7.5].
34.	There is no hell. The deliberate final rejection of God is literally suicidal for the soul and, therefore, the human personality is
extinguished [Paper 1:3:7, 86:4:7, 2:3:4, 102:0:1].
35.	Eternal life/immortality is not synonymous with survival after death. Eternal life is dependent on the progressive
development of the soul and is achieved through fusion of the human soul with the immortal Indwelling Spirit. [Paper 32.5:4,
1:3.7, 111:5.4].
36.	The central plan for life and the administration of the universes of time and space involves elevating free-will creatures to
the destiny of the Father’s Paradise perfection [Paper 2:2.5].
37.	Divine judgment is accurately represented in the symbol of the Scales of Justice. Progress for perfection is rewarded with
advancement, while resistance is dealt with justly and mercifully [Paper 33:7.8, 5:1.4].
38.	Each planetary epoch ends with a judgment of the realm by an assigned Son of God and includes planetary roll calls [Paper
10:6.4, 189:3.3]. The general resurrection of the dead does not mean that the dead will awaken with their previous flesh and
blood bodies made immortal [Paper 30:4.15].
39. Resurrected mortals are not ordinarily permitted to visit their native planet or communicate in that realm until after the
current dispensation [Paper 150:3.5, 112:3.7].
40.	There will be a second coming of Christ, but its timing is unknown [Paper 52:7.1].
41.	Humankind’s disrespect of Earth, along with pervasive violence, does not indicate a coming age of enlightenment or an
apocalypse; rather it reflects fragmented worldviews unable to effectively support living the brotherhood of man [102:8:4,70:1:1,
195:8:5].
This paper continues to be a work in progress.
Please email your feedback and suggestions to skl@sheilakeenelund.com
July 11, 2011; revised April 6, 2014.
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Living the Teachings: A new concept in Urantia
study groups

by Larry Mullins
“HABITS WHICH FAVOR RELIGIOUS growth embrace cultivated sensitivity to divine values,
recognition of religious living in others, reflective meditation on cosmic meanings, worshipful problem solving,
sharing one’s spiritual life with one’s fellows, avoidance of selfishness, refusal to presume on divine mercy, living
as in the presence of God.” [Paper 100:1.8, page 1095:3]
Several years ago my wife, Joan, and I began meeting with a small group of kindred spirits to explore the process
of more effectively living the teachings of Jesus as revealed in The Urantia Book. The commonality of such a
group is simply a mutual desire for religious growth—and its mission is to support members in their efforts to
actualize their spiritual potentials. As a member of this Living the Teachings group, after a year or so, I noticed that
something was beginning to happen to me. I began to discover what seemed to be a new and unfathomable kind
of love. I began to learn that if we understand and appreciate our spiritual brothers and sisters, we will actually
learn to love them. I was to discover that this love will increase over time to a degree that I could have scarcely
imagined before experiencing the group.
There are challenges in starting a group like this. A Living the Teachings group represents a unique design process,
you must be very careful how you go about forming one. Therefore, I will offer you the knowledge we gained, and
perhaps enable you to avoid some of the mistakes we made. There is no real model to follow, it is not like AA, nor
like encounter or “psychological” confrontational groups. The purpose of a Living the Teachings group is simply to
provide an autonomous, safe place where a small number of laypersons can share their spiritual experiences as
they cultivate the improvement of their inner lives.

A PLACE OF GROWTH—NOT SELF-EXAMINATION
Living the Teachings meetings are predicated upon the premise that (unlike most psychological methods) our
approach to self-mastery does not require continuous and repetitive self-examination. Living the Teachings
methods are not an attempt to take the place of, nor improve upon, the spiritual techniques of introspective
Twelve Step programs. What we are suggesting is an initiative toward further spiritual growth, one that lies
beyond healing, something that has perhaps never before been tried on a large scale.
“The three apostles were shocked this afternoon when they realized that their Master’s religion made no
provision for spiritual selfexamination. All religions before and after the times of Jesus, even Christianity,
carefully provide for conscientious self-examination. But not so with the religion of Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus’
philosophy of life is without religious introspection. The carpenter’s son never taught character building; he
taught character growth, declaring that the kingdom of heaven is like a mustard seed. But Jesus said nothing
which would proscribe self-analysis as a prevention of conceited egotism.” [Paper 140:8.27, page 1583:1]
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A Living the Teachings group is dedicated to nurturing individuals who are engaged in the process of striving
to live at higher and higher levels of confidence and love. To this end, those of us in the group share our inner
lives, and discuss our personal progress (or lack of progress) in achieving inner successes. There can be no selfappointed “experts” in such a group. We do not give advice unless it is asked for. We share as spiritual equals,
and we are united by our goals—not by our beliefs. A Living the Teachings group is safe, loving, nurturing, and
more spiritually progressive than any group process most of us have known. The key element is a singleness of
purpose, that of helping one another define and reach higher and higher levels of living.

Get kindred spirits—and then close your group
Begin with a group that contains individuals with compatible spiritual values and goals, and who are willing to
learn from one another. Establish a time frame of minimum commitment as a group, say six months or a year.
Unless everyone agrees on adding a new member—maintain a closed group. You will discover that a trusting,
sharing group suffers from casual drop-ins or curiosity seekers. We have discovered that seven or eight people
is about maximum.
Your group will develop its own flavor, and begin to have a life of its own. This group dynamic and wisdom will
establish its own “rules,” so to speak.

Creating the process
The process the group engages in is the sharing of our inner lives. After a moment of silence and a prayer, we
begin sharing what we have experienced in our spiritual lives during the previous week. We may talk about our
failures or successes in living at our highest, our progress in prayer and meditation, or a troublesome problem.
This group sharing is casual, there are no individual time limits. Sharing takes about an hour or so of our two
hour meeting. We do not rush it.
The important thing is to make the ambiance of the meeting loving, safe, and fun. Our meetings have spiritual
goals and use spiritual methods. We found it best to avoid much psychological theory. Guided meditations,
which we use at the end of the meeting, are uplifting and fresh, using wholesome images and symbols to
stimulate the creative imagination and facilitate spiritual communion.
We have a rule that we are not to interrupt anyone who is talking. This has required, at times, the use of a
“talking stone” which is passed from member to member. Only the person with the stone can talk. Again—we do
not offer advice after someone speaks unless it is specifically asked for. We do not critique the views of someone.
“Cross talk” is not encouraged. (Cross talk is a give and take conversation that develops between two members
while the rest look on).
The principle here is that we are all spiritual equals. We are experts in only one person’s inner life, our own. Each
individual must feel safe to speak without fear of a subtle, judgmental response. Of all the provisional “rules” we
suggest, the “no advice or evaluation of our comments unless requested” is the most important. The rest of the
structure of the meeting depends upon who is leading it. If you use a leader, alternate each week, unless a topic
is carried forward and the group agrees to keep the same leader.

Problems and problem members
This kind of spiritual dialogue is not for everyone. Some people don’t like to share their inner lives and are
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embarrassed to do so. Although we all have in common certain deep spiritual hungers and longings, most of
us are conditioned to avoid discussion about them; it is virtually a “forbidden dialogue.” For this reason, if there
is not a good “fit” for a member with the group, it is better to let this individual go and perhaps form his or her
own group along the lines they like. Limited, closed groups make membership precious, and each member of a
group should wholeheartedly participate, or make room for someone else.
Great care must be taken in forming the initial group, because a difficult person can virtually paralyze progress.
The root cause for such an individual’s behavior may be a different agenda, and harbored competitiveness or
dislike for another member, different values, and other similar factors. Expelling a member from a spiritual
group can be very difficult. Group solidarity is based upon loyalty, fairness, tolerance, and love. However, there
is such a thing as the tyranny of the minority, and it is relatively easy for someone who is less than sincere to
take advantage of the group’s broad latitude. So, better to choose members very carefully than to deal with a
problem member later on.

Learning to love one another
“In physical life the senses tell of the existence of things; mind discovers the reality of meanings; but the spiritual
experience reveals to the individual the true values of life. These high levels of human living are attained in the
supreme love of God and in the unselfish love of man. If you love your fellow men, you must have discovered
their values. Jesus loved men so much because he placed such a high value upon them. You can best discover
values in your associates by discovering their motivation . . . If once you understand your neighbor, you will
become tolerant, and this tolerance will grow into friendship and ripen into love.” [Paper 100:4.4, page 1098:1]
While I had understood the above statement in an intellectual way, before our group process I had not experienced
it—at least not on the level that the group seemed to nurture. The group dynamic is a socialization of the
concept of personal religious experience. The group dynamic works, provided the individuals who participate
are kindred spirits—that is they share the same values.

Jesus’ dynamic ideals as blueprints for discussion

It can be a very trying experience if you gather a group of six or seven people, and they complete their “sharing”
with very brief statements. This experience is common in the early stages of the group’s life. Therefore, it is wise
to prepare several suggested discussion areas. We often turn to Jesus’ cardinal features of the gospel:

“The Master on this occasion placed emphasis on the following five points as representing the cardinal features
of the gospel of the kingdom:
1. The pre-eminence of the individual.
2. The will as the determining factor in man’s experience.
3. Spiritual fellowship with God the Father.
4. The supreme satisfactions of the loving service of man.
5. The transcendency of the spiritual over the material in human personality.
This world has never seriously or sincerely or honestly tried out these dynamic ideas and divine ideals of Jesus’
doctrine of the kingdom of heaven.” [Paper 170:4.8, page 1863:6]
Each of these cardinal features provides an abundant number of topics. Keep in mind that it is not the purpose
of the group to discuss theory, but rather to share personal experience.
Without the help and support of our group, publishing my recent book, The MetaValues Breakthrough (Morgan
James Publishing), would have been virtually impossible. My book is based on Jesus’ five cardinal features of
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the Kingdom of Heaven. For the group itself generates dynamics that energize and define some mysterious
“missing” factor for me; one that makes the journey on the “service trails” one of increasing joy and grace.

What we are learning—rewards of a Living the Teachings group
We are learning that the ultimate prize is somehow to be found within the mystery of personal peace. Not
peace in the sense of a negative avoidance of conflict, but rather a dynamic kind of peace that signals the end
of inhibition and tentativeness. For, although we started out many years ago in a quest for the tranquility, rest,
and the healing power of God’s peace—we did not reckon on the immense experience of love that lies beyond
His peace.
Unconditional love is something we may learn a bit about (if we are fortunate) in how we love our parents. Then,
we learn that the love for another person—outside of our family—is a greater love experience. Later, even this
love experience will pale when we learn to love our children. Yet the most rewarding experiences happen when
the love of God freely springs forth through us to bless other children of God. This ungoverned love becomes
actualized—or real—for us to the degree we cooperate with its outward flow, and in proportion to our ability to
share it with others. This is love that, indeed, lies too deep for words.
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Responsible study: intellectual and spiritual
dimensions

Reading The Urantia Book is l i k e going to a confe r ence a n d hea r ing a se r ies of
beautifully sequenced presentations. Fortunately we have the text and translations of the presentations so that
we may study them responsibly.
Studying the facts, meanings, and values of The Urantia Book is quite a challenge. There is so much that is new,
so much that we cannot yet confirm for ourselves. The philosophical sections are often over our heads. And
even the full meaning of the gospel is beyond our grasp; Jesus told the apostles, “You are but finite, mortal men,
and that which I have taught you is infinite, divine, and eternal” [Paper 181:2.25, page 1961:4]. Nevertheless, despite the
“impossibility of fully translating the language of the concepts of divinity and eternity into the symbols of the
language of the finite concepts of the mortal mind,” the Thought Adjuster and the Spirit of Truth “conspire
to enable material man to grasp the reality of spiritual values and to comprehend the philosophy of universe
meanings” [Foreword 0:Acknowledgement.3, page 17:2] .
How can we read so as to facilitate the work of these spirit forces without turning a study group into a seance?
How can we read so that the communicative intention of the authors may permeate our minds? What does it
mean to be a student of The Urantia Book? What do the Papers themselves have to teach about study?
We are told that study is a major activity for ascenders; for example, on Jerusem there are three basic types of
activity, “work, progress, and play. Stated otherwise, they are: service, study, and relaxation” [Paper 46:5.29, page 526:4].
Balance among various life activities is beneficial, and it conduces to balanced study—a unifying theme in the
following reflections. Balanced living and balanced study go hand in hand. How can we avoid overdeveloping
the intellectual factors in our lives as we study [Paper 102:3.1, page 1121:3]?
We must clearly recognize that neither the golden rule nor the teaching of nonresistance can ever be properly
understood as dogmas or precepts. They can only be comprehended by living them, by realizing their meanings
in the living interpretation of the Spirit of Truth, who directs the loving contact of one human being with another.
[Paper 180:5.11, page 1950:6]

Truth often becomes confusing and even misleading when it is dismembered, segregated, isolated, and too
much analyzed. Living truth teaches the truth seeker aright only when it is embraced in wholeness and as a
living spiritual reality, not as a fact of material science or an inspiration of intervening art. [Paper 195:5.2, page 2075:5].
The fact that analysis can vaporize what it focuses on makes it important to take a progressive approach in the
pursuit of truth [Paper 112:2.11, page 1228:6] .
Balance does not mean a bland and indifferent equivalence of emphasis on whatever chances to come before
us. There are priorities. Reading the book from cover to cover [Paper 19:1.12, page 215:9], what should we emphasize?
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“The narrative of human ascent from the mortal spheres of time to the divine realms of eternity . . . should be
the supreme study of mortal man” [Paper 40:7.4, page 449:2]. Later, toward the close of Part IV, we read, “Of all human
knowledge, that which is of greatest value is to know the religious life of Jesus and how he lived it” [Paper 196:1.3,
page 2090:4]. In The Urantia Book, priorities are balanced by secondaries:
It is not enough that the ascending mortal should know something of the relations of Deity to the genesis and
manifestations of cosmic reality; he should also comprehend something of the relationships existing between
himself and the numerous levels of existential and experiential realities, of potential and actual realities.
Man’s terrestrial orientation, his cosmic insight, and his spiritual directionization are all enhanced by a better
comprehension of universe realities and their techniques of interassociation, integration, and unification. [Paper
106:0.1, page 1162:1]

In other words, there is nothing in this book that does not contribute to a philosophy of living.
Balance avoids the pitfall of abstraction, “the practice of focusing the attention upon one aspect of reality and
then of pronouncing such an isolated aspect to be the whole truth” [Paper 2:7.5, page 42:6]. The importance of this
warning is shown by that fact that poor reading was implicated in an epochal failure.
“The Jews entertained many ideas about the expected deliverer, and each of these different schools of Messianic
teaching was able to point to statements in the Hebrew scriptures as proof of their contentions. Many of their
reputed Messianic predictions, had they but viewed these prophetic utterances in a different light, would have
very naturally prepared their minds for a recognition of Jesus as the terminator of one age and the inaugurator
of a new and better dispensation of mercy and salvation for all nations.” [Paper 136:1.1, page 1509:3]
Problems with one-sided reading have continued since then.
It is just because the gospel of Jesus was so many-sided that within a few centuries students of the records of his
teachings became divided up into so many cults and sects. This pitiful subdivision of Christian believers results
from failure to discern in the Master’s manifold teachings the divine oneness of his matchless life. But someday
the true believers in Jesus will not be thus spiritually divided in their attitude before unbelievers. Always we may
have diversity of intellectual comprehension and interpretation, even varying degrees of socialization, but lack
of spiritual brotherhood is both inexcusable and reprehensible. [Paper 170:5.20, page 1866:3]
This result helps us to understand why Jesus instructed the first generation of his associates to live the truths
rather than formulating things in writing [Paper 159:4.7, page 1768:3]; cf. [Paper 180:5.2, page 1949:4]; [Paper 194:2.1, page 2060:6]; [Paper
155:6.7, page 1731:5]; [Paper 34:6.6, page 380:7] and not to make written records. Students of The Urantia Book, upon achieving
a balanced appreciation of the many sides of a particular issue, should be able to comprehend empathetically
the basis of one-sided positions, and should be able to remain in spiritual brotherhood even while dealing with
other differences as circumstances may require.
There is another group of techniques to enhance interpretation and enliven study. Normally we read sentence
by sentence, paragraph by paragraph, without pausing to explore the design of the text; however, “the wise
philosopher will always look for the creative design which is behind, and pre-existent to, all universe phenomena”
[Paper 2:7.5, page 42:6]. Those who move into this dimension of study will discover in The Urantia Book, I believe, the
most beautiful masterpiece of craftsmanship in all the world’s literature, not so much the result of “intervening
art” [Paper 195:5.2, page 2075:5] as a by-product of intelligent communication, which has found ways to say and do
much that goes beyond what is explicit. Here are just a few ideas that have already proved helpful to promote
discovery of structure, pattern, design. Look for the import of sequences: the four-part structure of The Urantia
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Book, the way Papers are grouped in a given part, the lessons implicit in the order of items in a list. Do you
remember making outlines in school?
Thorough work on a Paper includes the following:
1. state the main point of each paragraph (preferably on a single line);
2. inquire how groups of paragraphs are associated;
3. How do the sections fit together?
4. Why does the Paper begin where it begins and end where it ends?
5. What title would you give for sections and Papers? Naturally, there is more than one good way to gain an
overview. In addition, comparing reading the book to attending a conference, look at the social aspect of the
Papers. How does a given author relate to what the others say? How is the origin of the author manifest in
the author’s perspective? Sometimes these detailed investigations will yield little, if any, additional insight,
though many students have found that an additional ten minutes of reflection on such questions lead to
insights that greatly enlighten their fellow study group members. (These ideas do not exhaust the topic; we
live at a time of intensified academic study of language, texts, and study, giving rise to disciplines such as
hermeneutics and semeiotics).
Reading a revelation takes an extra investment of time and the most profound receptivity of which we are
capable. “Even to approach the knowing of a divine personality, all of man’s personality endowments must
be wholly consecrated to the effort; half-hearted, partial devotion will be unavailing” [Paper 1:6.5, page 30:4]. After
exhausting the human intellectual capacity for comprehension, a quieter, more spiritual phase begins.
Sometimes this is directly called for in the text. On page 39.5 we are told to “stop and ponder the solemn fact
that God lives within you.” (Why don’t we establish a custom of obeying when we read this sentence?) (cf. “As
you ponder the loving nature of God . . .” [Paper 2:6.9, page 40:1] ) On page 89.5 we are urged to “…meditate on the
revelation of these divine attributes which was made in loving service by your own Creator Son . . . .” [Paper 7:7.6, page
89:5] “Let the sublime knowledge of the mortal life of Jesus of Nazareth sink into your souls . . . .” [Paper 20:6.1, page
228:5]. Thus there is a meditative dimension of reading. How can we keep sane and well-balanced in this phase of
reading? One pointer is to share ideas that arise without speculating on their source.
Students of The Urantia Book should be pioneers in study, inspired by Jesus, whose study was academically
strong, but focused neither exclusively on the scriptures nor even on reading. His main study was to know
human beings—of all ages and races [Paper 123:5.8, page 1363:1]; [Paper 129:3.8, page 1424:3]. As a child, he acquired a marvelously
balanced education in nature, crafts, languages, available arts, and science [Papers 123 and 124].
From age seven to ten, in the synagogue school, he “committed to memory, by the method of repeating aloud,
the deeper teachings of the sacred law” [Paper 123:5.2, page 1362:3]. Jesus’ ability, later in life, to draw on clusters of
scriptures relevant to particular questions suggests that he did topical study (see, e.g., the lesson on contentment
[Paper 149:5.3, page 1674:5]; cf. the way the Divine Counselor introduces the various characteristics of the nature of God
in Paper 2).
As a child he accumulated a vast body of knowledge; as a youth he sorted, classified, and correlated this
information; and now as a man of the realm he begins to organize these mental possessions preparatory to
utilization in his subsequent teaching, ministry, and service . . . . [Paper 127:6.14, page 1405:6].
During his two crucial years, his fourteenth and fifteenth years, Jesus painstakingly worked through the forest
of problems associated with his future mission and its relation to various Jewish expectations. In addition to his
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scriptural reflections, he also read apocalyptic books; and “…truth he never hesitated to embrace, no matter from
what source it appeared to emanate” [Paper 126:3.8, page 1390:3]. At Alexandria, Jesus and Ganid attended university
lectures and engaged in a thorough study of the world’s religions. During his twenty-seventh year, he again had
an opportunity to study many books in addition to the scriptures. “At the Capernaum synagogue he found many
new books in the library chests, and he spent at least five evenings a week at intense study” [Paper 129:1.9, page 1420:6].
Observe the different study projects Jesus organized for others. He established schooling for the girls in his
family to provide equal educational opportunity [Paper 127:1.5, page 1396:2]. He began a philosophic discussion club [Paper
127:3.9, page 1400:1]. Once he began his public career, Jesus led his six chosen apostles and his brother James in study.
In explaining that they should spend three hours every evening in study and preparation for their future work,
Jesus further said: “We will all remain hereabout until the Father bids me call you. Each of you must now return
to his accustomed work just as if nothing had happened. Tell no man about me and remember that my kingdom
is not to come with noise and glamour, but rather must it come through the great change which my Father will
have wrought in your hearts [Paper 137:6.5, page 1533:3].
As Jesus prepared his followers for interaction with the people among whom they would initially be working, he
discussed the various groups they would be dealing with and had them spend two evenings a week in the study
of the scriptures. (Read section 7 beginning on page 1533 for the context. What would it be like to study with
Jesus? If Jesus were on earth today, would he lead us only in the study of The Urantia Book?) Regarding the study
of the Hebrew scriptures, Jesus advised looking for “eternally true and divinely beautiful teachings” [Paper 159:5.1,
page 1769:3]. Observe that former students became teachers for a week of intensive training for the new apostles
[Paper 138:6.1, page 1542:6]. Later, there was “a new school of the prophets” for five months, training the evangelists, a
school which was “conducted on the plan of learning and doing”; at this level of education, the “doing” involved
contact with the public (read [Paper 148:1, page 1657:6] section 1). Of course, this level of involvement in the gospel
movement is not for everyone; and one must beware of the impulse to substitute The Urantia Book for the
gospel and otherwise to imitate the Master. In addition, one must recall that Jesus had the apostles begin with
personal ministry before engaging in public preaching.
Jesus had high standards of reading, listening, and remembering. Some of his standards he invoked only with
those who were intellectually strong. After disclosing to his apostles the evolution of the God concept in the
Hebrew scriptures, Jesus said, “And you would have known these truths had you read the Scriptures” [Paper 142:3.9,
page 1599:1]. He challenged Thomas, “But why do you refuse to comprehend the meaning of the record . . . and why
do you refuse to interpret the meaning of the record . . . ?” [Paper 148:4.7, page 1660:6].To Nathaniel he said that “there is
much in the Scriptures which would have instructed you if you had only read with discernment.” [Paper 148:5.5, page
1662:2]. On another occasion, he said to Nathaniel, “Do you not remember that I said to you once before . . . ?” [Paper
167:7.4, page 1841:3]. He bluntly replied to the mischievous questions of the Sadducees, “You all do err in asking such
questions because you know neither the Scriptures nor the living power of God” [Paper 174:3.2, page 1900:2].
Jesus’ ultimate standard in hearing/reading is addressed to everyone.
Think not only of the multitudes and how they hear the truth; take heed also to yourselves how you hear.
Remember that I have many times told you: to him who has shall be given more, while from him who has not
shall be taken away even that which he thinks he has. [Paper 151:3.1, page 1692:0]
I recall a Bible study group I attended which focused on the New Testament Gospels. Very often, I seemed to have
something extra to contribute on the basis of my familiarity with The Urantia Book; but whenever it came to a
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parable, I had no advantage over anyone else.
The goals of study cannot be fully achieved in isolation. When people in a study group or a larger unit are
associated “…in coordinated working harmony,…” their force is greatly multiplied [Paper 133:5.6, page 1477:1]. Each time
we study a Paper, the spiritual forces have something to reveal to each individual involved, a gift not only for the
immediate recipient, but for others as well. Sometimes they cannot get a message to one person except through
another person. When the study group goes well, it is like a smorgasbord of mind and spirit. Leadership governs
best by governing least, and reflection and conversation facilitate (etymologically, make easy) the activation of
the process whereby the Thought Adjuster and the Spirit of Truth enable us “…to grasp the reality of spiritual
values and to comprehend the philosophy of universe meanings…” [Foreword 0:Acknowledgement.3, page 17:2].
Above all, the book enables us to cultivate relationships with the beings with whom we are, or may be, or will
be in contact. We can read about the seraphim, for example, not simply in order to learn how we can live more
cooperatively, but also to learn what their experiences have been, what their relationships are, what their life is
like. The heart of our spirituality is about relationships.
When you deal with the practical affairs of your daily life, you are in the hands of the spirit personalities having
origin in the Third Source and Center; you are co-operating with the agencies of the Conjoint Actor. And so it
is: You worship God; pray to, and commune with, the Son; and work out the details of your earthly sojourn in
connection with the intelligences of the Infinite Spirit operating on your world and throughout your universe.
[Paper 5:3.5, page 66:1]

The delight of this book is the way it opens relationships. Its facts and ideas come to fruition in relationships.
Essays can overteach and have the opposite effect of a teacher’s goal: to whet appetites. It’s often better to work
with questions and quotes in a study group. I originally organized these materials for a conference, and provided
the following as a handout to those who were going to be study group leaders.

TURNING AN ESSAY INTO A WORKSHOP: Studying in Cooperation with the Thought Adjuster
and the Spirit Of Truth
This is the template for leaders of the study group session following the July 11, 1994 presentations, and it is
provided as a handout for participants who would like a copy to take home. Except as indicated, read entire
paragraphs (I number the first full paragraph as paragraph 1). The material in brackets is for supplemental
study. You might expect to do only about half the topics during the time available; of course, the questions are
designed to start discussion, not to close it.
TOPIC: The superconscious phase of reading. READ [Foreword 0:Acknowledgement.3, page 17:2]. QUESTION: How can we
cooperate with the Adjuster and the Spirit of Truth in the way we study The Urantia Book?
TOPIC: The importance of study in our universe career. READ [Paper 46:5.29, page 526:4] 526.4 (“The activities of such a
world”). QUESTION: How does study contribute to the composite activities mentioned here?
TOPIC: The connection between study and character growth—reading The Urantia Book with our lives, not only
with our minds.
READ [Paper 102:3.1, page 1121:3] (“Intellectual deficiency”). QUESTION: How do you keep the intellectual factors of
religion from becoming overdeveloped while studying The Urantia Book?
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READ [Paper 195:5.2, page 2075:5] , the second paragraph in section 5 (“Truth often becomes confusing”). QUESTION: How
do you know when you are beginning to overanalyze truth?
READ the last paragraph on page 1950 [Paper 180:5.11, page 1950:6]. QUESTION: What’s a good response when you read
about teachings like this that you haven’t yet comprehended in your own life?
TOPIC: How Jesus studied. INSTRUCTIONS: As you read the following sequence of passages, please prepare to
discuss the question: What would it be like to study with Jesus? Please read this series of passages as a group,
stopping to discuss only at the end.
READ [Paper 123:5.2, page 1362:3] and [Paper 127:6.14, page 1405:6] (“As a child”)
THE LEADER MAY READ THE NEXT TWO PASSAGES: It is not necessary for the group to turn to them. (1) “At the
Capernaum synagogue he [Jesus] found many new books in the library chests, and he spent at least five evenings
a week at intense study.” [the first sentence of the next to last paragraph on page 1420] (2) “For four long months—March, April,
May, and June—this tarrying time continued; Jesus held over one hundred long and earnest, though cheerful
and joyous, sessions with these six associates and his own brother James.” [The last sentence on page 1533]
READ [Paper 137:7.14, page 1535:6] (“As they thus tarried”). QUESTION: As you listened to the preceding passages, what
ideas came to mind for you about what it would be like to study with Jesus?
[If Jesus were here today, would he lead us only in the study of The Urantia Book? Why not? How to read the
scriptures [Paper 159:4.2, page 1767:4]. Note the power of groups ([Paper 43:8.11, page 494:10] last paragraph), mobilizing
teamwork in study]
TOPIC: Jesus’ high standards of study.
READ [Paper 148:5.5, page 1662:2]. QUESTION: What kind of study enabled Jesus to answer in this way?
READ the last two sentences in the paragraph at the top of page 1692: “Think not only of the multitudes and
how they hear the truth; take heed also to yourselves how you hear. Remember that I have many times told you:
to him who has shall be given more, while from him who has not shall be taken away even that which he thinks
he has.” [Paper 151:3.1, page 1692:0] QUESTION: What is at stake as we study The Urantia Book?
Cf. [Paper 136:1.4, page 1510:1] (Study could have prepared the Jews; what errors can study help us avoid?); [Paper 142:3.9, page
the expectation that we remember what has once been told
to us, “Do you not remember that I said to you once before . . . ?” [Paper 167:7.4, page 1841:3].
1599:1]; [Paper 148:4.7, page 1660:6]; [Paper 174:3.2, page 1900:2]; on

TOPIC: Avoiding one-sided interpretations. THE LEADER MAY READ [Paper 136:1.1, page 1509:3], sentence one: “The Jews
entertained many ideas about the expected deliverer, and each of these different schools of Messianic teaching
was able to point to statements in the Hebrew scriptures as proof of their contentions.” THEN, WITHOUT
PAUSING FOR COMMENT, LET SOMEONE IN THE GROUP READ [Paper 170:5.20, page 1866:3]. QUESTION: How can better
reading help to avoid one-sided interpretations?
TOPIC: Priorities in study. READ three passages in sequence before pausing to comment: [Paper 40:7.4, page 449:2]
(“These are the mortals…”); [Paper 196:1.3, page 2090:4], next to last paragraph (“To ‘follow Jesus’…”). QUESTION: How
can we harmonize these two perspectives on priorities?
TOPIC: Meditative reading. ACTIVITY: For this segment, do not have the participants turn pages. The leader may
read, with a minute of silence between each passage, discussing only after the sequence is completed: On page
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are told to “stop and ponder the solemn fact that God lives within you.” [SILENCE] On page
we are encouraged to “…meditate on the revelation of these divine attributes which was made
in loving service by your own Creator Son . . . .” [SILENCE] QUESTION: How can we engage in meditative reading
in a sane and well balanced way? Cf. [Paper 2:5.9, page 40:1]; [Paper 20:6.1, page 228:5].

[Paper 2:5.6, page 39:5] we
[Paper 7:7.6, page 89:5]

TOPIC: Levels of study.
READ [Paper 159:5.1, page 1769:3], section 5, paragraph one (“At Philadelphia…”). NO NEED TO DISCUSS THIS HERE. Simply
observe that we often are attracted by special phrases, sentences, and passages.
READ [Paper 106:0.1, page 1162:1]. QUESTION: Why is it important not to overemphasize top priorities such as the life and
teachings of Jesus in studying The Urantia Book?
READ [Paper 2:7.5, page 42:6].
QUESTION: What kinds of pattern do you observe in The Urantia Book?

Structural study
Normally we read the book sentence by sentence, paragraph by paragraph, without pausing to explore the
design of the text. Those with the energy to move into the dimension of structural study will discover in The
Urantia Book the most beautiful masterpiece of artistry in all the world’s literature. Look for the import of
sequences: the four-part structure of The Urantia Book, the way papers are grouped in a given part, the lessons
implicit in the order of items in a list. Thorough work on a paper includes the following:
1. state the main point of each paragraph (preferably on a single line);
2. inquire how groups of paragraphs are associated;
3. How do the sections fit together?
4. Why does the paper begin where it begins and end where it ends?
5. What title would you give for sections and papers? In addition, comparing reading the book to attending a
conference, look at the social aspect of the papers. How does a given author relate to what the others say?
How is the origin of the author manifest in the author’s perspective?
Note: The preceding thoughts do not exhaust the topic. We live at a time of intensified academic study of language, texts, and study (giving rise to disciplines
such as hermeneutics and semiotics). You will find your comprehension of The Urantia Book enhanced by pursuing these things, and an entire conference
could be devoted to this topic. Students of The URANTIA Book should be pioneers in study. The word student comes from the Latin studere, which means to be
eager or zealous about.
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Being Human: A New Paradigm

by Bob Ghen Sr.
The Urantia Book presents a he l pf u l , new conceptua l pa ra d igm of the composition
of a human being. New meanings describe our basic components, how they function together, and why.
It offers an alternative conceptual framework for thinking about our experience in new ways, and in the process,
enhances our comprehension and appreciation of who we are.
Five basic components comprise the makeup of a human being in our new paradigm. They are: BODY, MIND,
SOUL, SPIRIT, and PERSONALITY.
Let’s start with PERSONALITY.

Personality
I have not, nor have I met anyone who has encountered this concept of personality anywhere in the wisdom
literature (East or West) except in The Urantia Book. This new concept provides a fresh perspective and clarifies
much of the intellectual and metaphysical muddle associated with self-realization, self-actualization, selfmastery, and the like. With this concept of personality, our new model takes the greatest detour from its usual,
conventional meanings, such as, A. The combination of characteristics or qualities that form an individual’s
distinctive character or, B. The charming pizzazz of charisma. It is neither of these.
As the meaning applies here, “personality” is a complete, whole and unique something, in and of itself. It is
that distinct aspect of us that remains the same no matter what changes we may have experienced in every
other part of ourselves. It is permanence in the very presence of change [Paper 193:8.6, page 1140:6]. We don’t develop
a personality, it is bestowed upon us directly, as is and already whole, by the infinite, personal creator, God. It
separates us from our mammalian cousins and makes possible the potential for eternal life. It elevates us to a
cosmic status wherein we may in truth be called, “the children of God.” But as much as we can and do say about
personality, it defies definition and remains one of the great mysteries of life. Still, we forge ahead.
Personality is that part of an individual whom we know. The constant feature that allows us to recognize our
friend as the same one we have always known, regardless of the passage of time, or the changes in form, or the
advances of progress, or any other transformation of body, mind or character. It is wholly unique and distinct, it
is the one and only you. The same one you remain throughout, despite the ever changing nature of all four of the
other components of one’s self, the Body, Mind, Soul, and Spirit. Again, it is that singularly qualitative attribute
of us that always stays the same. It is who we are, who we have been, and who we will always be.
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Central to personality is our inherent, but limited, free will, the God given creative ability to choose between
good and evil, the freedom to select among moral and ethical alternatives; and the power to co-create our
lives in partnership with God. Personality endows us with the capacity to experience self-consciousness, otherconsciousness, and God-consciousness.
Personality is not the identity, but it is the unifying element of the human identity. Personality is a strictly
qualitative reality, completely lacking in any quantitative measure. It is therefore not a form of universe energy.
This qualitative element that is personality imbues, invests and unifies the other four human components, the
Body, Mind, Spirit, and Soul. These components are composed of universe energies; the physical, intellectual,
spiritual, and morontial.
Morontia is an amalgamation of spiritual and physical energies and represents a vast level of life that lies
between the material and the spiritual. We currently physical, mortal beings are to ascend step by step through
the morontia levels of increasing spirituality on to the following stage, a wholly spiritual plane of life. The ascent
through these morontia levels constitutes our immediate universe career following physical death here on earth.
Again, do not conflate personality with identity. Personality currently has identity in the body-mind-ego identified
self. The process of one’s personal, spiritual maturity involves the gradual transfer of the seat of personal identity
from this transient body-mind-ego self to the growing, potentially eternal, inner, soul consciousness. This is the
soul-self that will transcend death and be invested with your personality, with you, when you awaken on a new
and better world, the first of the transition morontia worlds.

Body
The BODY we know best. It is our living, material energy system, a temporary life vehicle specifying our location
in time and space. It is our physical presence-mechanism within the material environment, and our means of
transit through it. It literally connects us as an integral part of the physical world through our senses and through
our biological processes of environmental exchange. In our new paradigm, we humans have an evolutionary
origin, mammalian body that has developed over time a highly evolved, human central nervous system. A brain
capable of synchronizing with the highest levels of the local, spirit mind circuits, thus enabling us to transcend
our strictly mammalian nature.
Now we are capable of choosing our actions. On a scale of ascending universe life, we have now joined the
lowest rung of free-will endowed beings who can personally choose to co-create (with God) an endless life
of ascending growth and transformation. We are now personally enrolled in the universe ascension career, up
through the morontia levels and beyond, becoming increasingly spiritual through a long and rewarding series
of progressive steps and stages.

Mind
The Urantia Book paradigm describes personal MIND as the mechanism of consciousness that connects the
material and spiritual, the outer and inner, levels of life in personality experience. In the unifying mind, we
simultaneously experience physical things, intellectual meanings, and spiritual values. It is the aware, feeling,
perceiving, thinking, evaluating component of our makeup, wherein personality exercises its precious, creative
power of choice, the power of free will.
Human mind as we know it becomes functional when the higher, faster rhythmic pulsations in the physical,
central nervous system sync up, or resonate, with the lower, slower rhythmic vibrations produced by the seven
local, spirit mind circuits. The human recipient of such spirit ministry is thereby encircuited into the cosmic
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arena of consciousness. The lower five of these seven, spirit mind circuits we share with the minds of the higher
animals. Since our more evolved human brains also sync up with the next two highest circuits, we intellectually
transcend these same animals and are enabled to grasp the meanings of spiritual reality, and to experience
self-awareness.
Mind is unifying and it ever seeks to coordinate all experience into a meaningful whole. Mind organizes,
arranges, and harmonizes the physical data from the senses, the heart-felt values of the soul, and the intellectual
meanings of mind into a progressing personal comprehension of true Reality.

Spirit
The inner SPIRIT in humans is the mysterious God fragment, that spark of divinity that indwells the human
mind in its highest region, the superconscious level (consciousness of consciousness). It unceremoniously takes
up residence in the personal mind when a child arrives at his very first moral decision. This occurs when the
young personality first chooses to override his natural, selfish impulse on behalf of another, typically prior to the
sixth birthday. This unselfish act marks the very moment that it becomes spiritually possible for the mind of the
child to host the divine God fragment.
This literal, individual parcel of God’s spirit is an active, conscious, purposeful entity of the purest spirit essence.
It is your divine and unerring navigator in the journey of life, ever pointing your inner compass Godward, while
you personally remain captain of the voyage. You have free will. You may choose to be guided by this inner spirit
navigator, or not. And it is important to know that one’s progress toward eternal life depends entirely upon
this very choosing. Sincerely seeking, encouraging, and responding positively to the leading of the inner, divine
presence is the very essence of the religion of personal, spiritual experience portrayed in The Urantia Book.
God’s spirit is seeking union with you, to incrementally become one with your personality. And with your full
cooperation, you are becoming divine in the process. No one can advance spiritually against their will. Spiritual
growth is never automatic; always it must be chosen with a full heart.
The process of spiritualization is a mutual venture, a relationship between you and the God fragment that
makes your eternal life possible. God is in a continuous effort to spiritualize your thinking and expand your
soul, decision by decision. The inner Spirit seeks to gain, to actually become, your personality, even as you seek
to become divine, thereby evolving a new, and higher, order of being. One embracing both the human and the
divine. You are becoming divine, and the inner, divine spirit is becoming personal. And one day, relatively soon
in the universe ascension plan, you are to actually fuse with this spirit of God. Together, you are becoming one.

Soul
We are not born with a SOUL. In our new paradigm, the soul is born with the arrival of the Spirit and it starts
to grow, to mature, as the personality of the child begins to yield to the divine promptings of the newly arrived
Spirit. Continuing growth of the soul is wholly dependent on the willing participation of the personality with
the plans and purposes of the indwelling God fragment. Over time, this soul consciousness grows as it gradually
displaces the temporary, body-mind-ego centered, human identity.
The growing soul constitutes the morontia embryo of the life phase that follows our time here on earth. It is
the soul that transcends death and provides the living entity wherein the personality (and the inner spirit) may
again function, only now as a morontia being with a new morontia life vehicle, and a new morontia mind in
the new environment of the first morontia transition world. We have left the mammalian body behind on the
planet of our nativity.
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That experience which is devoid of spiritual value, having only served temporal and worldly purposes does not
survive the transition. Only that which is of spiritual worth has survival value and will thus be remembered of
our earth life. Even as now, we normally only remember specific incidents in our history, the greater mass of our
mundane, detailed, moment to moment experience ignored by memory as it serves no pertinent value.
But all of the spiritually worthwhile experience of our lives, including our personal relationships, will be translated
with us. We will continue to know others and be known, personally, just as we now do. All of the truly valuable
intellectual and spiritual comprehension of Reality we have gained here on earth is recorded in our souls, and
this too remains our possession when we awaken from the sleep of death. We begin our new morontia life at
the exact level of growth and development we acquired during our earth lives.
These five concepts then, PERSONALITY, BODY, MIND, SPIRIT, and SOUL form the basic components of our newly
described human paradigm. This little primer, however, can only outline a paltry sketch of the rich, in-depth
portrayal of these concepts found in The Urantia Book. Here for example, I have written a mere four paragraphs
on the indwelling God fragment, while The Urantia Book devotes a full 48 pages exclusively to an exhaustive
discussion of this particular subject.
Each of these concepts and their functional relationships is brilliantly woven into an enlightened portrait of who
and what we are; a fascinating story of why we are here, how we got here, where we are going, how things got
so screwed up here, and what we can do about it as individual persons, and as the people of earth.
The Urantia Book teaches that, as personalities, each of us, and all of us, currently have all of everything we need,
materially, intellectually, and spiritually to advance, to grow and evolve. The whole vast creation of time and
space and everything and everybody in it is evolving, is a part of the grand, cosmic sweep forward from a lesser
state of development, to a higher level of development. Evolution is Creation in slow motion. And we humans,
because we are personalities, get to participate as a living, self-aware part of the colossal undertaking. Eternal
life means being fully engaged, personally, in God’s eternal plan, in the unfolding and actualizing of all of divinity
that is as yet unexpressed potential.
What a plan! What an opportunity! It’s all available to us in a measure beyond our ability to conceive. The Urantia
Book reveals the whole stupendous enterprise and our place in it, in an authoritative and creatively engrossing
integration of science, philosophy, and religion.
And all we have to do is choose it!
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The Indwelling Spirit in study groups

by Gaetan Charland
This method of stu dying The U rantia B ook in g ro u ps, whi l e b eing ve ry effective
in enhancing perceptions of the Indwelling Spirit in the realm of the super-consciousness does not pretend to
be better or replace any other methods that may be in use throughout the many study groups of The Urantia
Book now in existence.
This method has evolved with the help of many and through actual experiences during the long years of research
to find ways to perceive the spiritual truths that lie in the writings of The Urantia Book, in the understanding
of others and most importantly in the realm of the super-consciousness where the Indwelling Spirit manifests
itself.
This way of having a study group, while it enhances spiritual perception, has the merit of improving teaching and
leadership abilities. Those abilities can be improved by sharing the role of the facilitator with other participants
when they are ready to accept such responsibilities and understand the underlying principles well enough to
be experienced. One needs to know before one can teach; it takes many sessions before anyone can become
comfortable with this method, so be patient.
This method also improves harmony and spiritual growth in the participants as long as they put into practice
what they learn. Action is the necessary ingredient for growth and no amount of knowledge, even spiritual,
can replace genuine experience. The outlook of each participant in using this method has to be focused on
the practical side of life. Unending discussions on the sometimes hypothetical and unrealistic exploration of
spiritual meanings detached from the reality of daily living is at worst detrimental to the study group experience
and to its participants.
The leader of the study group needs to be focused on three very important aspects and goals:
1.	 The promotion of intellectual and spiritual understanding of the teachings of The Urantia Book.
2.	 The spiritual growth of the participants
3.	 The training of teachers and leaders
The underlying principles of this method are very simple and easy to understand. They rely mainly on spiritual
truths and teachings contained in The Urantia Book. They make use of the higher aspects of the functioning
of the human personality and have great respect for its potential. Those principles also take into account the
inward working of the Indwelling Spirit that inhabits our being and its relentless efforts to spiritualise our
minds.
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Underlying principles
• Participant’s sincere willingness to know and experience spiritual truth.
• The recognition that the truth we perceived is relative to our own personality and life experiences.
• The recognition that our spiritual brothers and sisters have different views and perspectives of the same
truth, which we perceive.
• The recognition that the Thought Adjuster needs our full cooperation to impress upon our super consciousness
any truth we are trying to perceive.
• The recognition that in a group dedicated to spiritual understanding and perception of truths, the Adjusters
can coordinate the efforts of each participant to enhance group harmony.
Certain papers in The Urantia Book are more suitable to such a technique. Papers concerned with the evolution
of the planet and its life might be more suitable to a different approach. Any papers having to do with God, the
Indwelling Spirit or spiritual growth might better benefit by this approach.
The leaders of study groups interested in this method should be careful when new readers are present. It is
more beneficial and proper if each participant has previously read The Urantia Book entirely and has arrived at
a desire for deeper comprehension. This method does not rely only on intelligence or intellectual acuity. Other
methods might be more suitable for new readers where the leader is capable and knowledgeable in different
ways of animating study groups.
Leaders in study groups need to understand group dynamics, while big groups might be encouraging; they tend
to be harder to coordinate. Look at the example of Jesus; he many times taught small groups. A group of seven
is a very good group and we should always limit the number to twelve.

The dynamics and working
When a study group adopts this method of functioning, every participant should be aware of its rules. This
method is dedicated to spiritual understanding and growth so it would be quite natural to start a session by a
short silent prayer to the Indwelling Spirit.

Guidelines
• The leader chooses a paper that is consistent with the group’s spiritual maturity.
• The leader determines who will start reading; he will decide how many paragraphs should be read by each
participant based on the complexity of the subject. (Usually 2 or 3 at the most)
•	After a participant has read his part, he is welcomed to share with the group his own understanding of the
text. He should strive to understand the spiritual as much as the intellectual meanings.
• The participants can use real life experiences as a way to share their understanding of what they have
perceived.
•	Discussion should always stay factual and focus on real life applications.
• While a participant is sharing his own understanding, other participants are encouraged to listen attentively
to what is being shared and not disturb the flow of reflections.
•	After the reader has shared his view, other participants are welcomed to share their own understanding of
the read paragraphs. No one is allowed to criticise, only to augment on what others have shared.
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• Only one person at a time is allowed to speak. Others must respectfully listen and wait their turn.
• No arguments are allowed to take place. This is not a debate. Debates or arguments are the realm of the
intellectual self; they are not favourable to spiritual insight and Adjuster’s influence.
•	After every participant has shared his perception, the leader can augment or summarize the ideas that were
expressed. Usually if ample opportunities are given to everyone to share their view, the leader will have the
final word and ask another participant to continue the reading.
• No one should be forced to share his understanding. Some people at the beginning are very timid and lack
confidence, but with time and respect they will grow and share.
• The leader is responsible for the harmony and discipline of the group and should, when necessary restrain
participants in their desire to expand on other areas of interest.
•	Distractions should be kept to a strict minimum; even the pouring of water while someone is sharing an
insight can stop the flow of perception in one’s mind. The Adjuster needs the mind in a receptive state to
impress meanings on the super-conscious level.
If some participants have questions concerning certain passages or meanings, the leader can ask if anyone
would be willing to answer the questions or he could, if he judges otherwise answer them at the end of the
round.
It is a good practice for the leaders of such a group to prepare themselves in prayer before the meeting. It could
be suggested to members to do the same thing and be encouraged to read the paper before they come to the
group.
If every participant is in the right attitude within their minds and fully focused on the spiritual goal of the group,
then everyone will be able to have a very profound experience of spiritual awareness of truth. This is as much
for the leader of such groups as well as for the participants.
This method of having a study group can be greatly enhanced by choosing specific subjects with specific
goals in mind. It can also be used as a medium to organize workshop conferences by having every participant
prepare short speeches on a predefined subject that would be explored in such a group. The speakers at such
workshops would than be invited to facilitate a workshop based on their speech. Such workshop conferences
could accommodate as many as 5 to 6 speakers with similar workshops. This is a complement to the training of
leaders and teachers.
Another way to further explore this kind of method is to have once in a while the participants make a summary
of a whole chapter within a predefined paper that was read previously in the group and present this summary
as a short speech to the others within the group. This will help in focusing the mind and improving the work
of the Adjuster. Remember, the Adjuster always needs an action on our part to actualise the growth potential
of our soul.
Nothing is better than the actual experience, so have a lot of joy exploring and adapting this method to your
study groups. Be patient, it took me more than a few sessions before I could witness any significant results.
In Spirit of brotherhood
Gaetan Charland
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Foreword and Part I The Central and
Superuniverses

by Jeffrey Wattles

Part I. The Central and Superuniverses

Foreword

Paper 1: The Universal Father

1.	 What are the revelators’ purposes in the Fifth
Epochal Revelation as presented here [1.2; 16.7; 17.2]?
In what sense does this revelation involve cosmic
teamwork?

1. How do sentence one, paragraph one, the
introductory paragraphs, and Paper One as a whole
function as introductions [cf. 1593.0]?

2.	 What should be our attitude and response to
the fact that much of the Foreword is difficult to
comprehend? Are we expected to comprehend
everything? What is the value of reading material
that is somewhat over our heads?
3. Note the “definitions” of Deity [2.2] and divinity [3.34] and the challenge of symbolizing our concepts of
God [3.14].
4. Construct a diagram of the seven absolutes of
infinity, indicating the differentiation of actuals
from potentials and the harmonization of the
tension between deified and undeified [6-7; 13-14].
5. How does the concept of the human being given
on pp. 8-9 differ from alternative concepts available
in our culture?
6.	 Who is the pattern personality for every personality
in the superuniverse?
7. Note the concluding paragraphs on page 17. How
can we read so as to facilitate the ministry of the
Thought Adjuster and the Spirit of Truth as they
help us grasp the essentials?
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2. It is possible to read The Urantia Book as a school
of thinking, feeling, and doing [551.1]. A major lesson
on thinking appears in the second sentence of the
paper. What do you discover as you ponder the
sequence given here?
3. 	A major lesson on feeling appears at the beginning
of the second paragraph of the paper. What
difference does this love make in our life of feeling?
4. What lessons on doing do you find in the last four
paragraphs of the introduction?
5. How does Section 1, The Father’s Name, help us
avoid dogmatism? What is the recommended way
to find one’s own name for God? Why is it important
to emphasize freedom in choosing a name for God
despite the fact that the Father concept is stated to
be the highest human concept of God [1260.3; 2097.3]?
Why is our name for God “of little importance”
[23.3]?
6. What are the meanings of the Father concept of
God? [cf. 44.3; 59.1-2; 908.5; 587.4-11; 640.3-4; 1467.1; 1855#4].
7. What relations between God and creation are
revealed in Section 2?

8. What lesson about the way the authors use
language to awaken our mind is implied in Section
3 when the author refers to a seer as saying “He
passes by and I see him not”?
9. What makes God mysterious?
10. What are the practical implications of the teaching
that “the physical bodies of mortals are ‘the
temples of God’” [26.4]?
11. 	Does religious experience prove that God is a
personality? If not, then what are the implications
of that fact?
12.	How does the definition of personality given on
29.3 compare with alternative definitions available
in the culture? What conception of human
personality do you come up with when you take
time to consider human personality as “the timespace image shadow” of the Creator personality
[29.7]?
13. What are the implications for the way we study
in the remark that “even to approach the knowing
of a divine personality, all of man’s personality
endowments must be wholly consecrated to
the effort; half-hearted, partial devotion will be
unavailing” [30.4]?
14. How does man attain divine union?
Paper 2: The Nature of God
1. Why are we personally introduced to the Father
before being given a lesson on the nature of God?
2. Why does the author express hesitation about
presenting this paper [33.1]? What guidelines
does the author give for our study? The master
assignment on this paper is to correlate the the
teachings on the qualities of the nature of God,
one by one, section by section, with stories or
observations that illustrate those qualities in the
life of Jesus. Please note that the Divine Counselors
“are the counsel of God” [216. last]. In what ways do
you find that Jesus exemplifies these qualities?
3. Note the pattern of introducing characteristics
of the divine nature with a series of quotations,
a mini-topical study, drawing on world religious

teachings. Note that Jesus sometimes did the
same [1662.2; 1673.2; 1674.4]. What are the advantages of
such an approach?
4. 	Do you find any rationale for the sequence of
sections in this Paper?
5. In what sense is truth relative [42.2-4]? How does
this conception of the relativity of truth differ from
the modern doctrine of relativism that denies any
divine standard of truth?
6. What is the greatest philosophic blunder

[42.6]?

7. What ways of discerning truth are mentioned here
[42.7]?
8. What is the one-sidedness of modern religion, and
what will it take to rehabilitate it [43.2]?
9. What suggestions for developing a philosophy of
living do you derive from 43.3-5? Why is it important
to have a philosophy of living [1467.1]?
Paper 3: The Attributes of God
1. Why does it make sense to learn of the wonderful
nature of God before receiving a lesson on the
awesome attributes of God?
2. Philosophers and theologians discuss whether
it is really possible, given the extent of creature
suffering, to affirm that God is all knowing, all
powerful, and totally benevolent. How does this
paper contribute to that discussion?
3. Study section 1 to discover actual and potential
aspects of dimensions of actuality and potentiality
of God’s everywhereness on physical, mindal, and
spiritual levels.
4. How do we determine the degree and limitations
of the Father’s influence in us [46.4]? How does the
teaching on this point help us understand when
someone denies having any experiential contact
with God?
5. How does the Divine Counselor present the concept
of God in such a way as to avoid pantheism while
including such statements as “It is literally true
that God is all and in all” [44.5; 47.2]?
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6. To what extent can we satisfy the quest for a friend
with the Thought Adjuster [45.3]?

8. What is the point of speaking about “each recurring
episode of human existence” [59.5]?

7. What barriers hinder our experience of God’s love
[50.5 6]?

9. I once attended a study group that concluded
their meetings by standing and reciting the last
paragraph of this paper as a benediction. Are there
gems that would bless you if you learned them by
heart [1362.3; 1769.3-8]?

9. In what circumstances is it appropriate to speak up
about erroneous ideas of God [section 5], especially
about the atonement doctrine? Consider that Jesus
was positive and tactful and also that he early
challenged some popular ideas of his followers
[1535#8] and—in the circumstances surrounding the
epochal sermon--took the offensive on a broader
range of issues [1708.1; 1709#2]. Create a positive
teaching about the meaning of Jesus’ death on the
cross.

Paper 4: God’s Relation to the Universe

10. What’s your favorite quotation from this paper
that the previous questions overlooked [smile]?

8. What challenges of life call for the development of
what virtues [51]?

1. What does “providence” mean in the popular
religious notion that the author has in mind?
[54.4]
(Cf. “The Father as a person may at any
time interpose a fatherly hand in the stream of
cosmic events” [1305.1]). How is that popular notion
modified by emphasizing evolution? What feelings
or attitudes are appropriate responses to the
teachings given in section 1?
2.	 Consider the teaching on “accidents,” [56.1-4] [cf. 556#7;
637.2; 1232.2; b, 1304#10; 1388.2; 1649.3; 1661.5; 1830#4]. How does
the book avoid pantheism [1299#6]?
3. Give an example of an experience in which you
have glimpsed the thread of perfection in nature
[56.7].
4.	 In the light of section 2, what could you say in
dialogue with contemporary “neo-pagans” who
direct worship to the earth and to nature spirits?
What ideas might you use in search of common
ground? What positive message can you offer
to present an alternative to polytheistic nature
worship?
5. Explain the teachings on the apparent defects of
nature at 57.5 [cf. 1268.1 2; 1222.2].
6. How is the fatherhood of God clarified in 59.1-2?
7. Explain the teaching on worship at 59.4 [cf. 1153.3].
What is a concept [1297.4]; examples are given on
[1859.11] (section 2, paragraph 1) and [2059.4.], and what
might it take to form a concept [1372.6]?
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Paper 5: God’s Relation to the Individual
The complex beauty of this paper (as with each paper)
awaits discovery by the student who will engage in
structural analysis, seeking the creative design behind
the phenomenon [42.6].
1. How do the teachings on spiritual experience
bridge the “contradiction” in #1 [Section One] between
the early remark about “the inability of the finite
creature to approach the infinite Father” and the
later affirmation that “God is approachable”?
2. What teachings in #1 help explain poor moral
conduct [cf. 68.4] and lack of success in experiencing
communion with God?
3. When you are reading along and come to a remark
like “you should rejoice” [63.1] what should you do?
4. How can a person who knows about the importance
of worship transcend self-interest in worship [65.5]?
5. How does working out the details of your practical
life with the agencies of the Infinite Spirit differ
from prayer to and communion with the Son [66.1]?
6. The soul “craves and initiates worship” [66.4]. How
can we facilitate that process if it is the soul that
“feels values” [1219.5], and if we are to “engage in
worship as a natural and spontaneous reaction
to the recognition of the Father’s matchless
personality and because of his lovable nature and
adorable attributes” [65.5; cf. papers 1-3]?

7. What does it mean to conceive God as “the reality
of values, the substance of meanings, and the life
of truth” [67.0]?
8. How can religions of morals, metaphysics, and
ethics each lead to a religion of service [67.5]?
9. What changes in the God concept have occurred
between the early 20th century and the present
day [69.7; cf. 72.1]? If we relate to God as our Father and
refer to him as “our Father” are we basing ourselves
on a philosophic concept or theologic definition
or neither? What are the current philosophic
concepts and theologic definitions of God? Does
the language of The Urantia Book need to change?
[cf. 908.5; 1040.5; 1091.6; 1096.7].
10. What it like to live as a member of the universal
family?
Paper 6: The Eternal Son
1. What are the differences between the Universal
Father and the Eternal Son?
2. What is mercy

[75L]?

3. What does it mean that the Eternal Son is called
our mother [76.0]? Compare [75. last] with [79.4; 92.3].
What does it imply for the comprehension of
human partnerships if men are Father-like and
women Son-like [711.3] (even though the pattern for
pair marriage is the relation between the Creator
Son and the Mother Spirit—[369.1; cf. 1471.1])?

4. Explain the teachings in 84#3 on praying “in the
spirit.”
5. Explain the three divine perfection plans [85#4]. How
do they complement each other? What projects do
they encompass that we can participate in?
6. Compare the bestowals of the Eternal Son with
those of the Creator Sons.
7. What comes to mind as you do the meditation
proposed on 89.5?
Paper 8: The Infinite Spirit
1. What steps are suggested for us to comprehend the
ministry of the Infinite Spirit? [92.5; 95.2-3] With what
aspects of the Infinite Spirit can finite morals
identify?
2. Is it plausible to find in the first action of the Infinite
Spirit [90.6] the pattern for human worship?
3. Is there a pattern for human action in the way the
Infinite Spirit enacts the combined concept of the
Universal Father and the Eternal Son?
4. Why can a child best relate himself to reality by first
mastering the relationships of the child-parent
situation [92.2]?
5. What meanings and values of the concept of
ministry are discernible in this paper?

4. Explain the definition of mind as “the ability to
know and be known.” [78.5]

6. What is our part in the transformation that will
result in our being presented “blameless” before
the Father?

5. Who is the pattern of mortal personality
attainment [80.2]?

7. How can we begin to relate to the Infinite Spirit by
responding to the teachings in Section 6?

Paper 7: Relation of the Eternal Son to the Universe

Paper 9: Relation of the Infinite Spirit to the Universe

1. What are the implications of the verb to bestow?

1. In what ways can the Infinite Spirit be a pattern for
human thinking and acting?

[81.2; 85.6; 86#5]

2. How clearly do you believe you recognize spiritual
cohesiveness [82.5]? Discuss.

2. Why would a merciful being ever bring suffering to
a creature [100.2; 39.2; 48.2]?

3. In what way can harmonious balance on Havona
serve as a model for us? [83.6]

3. Comment on the implied definition of action at
101.5.
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4. Comment on the “definition” of spirit given at 102.5.
5. How do mind and will function with respect to
meanings and values? [102.6]
6. How do we harm our minds

[103.5]?

7. Spirit and energy are quite divergent on the human
level [104.6]. What does this fact imply for new age
conceptions that seem to confuse energy and
spirit? Note, however, that there is talk about mind
and spirit energies [47.3] and that the Adjuster is
pure energy as well as pure spirit [1182.6]. What are
the values and limitations of different ways of
talking about these things?
8. 	As you consider the list of functions of mind at
[106.last], consider what the distinctions might
be between reason and judgment, creative
imagination and idea association, decision and
choice.
Paper 10: The Paradise Trinity
1. To what extent is the self-giving generosity of the
First Source and Center [108.4-5] a pattern for us?
2. What thoughts arise for you if you contemplate
the cooperation of the Son and the Spirit [111.1] as a
pattern for teamwork? What does their cooperation
suggest as a model for pair relationships?
3. How have you observed the enhanced power of
group association [113.3]?
4. What implications for your understanding of love
and law do you glean from Section 6? There is a
tendency to regard law as an external imposition,
alien to who we are, and the opposite of love.
Revelation teaches otherwise. (Cf. “Law is life itself
and not the rules of its conduct” [555.1]; the second
triunity, [1148]). The First Source and Center is not
only presented as the locus where law takes origin;
“he is law.” It is not hard for us to imagine Deity
being the author of legislation, but to hear that
the First Source and Center is law stretches our
capacity to comprehend what kind of being God
is. Recall Jesus’ refusal to administer punishment
as an individual [1468#1]. Note the arrangements for
the presentation of evidence. To play at probing the
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Paradise Trinity, try to think how you can add love,
mercy, and ministry and get justice.
5. What is the import of the facts that neither the
Trinity nor the Supreme Being appear to be
concerned with the individual [115.4] and that, to us
in the present age, many of the acts of the Paradise
Trinity will not seem considerate of the welfare
of the individual mortal [116.1]? Do we feel a little
shudder, chill, fear, or anticipation in reading these
lines? What attitude do we need to mobilize in
response?
6. What attitudes will we need, given that the
Universal Absolute will always “intrigue, mystify,
baffle, and challenge” us (116.L [last paragraph])?
Paper 11: The Eternal Isle of Paradise
1. Get a vital sense of your Paradise destiny [127.6; 1117.4].
What do you find most attractive about Paradise in
this paper?
2. What does it mean that Paradise is not in space?
[120.3 4; 118.5; 119d]; see the Foreword on pattern, [p. 10]
3. What might be the cosmic significance of the
ellipse? [Cf. 125.6; 1137.5; 1152.1].
Paper 12: The Universe of Universes
1. Explain how “only forward looking and progressive
attitudes are personally real” [135c].
2. How is stability achieved?

[135d; 1209c; 1217.3]

3. How does the section on the part and the whole
illuminate the tension between the obviously
loving attitude of Jesus for the individual portrayed
in Part IV and the apparently callous treatment of
some human groups in some passages in Part III?
4. Synthesize the teachings from the passages on
shadows [29.7; 82.2; 140d 141a; 498b; 1117.4; 1124.5]; [57.5]; [1266.5;
2021b].
5. How can we create spirit goals?

[141.3; 2094c; 1220 21; 2087.1;

2088.4]

6. How should the knowledge of our spirit nucleus
transform our attitude to trouble disappointment,
defeat, and death? [142.1]

7. How can we coordinate the teaching about our “real
and divine self” [139.3] with the teaching that the
Adjuster is not yet ours by right of possession but
is destined to become one with us if we survive?

Paper 14: The Central and Divine Universe

Paper 13: The Sacred Spheres of Paradise

3. What lessons on attitude toward adventure are
given in the last group of paragraphs in [158#5]?
On [159.] happens to our sense of time as we pass
through Havona [159.3]

1. What especially attracts you about your future
experience here?
2. The current tendency toward irresponsible
communication makes it appropriate to do an
extended topical study on secrets. What are the
different reasons for secrecy? [79.1; 144.4,6; 145.1; 147.2,5;
148.5; 149.1,6; 208.3 5; 219.3 221.2]. Think about the different
secrets in Jesus’ life and how they were handled:
his birth was an epochal event, but premature
publicity was nearly fatal [Paper 122]; he disclosed
less about himself as he realized increasingly who
he was [1391.4 5]; he dissociated the phases of his
earth career [1423.5 8]; he restrained talk of the voice
at his baptism [1545.4]; he forbade denunciations of
Caesar or his servants and told them to stay out
of political, social, and economic tangles [1542.5;
1580 81]; he tried to keep his healings etc. quiet; he
presented his teachings in parables [1689.3; 1692.1]; he
restrained the revelation of what Peter discovered
in his confession [1749.4]; he gave special teaching to
those (e.g., Nathaniel, [1767.4]) who were ready for it;
he restricted meetings for counsel and planning to
tried and tested disciples [1717.4]; he recommended
that our real prayers be in secret [1640.2]; we should
waste no time speculating about the mysteries
of his incarnation [1317.2] and excarnation [2021.4 9];
note Jesus’ selective answering of questions in his
trial [1979.3; 1982.7,9; 1983c; 1984.2; 1986.3; 1990d; 1992.5; 1996.1];
and contrast legitimate secrecy with the evasion of
Peter’s denial [1980#2].
What should be our attitude and response to
information that should remain secret? To information
that should have been kept secret but has been made
public? How can we direct curiosity into positive
channels? What might be the universe advantages of
learning to be responsible about secrets?

1. What are the purposes of the central universe of
Havona?
2. List the aspects of beauty you find here.

Paper 15: The Seven Superuniverses
1. As we pass beyond the local universe, we first receive
education in physical matters and administration,
then in intellectual training, before entering the
worlds of spirit culture. Can you see a reason for
this? Is there a pattern here that is visible on lower
levels? Does this explain the order of information
presented to the reader [cf. 164.3]?
2. What do we learn about justice from the account of
the superuniverse tribunals?
3. At times the language used to describe physical
phenomena suggests analogies to personal
phenomena. What do you make of this? Should we
try ideally to explore all possible analogies? Can
we truly grasp analogies between the material and
supermaterial worlds? [1135#6, esp. 1137.4; 2078.8] Note
other occurences: [462.3, 1117.4; 1437.4].
4. Our scientists say that entropy the tendency of
energy organization to degrade is a cosmic process.
Orvonton is “apparently running down.” Some
cosmologists, however, predict an eventual total
decay of universe organization. How can a student
of The Urantia Book respond to such a pessimistic
cosmology?
Paper 16: The Seven Master Spirits
1. Try to get a sense of the character of each Master
Spirit as much as possible [186#3]. Why would they
ever have to vote [188.3]?
2. Explain the teaching on the three intuitions of
cosmic mind as carefully as possible [191#6]. What
questions arise for you as you study this section?
Why are they called intuitions? Why are they also
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called assumptions? How is it that these intuitions
are in need of sharpening? How can they be
sharpened? Why is the [192] list of three intuitions
different from the [195#9] list of four universereality realizations? Note the comments on these
functions in following sections.
2.	 What are the ingredients in strong character?
[192.6] Illustrate how these ingredients might be
highly developed but ununified. How can a person
enhance the unification of these ingredients? What
are the ingredients of virtuous action? How can we
enhance our foresight? Our sense of proportion?
3. Explain the author’s teaching about the interrelation
of self consciousness and other consciousness [195
96].
4. How can you reason from the relationship with the
Father to the recognition of brotherhood [196.7]?
5. What are the meanings and values of the sequence
of worshiping God because he is, because he is in
us, and because we are in him [196.7]?
Paper 17: The Seven Supreme Spirit Groups
1. How do the beings presented here seem to fit
together as members in the Spirit family?
2. What are the analogies and disanalogies between
a local universe Creative Spirit and a human wife
and mother?
3. Take this opportunity to study the offspring of the
Seven Spirits of the Circuits, the tertiary seconaphim
on [pp. 313–317].
Paper 18: The Supreme Trinity Personalities
1. In our universe career, we are to become
“administrators.” What connotations does that
term have for you? What new connotations do you
derive from this paper?
2. Consider the importance of secrets in the universe

[207#1; 79.1; 84.2; 144#1; 221a; 219b; 228L; 258b; 317.1; 351.4; 410.4;
526.4; 971.4; 992.1; 1309.4; 1317.2; 1403.6; 1454.6; 1610].

How do
the teachings given here challenge the modern
drive to expose every secret? When may secrets
be harmful? What are the benefits of legitimate
secrecy?
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3. 	Let’s take the opportunity of this paper to review
our information about and our attitudes toward
the Ancients of Days: [11.6; 32.2; 36#3]; [178.4]; [180#12; 1272.5;
1326.3]. We can each ask a number of questions.
What are my feelings as I read about justice and
trial and judgment and execution? Why do I have
these feelings? To what extent are my thoughts
and feelings harmonious with those of the higher
universe revealed in these papers? Are they any
adjustments that I can honestly make at this time?
Paper 19: The Co ordinate Trinity Origin Beings
1. How does [215.1-9] explain the structure of The Urantia
Book? To what extent should other teachings follow
this model? How strong an argument is implicit on
p. 215 for reading the Urantia Papers sequentially?
2. 	Develop and present an example of considering a
problem in terms of origin, history, and destiny.
3. If Divine Counselors are the counsel of Deity, how
does underscore the counsel given in the papers
they indited?
3. What do sections 2, 3, and 4 imply about the
importance of synthesizing the perspectives of
different authors of the Urantia papers?
4. If we agree that much essential spiritual knowledge
must be transmitted superconsciously and that
the Thought Adjusters are involved in that process,
what follows? [cf. 1206.5 9; 1583.1 2; 1609.4]
Paper 20: The Paradise Sons of God
1. In what respect are these Sons equal?
2. What are the tasks of ministers [as contrasted
with administrators]? [224.3]
3. What happens when an age is terminated?
cf. what Jesus did, [1905–10]

[226.1];

4. In what ways was Jesus’ life typical of bestowal
lives? [288#6]
5. How will we interact with Trinity Teacher Sons as
we ascend? [231.3]
6. What values of the Deities are revealed by the
Paradise Sons of God? [232#10]

Paper 21: The Paradise Creator Sons

Paper 24: Higher Personalities of the Infinite Spirit

1. What new ideas about Jesus do you derive from
this paper?

1. In what passages and how does the author bring
this account to life for the reader?

2. What ideas about family life are presented here?
3. Comment on the remark about the human
condition, [240.3].
4. Explain the teachings on mercy and justice at [241.2].
5. What comment does the Perfector of Wisdom offer
on Jesus as “the way” [242L]?
Paper 22: The Trinitized Sons of God
1. What opportunities does this paper reveal for
mortal ascenders?
2. What alignments of soul attitude are required
to read this paper and keep up with it, not just
intellectually, but spiritually?
3. Suppose a future Mighty Messenger, One High in
Authority, and One Without Name and Number are
studying The Urantia Book. What use of the book
do you imagine they would make?
4. Who, from the annals of planetary history, most
exhibits the qualities which, if consistently
developed through the ascendant career, would
lead to trinitization?
5. What concept would you most like to participate in
trinitizing?

2. How is the concept of personality advanced here?
3. What would it be like to work on Salvington next to
an Associate Inspector?
4. Try to identify with the thrill that attended
Grandfanda’s arrival in Havona.
Paper 25: The Messenger Hosts of Space
1. “In the spiritual world there is no such thing as
menial work; all service is sacred and exhilarating”
[273c]. Can we taste such experience now? [1475.1;
2049.4]

2. Show the presentation of a lesson on feeling
through noting how the author, One High in
Authority, develops paragraph 4 on p. 274.
3. List the practical lessons about justice and
adjudication that you derive from the sections
on the Universal Conciliators. Can we request a
conciliating commission?
4. What are the implications for action and for
teaching of [280.6] that there is a best and right
way, etc.

Paper 23: The Solitary Messengers

5. List what you learn of companionship from the
closing sections in this paper.

1. In what ways are the Solitary Messengers
important to the friendliness of the universe? [261.3,

6. Give examples of physical, mindal, and spiritual
laws. [280d]

262.2]

2. In this paper are three passages containing
implications for our attitude as mortals on an
evolutionary sphere [258.5], as personalities in
Orvonton [259.3], and as personnel of the grand
universe facing the unrevealed adventures of the
outer space levels [263.3]. What is required to identify
with, or acquire, those attitudes?
3. Consider the manifold statements acknowledging
how tough life is on Urantia [100.2; 158.4; 258c; 361.1; 1621.4;
2063.1]. Why is it important to see these statements
alongside idealistic exhortations?

7. We speak of making a mental note of something.
What might a spiritual note be?
Paper 26: Ministering Spirits of the Central Universe
1. As you consider the ascendant attitudes on 291.3,
recall what an attitude is [1227.5] and how Jesus
encouraged Fortune [1437 38]. Could the mobilization
of these ascendant attitudes function as a part of
prayer [1002c, principle #1]?
2. How does [295.2 3] illustrate the function of a gospel
on higher universe levels?
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3. Let’s begin our study of rest, recreation and diversion:
[297.4 6] [431.1, 544.2]; [299#1; 505.6 506.2]; [380.7; 2.4; 125.3 4; 316.5]
[161.10; 163.1; 147.3; 151.2]. What kind of spirituality might
result if we were to depend exclusively on these
passages?

Paper 29: The Universe Power Directors

Paper 27: Ministry of the Primary Supernaphim

2. Study [1276#7] along with [323.6].

1. What ideas can we use 299#1 about how to rest?
2. What do you learn about ethics from section 3? (Cf.
[1086.6]; [1372.7]; [316.6]; [363.2]; [388c])
3. How does proper conduct facilitate worship? [301.4]
4. What do you learn about philosophy from section
6?
5. What subtle lessons on worship are implied in
[303#7]?
Paper 28: Ministering Spirits of the Superuniverses

3. Study [862#6, 864#8], and 865#9 along with [325.4].
Paper 30: Personalities of the Grand Universe
1. What are the differences between the Paradise
Classification of Living Beings and the Uversa
Personalty Register? How would you explain the
differences? What clue to you find to the sequence
of papers in Part I?
2. Why might an ascender want to join a courtesy
colony?
3. What are the implications of [339.7]?

1. Does the diverse authorship of the Urantia Papers
enable us to replicate in any way the coordination
of higher and lower sources of wisdom of the
primary and secondary seconaphim [309 311]? Give
an example of how wisdom may be synthesized
from higher and lower origin authors.

Paper 31: The Corps of the Finality

2. From those to whom much is given much is expected.
What do you think is expected from those who are
given to read about the Joy of Existence [312.3]? (Cf.
Jesus’ parable of the wedding feast, [1894#5]).

1. What is your speculation about the future
members of the Mortal Corps of the Finality whose
place is now held by the Evangels of Light? Does
[1121.4–5] refer to this kind of speculation? Explain.

3. Why are origins so important

[314]?

4. Explain the mercy process on [p. 315]. How can a
person be just? How does this fit with [pp. 1762 63]?
5. What is the import of time

[315]?

6. 	Discourse on trustworthiness

[315–16].

7. What are the main lessons in this paper on service?
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1. Notice the verbs that describe physical control.
How do these activities give an image of balance
and harmony with analogies for our own work
with energy?
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4. Explore section 4 as thoroughly as possible.
5. 	Let’s study what it takes to achieve the third circle:
[341.1; 1209.6; 569.4; 158d; 1242.1–5].

2. What attitude do you derive from section 10? Does
[353.4–7] foster attitude? If so, how?
3. What concept of your own destiny have you
personally developed thus far?

Part II The Local Universe

by Jeffrey Wattles

Paper 34. The Local Universe Mother Spirit

Please see the general introduction to
these questions preceding the questions for Part I.
Why is Part II separated from Part I? Note the ways in
which Part II prepares Part III.

1. How does this paper help you appreciate our Local
Universe Mother Spirit?

Paper 32. The Evolution of Local Universes

3. 	Analyze the structure of sections 5-7 (at the level of
groups of paragraphs). How does the sequence of
teachings add meaning and power to your favorite
passages? What variables affect the function of
the spirit? Can we distinguish the Deities in our
personal experience? If the Spirit does not quicken
our theories, what do we have left? What is it to
be spirit born? Spirit filled? What qualities mark
the leadership of the Spirit? What extremes of
conscientiousness should we avoid?

1. How does [360.2] comment on [354.6] regarding mortal
destiny?
2. Why can it be so vital to us to hold on to the truthfact of the presence of the Father in the Creator
Son [361.2]? What factors lead us to grow weary,
entertain spiritual doubts, stumble into confusion,
and isolate ourselves?
3. How does the teaching in #5 help us crystallize our
thoughts about “those values which are of infinite
nature and eternal import”?
4. What are the implications of [364.0–2] for us mortals
and as a guideline for leaders?
5. Why race for perfection [365L]?
Paper 33. Administration of the Local Universe
1. In what ways do the Creator Son and Universe
Mother Spirit provide a pattern for human
marriage?
2. What can human systems of justice learn from this
paper?
3. What can we learn about administration here?

2. What additional aspects of pattern for cooperation
do you find in [376#3]? Do men tend to me more time
oriented and women more spatially oriented?

4. What kind of relationship can we have with the
Holy Spirit?
5. What help does this paper offer to someone
struggling with a self-mastery issue?
Paper 35. The Local Universe Sons of God
1. Compare the procedure of correction for
Melchizedeks who err [386.7] with the procedure for
rehabilitating Lanonandeks who default [394.3,7]. Are
there any implications for responding to mortal
wrongdoing?
2. The character of the Vorondadeks is sketched on
[391.1]. Do you see any possible connection between
the different traits mentioned? Analogies to mortal
personality types?
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3. Study the theodicy (account showing how universe
evil can be consistent with the Creators’ goodness)
presented on [393.8–9], and compare [1222.3] with [1268.1–
2]. Does the first passage help reconcile the latter
two?
4. What can you infer about the discipline of history
from [390.5]?
5. What are the connotations of the term “paternal”
in [393.6]?
6. What will it be like to review this life with other
Urantians [388.1–6]?
7. What gospel do the evangels of destiny proclaim
[388.9]? What kind of training do they receive?
8. What pattern for an “eldest son” is given in [386.2–6]?
Paper 36. The Life Carriers
1. Focus on [398.4] and #5.
2. 	Does [399.0] definitely teach that genes significantly
help determine one’s receptivity to the various
adjutant mind-spirits? And that spirit response
depends on mind endowment?
3. How do the teachings about life in this paper differ
from current scientific speculations?
4. How do the various adjutant mind-spirits relate
to each other? What difference would it make in
education to honor the functions of mind to which
the Adjutants minister?
5. How does “biological” life relate to the life that is “in
the Sons” [2097.last]?
Paper 37. Personalities of the Local Universe
1. What do we learn about mercy, justice, and fairness
from the description of the High Commissioners?
2. What do the race commissioners do?
3. 	Design an educational unit based on the principles
of universe education [412#6].
4. “Enough of the life and administration of this
universe is being herewith portrayed to afford the
mortal mind a grasp of the reality and grandeur
66
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of the survival existence” [417.1]. Put this statement
with other thoughts in the book explaining the
rationale for the information we are being given [1.2;
1162.1; 2090.4].
Paper 38. Ministering Spirits of the Local Universe
1. How can good come from our efforts to understand
and love the seraphim [419.1]?
2. Why are angels called daughters of God [419.2]? In
what sense are seraphim “negative and positive”
[420.4]?
3. Why are military images apparently used in
describing the organization of seraphim?
4. While this paper contributes to some of the
philosophic themes of ongoing interest (justice
and mercy, [419.4]; pair relationships, [420.4, 422.3]; the
quest for perfection [422.6]), the primary opportunity
with this paper is to learn about those unseen
friends who are so near us. Let us try to retain as
much detail from these sections as we can and ask:
How can we facilitate the divine purposes in our
interaction with them?
Paper 39. The Seraphic Hosts
1. What do seraphim study who are preparing to
serve humankind in association with the mission
of a Planetary Prince [427.1]? Can we do less?
2. What do we learn about justice and mercy in this
paper [428.1–2; 430.1; 432.5; 434.4–5]?
3. What would it be like to be consciously unconscious
[431.0]?
4. If you were to pause now (see [428.4–5] and [435.1–2])
what achievements would you consider behind
you? What ahead?
5. What are the differences between pair relationship
and social systems of three or more [433.0]?
6. What is the relation between morality, ethics, and
social and governmental progress [433.2]?
7. What are the implications of the paragraphs on
the Quickeners of Morality for epochal revelation
management [435.4–8]? What if sincerity is divorced
from loyalty and patience?

8. Comment on the evolution of trust [437.6, 1747.5, 317–18].
9. Suppose your friend reads [438.2], says s/he
understands it intellectually, but has trouble
identifying with such an attitude about the
uncertain future. How could you respond?
Paper 40. The Ascending Sons of God
1. Paragraphs 2 and 3 in the introduction characterize
the rest of the paper. What is it like to view the
story of the ascending sons as
a. a recital of “the unstinted bestowal of divine love
and gracious condescension” [443.2] and
b. as a recital of the eternal purpose of the Gods
respecting the ascending orders of sonship? [443.3]
2. How is the gospel illuminated by [447#6]? What
are the meanings of sonship—and the bases for
sonship--provided in this paper? [443.5; 447#6]
3. Why should the ascension career be “the supreme
study of mortal man”? Is this consistent with
[2090.4]?
4. What further implications can you draw from the
teaching about the love of God for the individual,
which “utterly eclipses all other facts”? [454.3]
Paper 41. Physical Aspects of the Local Universe
1. Could Urantian astronomers ever formulate
equations to describe stellar phenomena capable
of taking into account the intelligent activities
of the Nebadon Power Centers and the Satania
Physical Controllers and others? If not, is this a
fundamental limit on science’s ability to predict
and understand stellar phenomena?
2. How are suns used by the power centers and
physical controllers? [458.4]
3. How is density independent of the state of matter
(gas, liquid, solid)? [459.7]
4. Why do we perceive energy as waves? [461.2–4]
5. Why is the language used to describe calcium
nearly “anthropomorphic” language? [cf. 1437.4; 102.5]

6. 	Do you find analogies to other levels of reality in
any of the descriptions of section 7?
Paper 42. Energy—Mind and Matter
1. How does the author work to bring our concepts
of material energy and spirit closer together? (see
[467.2; 467.3-4; 468.3; 479.L; 480.5; 481.5; 483#12])
2. What lessons for thinking do you find here? Any
comment on [483.1]?
3. What does section 12 teach about the body? [cf. pp. 8;
261d; 404b; 419a; 431b; 542; 544; 1303b].
Paper 43. The Constellations
1. 	Describe the rule of the Most Highs in the kingdoms
of men: see [488.7; 491.12–13; 1209d; 1255; 1257; 1882b; 1906.5; 1910.2;
1912.3; 1913.2].
2. What ideals of beauty [625b] are revealed in this
paper that could be more exemplified on Urantia?
3. What lessons in socialization are learned in the
Edentia training worlds? How does the knowledge
of such things affect our attitude to socialization
now?
Paper 44. The Celestial Artisans
1. How is the attitude of the Archangel author toward
human beings progressively revealed in this paper?
2. What practical consequences should follow from
the revelations concerning Urantian music [500.3–6]?
3. How can we expand our comprehension of
personal experience in the light of the note about
the life-story tellers [501b]?
4. What does The Urantia Book say and imply about
the laws of spiritual energy intake [505.2,6–506.2]?
5. What lessons on feeling are to be found in the note
on the emotion designers [506c]?
6. Explicate all the meanings and values you can
discern in section 7 on the Harmony Workers.
How are beauty, rhythm, and harmony spiritually
akin? How are truth, fact, and relationship related
to beauty? How does the teaching on unifying
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truth, beauty, and goodness in our lives help us
understand how gifted and accomplished people
can be so impressive while lacking real soul
expression?
7. Can you distinguish sincere from egotistical
ambition for excellence in self-expression [508.2–3; cf.
21.3; 557.3; 1758.4]?
Paper 45. The Local System Administration
1. What can you infer about humankind from the
descriptions of the four and twenty [513#4]? What do
they have to do with us? Why did the great leaders
so consistently lead their people in worship? Why
does worship unify people?
2. Why is parental experience essential? What ideas
about sex relations do you derive from section 6?
3. What implications about the Father concept
are contained in the requirement of parental
experience [516.3]?

3. Comment on [536.4]: Why are all these aspects linked
in the description of a new social order?
4. To what extent can we begin these experiences
in our lives? “Bona fide experiential enthusiasm
for the Havona ascent . . . . Study is becoming
voluntary, unselfish service natural, and worship
spontaneous” [537.5].
5. Why does “coming up through great tribulation”
serve to make us “very kind and understanding,”
“sympathetic and tolerant”?
6. Comment on the sequences of verbs pertaining to
morontia achievement: “fully mobilized, realized,
unified.” What do these verbs mean? Is there any
significance in the sequence?
Paper 48. The Morontia Life

4. Who is Lanaforge? What does he do? What relation
do we have with him?

1. Why did so few learn of heavenly things in the past
[542.5; 553.1,4]?

Paper 46. Local System Headquarters

2. 	List the lessons implicit in section 4 on the reversion
directors [cf. 1558.6; 1562.1; 1610#3].

1. What are the key functions of the local system
headquarters?
2. What happens during the quiet hour on Jerusem
[520.3]? In the theater of morontia activities devoted
to rest and recreation [526.5]
3. How do the beauties of nature change on Jerusem
[520#2; 526.6]?
4. Of which elements—work, progress, play—do
you think the following are composite: social
intercourse, group entertainment, divine worship
[526.5]?
5. Is there any evidence in the book that helps us
predict what effect lifting the quarantine will have
on Urantia mortals?
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2. What do you learn about child rearing from this
paper?

3. Try organizing some teachings you cherish, for
example about God or the philosophy of living or
the religion of Jesus—into headings that would fit
in the schools of thinking, the schools of feeling,
and the schools of doing [551.1].
4. What is the leading theme in the gospel of the
seraphic evangels [552–3]? What are the supporting
aspects of their gospel teaching? How do these
aspects form a unity? What do they have to do with
the gospel as presented in Part IV?
5. Give an example of a situation in which rectification
of an error by revelation might jeopardize emerging
truths [555.1].

Paper 47. The Seven Mansion Worlds

6. Explain how souls get kindled by the divine fire of
the will to service [555.3].

1. Summarize the sequence of achievements that we
complete in the mansion worlds.

7. How can you let pressure develop stability and
certainty [555.4]?
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8. How can the planting of a seed ever necessitate its
death [555.5]?
9. What exhausts immature creatures
548.5]?

[555.6; cf. 380.7;

10. What additional insight can you derive from the
human statements of philosophy associated with
morontia mota by considering
i. the justaposition of sentences within a given
teaching and
ii. the sequence of teachings?
Paper 49. The Inhabited Worlds
1. What are the eugenic implications of section 1?

3. 	Knowing that “culture presupposes quality of
mind” [578.4], the Prince’s staff select “the cream of
the evolutionary races” [575.2]. What analogies and
disanalogies are there between this policy and our
wisdom in selecting people to whom to introduce
The Urantia Book?
4. What reforms would make Urantian education
more like the education established by the Prince’s
staff?
5. The Prince’s work is independent of the missions
of the higher Sons [576.4]. Does this fact carry any
implications about the relation between the
movement of students of The Urantia Book and the
gospel movement?

3. Where may our solar system harbor non-breathers?

6. How can religious teaching reflect the fact that
struggle, effort, and decision [578.4] are essential to
progress?

4. What is the import of the fact that we stand erect
on two feet?

7. “Reward follows effort as a result of causes.” What
causes do you need to attend to in your project?

5. What teachings about sex equality do you derive
from section 4?

Paper 51. The Planetary Adams

2. What clue to humor do you note in section 2?

6. What are the implications for understanding
human nature from the teaching on the brain on [p.
566]?
7. 	Does [570.1] imply that parents have a special
responsibility to survive if their children die before
receiving Adjusters?
8. Finaliters are sent to administer such a variety of
worlds as these. What transformations will have
taken place before we are ready to do so?

1. Study this paper for every principle of epochal
revelation management you can discern.
2. Since the Nazi era, eugenics has been largely taboo,
though change is gradually emerging. Reflect
on the eugenics teachings here until you can
experience that “all truth—material, philosophic,
or spiritual—is both beautiful and good” [43.4].
3. What reason for race differentiation is given at
[584L]? What desirable traits do you see emerging
from such differentiation?
4. Single-matedness is an Adamic norm [586.2]. What
will it take to make that ideal effective today?

Paper 50. The Planetary Princes

5. What seven fathers do we recognize [587c]?

1. What risks go along with being so far from Paradise
[573.0]? Is there any implication here for epochal
revelation management?

Paper 52. Planetary Mortal Epochs

2. If humankind are “halfway” between primitive
conditions and advanced civilization, should we
expect that every aspect of early “autocratic” rule
[573.4] should be left behind?

2. What principle of revelation would you formulate
from the observation that the Planetary Prince’s
staff teaches only as much as their pupils can
receive [591.3]?

1. How shall we recover the courage of the mighty
hunters and fierce fighters of primitive man?
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3. What implications might possibly be drawn about
a vegetarian diet from 593.7?
4. Normally, intellectual culture should be at a very
high level to prepare for the Bestowal Son. What
intellectual background would you consider ideal
for understanding the teachings of Jesus?
5. In what sense is the golden rule impractical today
[596.6]?
6. Study and discuss section 6 as carefully as
possible; it offers Part II’s main recipe for planetary
transformation—without making any reference to
The Urantia Papers. What is the difference between
spiritual brotherhood and social brotherhood?
How has Jesus shown the way to the immediate
realization of spiritual brotherhood?
Paper 53. The Lucifer Rebellion
1. Why is self-contemplation “most disastrous” [601.5]?
2. What are the steps leading from pride to sin [603.1]?
What is pride? Given the fact that the word “pride”
today is commonly used to denote self-respect or
self-esteem, how can we express the danger of
pride in popular discourse? Can we keep ourselves
from pride? All by ourselves?
3. What themes of the Lucifer rebellion can we observe
in planetary history and in our culture today? How
do self-assertion and unbridled personal liberty
continue to cause us problems? What can be done?
4. Explain the division of labor: Why did Michael
remain aloof and Gabriel undertake the exposure
of rebel sophistries?
5. “It’s all relative.” How is this slogan—despite its
kinship with insight [42.2; 1039.3]—pressed into the
service of false freedom?
6. Have you ever been spiritually blinded by someone’s
brilliance and charming ways?
7. In the encounter on Urantia of Jesus of Nazareth
and his universe enemies, given the fact Jesus
elected to meet his enemies simply as the Son
of Man, and given the fact that in any contest
between a higher being and a lower being, the
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higher wins out, what does it say about the power
of faith that can make a mortal with faith higher
than a Lanondek Son without faith?
8. Have you observed enough of life to begin to
confirm that “the way of the transgressor is hard”
and that “every sin contains within itself the seeds
of its own destruction”? Explain.
Paper 54. Problems of the Lucifer Rebellion
1. Explain the distinction between true and false
liberty. How may this Luciferian sophistry be
observed in present-day society?
2. What was the contradiction in Lucifer’s program of
tyranny?
3. Why does righteous adjudication take time?
4. What are the benefits of the mercy time lag?
5. What kinds of reasons do you find in the list of
reasons explaining the wisdom of delay?
6. Can you wholeheartedly embrace the Creator’s
love that permits you to suffer the consequences
of others’ misuse of creature freedom? Reflect on
your own missteps. What does it take to participate
in the mercy process on a planet gone astray?
Paper 55. The Spheres of Light and Life
1. How can you explain to someone that our destiny is
not just an eternal condition of static bliss?
2. The teaching in [624.0] proposes that we learn
to view natural death with something of the
“cheerfulness and lightheartedness” of the era of
light and life. How can we make progress toward
that goal? What obstacles are there? What ways
around them?
3. Notice what areas of activity are classified on [p. 625]
under the headings of truth, beauty, and goodness.
4. How can we communicate a positive sense of
planetary destiny today?
5. How are we unconsciously compromised by our
own accommodation to this planet, characterized
as “sin-stricken, evil-dominated, [and] self-seeking”
[629d]?

6. To what extent can we personally grow into a
way of living akin to that portrayed on [630.1–2],
even though our planet is far removed from such
culture?
7. Humanists sometimes say that life is worthwhile
(without the prospect of life after death) if one
can only make a contribution to a grand future for
humanity. How close to that sentiment does the
author comes at [631.6]?
Paper 56. Universal Unity
1. Why is a paper on universal unity needed after the
preceding papers? How does this paper culminate
Part II and unify it with Part I?
2. How does the last section integrate on the level of
individual experience the grand achievements on
higher levels discussed in the previous sections?
3. Contemplate the unity of God—a unifying theme
for many of the world’s religions. The teaching
on [640.4] tells us that despite the fact that we are
told of many universe fathers, experientially, we
can only have one father. Why are many of us in
practice more at ease with the intellectual idea of
the plurality of beings revealed in the papers than
with the truth of the spiritual, experiential unity of
God?

8. Notice that the major philosophic proposition of
the master universe is a question! What does that
imply about the character of philosophy?
9. Note, in the last four paragraphs of [645], a summary
statement of creation and, in the last paragraph,
a summary statement of the essence of human
living. Note the sequence here, different from that
at 21.2: loving God precedes knowing God. How
might you harmonize this apparent tension?
10. How is your conception of your chosen project
affected by the integration of truth, beauty, and
goodness?
11. List the teachings on beauty given in section 10 and
list possible ways in which you could live beauty
more fully.
12. In a world where specializations often become
increasingly narrow, how can we show the
blessings of the holistic perspective of [647.4–7]?
13. Discuss the concept of love that emerges here. Why
are truth, beauty, and goodness essential to love?
How does the revealed concept of love differ from
popular concepts? Explain the implications of the
closing definition of love—the desire to do good to
others: what is the place of the heart, the place of
action, and the importance of the plural?

4. Here is presented a remarkable sequence of steps
for us to follow in developing our concept of God
[641.5]. Why this sequence?
5. Sometimes a human beings experiences
impersonal levels of Deity before becoming able
to recognize the Deity personality [642.4]. How does
this thought help unify our understanding of the
different types of religious experience highlighted
among the world’s religions?
6. If our destiny is to reveal the Supreme, how can we
start now?
7. 	Are you prepared to believe it? “All that God the
Father and his Paradise Sons do for us, we in turn
and in spirit have the opportunity to do for and in
the emerging Supreme Being” [644.1]. What would
this mean?
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Part III The History of Urantia

by Jeffrey Wattles
Please see the general introduction to
these questions at the beginning of the questions for
Part I.
How does Part III relate to Part II? To Part IV? Note
how the last group of papers (perhaps from Paper
99?) culminate the preceding Parts.
Paper 57. The Origin of Urantia
1. Smile: What do you make of the fact that by the
time the permit arrived from the Uversa Council of
Equilibrium, the team to organize material creation
had already departed [652.1]?
2. What is the import of the use of family terminology
to talk about suns?
3. How did our solar system originate?
4. What will eventually happen to the moon?
5. Why are geologists’ estimates of earth’s age too
short?
6. Why does atmospheric oxygen protect the earth
against meteors?
7. Note that our planet was accumulating matter
long before it was placed on the physical registries
of Nebadon [659–60].
8. How does the author’s way of presentation
reinforce our confidence in the power of the mind
to grasp causation [192a]?
9. Note that organizational steps were taken to
prepare for developments in the distant future
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[661.2].

Is there a principle of universe organization
to be generalized here?

10.	How does the fact that earthquakes diminish in
frequency and severity [662.2,4] affect discussions of
theodicy (defending the thesis of a good Creator
despite the suffering that natural events occasion)?
Paper 58. Life Establishment on Urantia
1. What does it mean that ours is a decimal planet?
2. Why do the authors make so many claims that can
be tested in observation?
3. If there are 50,000 facts of physics and chemistry
that “prove the presence of mind in the planning,
creation, and maintenance of the material cosmos”
[664.6],
shouldn’t we—especially scientifically
minded students of The Urantia Book—be far more
active in seeking them out? What facts portrayed
in these papers show evidence of design?
4. How did life originate on Urantia? How many
original life implantations occurred? Where were
they, and why were these locations chosen?
5. What should we make of the fact that the
continental drift theory was only a minority view
among our scientists at the time these papers
were indited?
6. Evolution moves by gradual transitions and sudden
transitions [669#6]. Why is the Darwinian theory of
evolution having a hard time explaining the sudden
leaps? How does the present theory of “punctuated
equilibrium” try to explain the suddenlys? If the

traditional alternative to Darwinism has been a
belief that God specially created each separate
species, then what is to be inferred about the
presence of design from the book’s theory of
macromutation, in which systematic change
occurred naturally?
7. How does the theory of the evolution of mind
given on 670.1 differ from the popular idea that
mind “emerged” as a phenomenon of increasingly
complex nervous systems?
8. Only those species persist that attain cosmic
unity [670.2]. If we generalize a principle from this
observation, what implications for human living
follow?
Paper 59. The Marine Life Era
1. Why is such detail given?
2. Why does there appear to be an absence of
sympathy in the narration of extinctions (e.g.,
[683.7])?
3. How many times has the area in which you live
been submerged?
4. Consider the interweaving of geology and biology
as sciences and how the their reality domains are
intertwined.
5. Note the aesthetic observations on “uninteresting
lowlands, devoid of scenic beauty” [673.8] and on
the clothing of “naked, unattractive landscape”
with “luxuriant verdure” [678.3]. Can we say that
the author shares aesthetic sensitivity in common
with humans? What is the aesthetic significance of
the fact that so much of the planet is aesthetically
dull?
Paper 60. Urantia During the Early Land-Life Era
1. 	Look for the evidences of aesthetic and other
feeling in this narrative of fact.
2. Consider the patient faithfulness of those who
nurtured life.

3. In the light of this series of papers, comment on
this quote from [2080.8]: “The universe is not like the
laws, mechanisms, and the uniformities which the
scientist discovers, and which he comes to regard
as science, but rather like the curious, thinking,
choosing, creative, combining, and discriminating
scientist who thus observes universe phenomena
and classifies the mathematical facts inherent
in the mechanistic phases of the material side of
creation.”
Paper 61. The Mammalian Era on Urantia
1. What’s so special about the frog [cf. 705.8]?
2. From what animal did the first mammal originate?
3. Tell the survival advantages of mammals [693].
4. What philosophy of living principle is indicated
in the fact that, according to plan, humans first
appeared in a “stimulating, invigorating, and
difficult environment” [700.4]?
5. When did the Planetary Prince arrive? For how long
did the Prince’s staff function before the rebellion?
When did Adam and Eve come?
6. 	Draw a time line from any two places you choose,
and symbolize the appearance in time of the major
steps in biologic evolution on your time line. E.g.,
if you represent organic evolution as a movement
from New York to San Franciso, where do reptiles
first appear? Mammals? Humans?
Paper 62. The Dawn Races of Early Man
1. What were the emotions and social tendencies
of the (prehuman) dawn mammals? The midmammals?
2. 	Did the primates stand erect and walk on their
hind legs?
3. What were the emotions and decisions of the first
two humans? What quality of decision-making
involves the spirit of wisdom [709.6]?
4. The definition of will is “the power of choosing
to worship and to ascend” [710.5]. What are the
implications of this definition, and how does this
definition differ from conventional notions of will?
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Paper 63. The First Human Family
1. What inferences can you draw from the names
of Andon--“the first Fatherlike creature to exhibit
human perfection hunger” and Fonta—“the first
Sonlike creature to exhibit human perfection
hunger” [711.2]?
2. What does [712.1–2] teach about moving from
decision to full and final decision?
3. Sometimes readers assert that because of the
superhuman supervision of the planet, we won’t
be permitted to do anything very bad to our planet.
What does [714.7] imply about that belief?
4. “When closely associated, uncultured people
irritate and offend each other.” Do you find this
statement a helpful reminder when you begin to
feel irritated and offended?

9. Why is race differentiation part of the divine plan?
[726; cf. 564#4]

Paper 65. The Overcontrol of Evolution
1. What’s the point of saying “overcontrol” rather
than “control”?

5. What would it take to assume leadership of a
group of tribes?

2. What are the key elements, and who are the key
players, in fostering evolution?

Paper 64. The Evolutionary Races of Color

3. How does the teaching here correlate with presentday science?

1. What religious emotions can grow out of feeling
geographically helpless [718.1]?
2. What are the differences between fear and a
scientific response [720.4]?
3. What concept of worship is implied at [725.7]?
4. Is there a lesson at [729.2] on how to develop heroism?
What project of yours deserves magnificent
persistency and superb devotion?
5. How can you synthesis your attitude regarding:
i. the talk of superior and inferior and
ii. the affirmation that all races have equal standing
before the celestial powers?
6. 	Read this paper imagining yourself in the position
of a member of another race. Imagine your feelings.
Discuss.
7. The early great leaders [723–25] unified their peoples
in the worship of God. Why was worship such a
powerful unifier?
8. What
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material about race differentiation? In what ways
might we update the account in the light of
contemporary research and ways of expression?
Can we honestly meditate on this material to the
point that we can affirm that “all truth—material,
philosophic, or spiritual—is both beautiful and
good” [43.4]? How do the teachings here rely on
the context of the other Parts of the book? And
how is your understanding of the proclamation of
spiritual equality affected by your reaction to the
facts presented in Part III?

distinguishes an enlightened reading
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4. How do you respond to the proposal for patience
and cooperation at [736.6]?
5. Summarize the teaching in sections 6 and 7 about
how mind functions in evolution.
6. How do sections 1–7 illustrate the truth of section
8?
7. Consider reading this paper as a report to
shareholders [stakeholders].
8. 	Reflecting on your life and on current history . . .
what physical improvements might make a new
level of intellectual development possible? What
intellectual growth might make a new level of
spiritual realization possible [740.2]?
Paper 66. The Planetary Prince of Urantia
1. Try reading this paper as a tragic drama, from the
first page hints to the last paragraph’s report.
2. If you discover a thread of pride in yourself, how do
you deal with it?

3. Study the project here: the situation, mission, the
nature of the team members, the strategy, and the
details. What lessons can we derive about epochal
revelation management?
4. Compare the Father’s prayer
prayer [1620].

[747.5]

to the believer’s

5. What was the gospel proclaimed by the Prince’s
staff [749.4]?
6. Why was the college of revealed religion slow in
functioning [747.3–4]?
7. What are the moral commands of the Father’s
Way [751]? Why do most students of The Urantia
Book seem to pay so little attention to the Book’s
teachings and implications on morality?
8. Study the Dalamatian educational methods, and
consider their relation to present-day educational
reforms. How can we progress in fostering learning
by doing [751]?
9. Why is it easy to engage in overteaching and
overenlightenment? What are the results [750.1]?
10.	Note the policy that worked well for nearly 300,000
years: “None of the Prince’s staff would present
revelation to complicate evolution; they presented
revelation only as the climax of their exhaustion
of the forces of evolution” [747.4]. How can we see
something like that policy at work in The Urantia
Book itself? What would it mean for us to practice
such a policy? What factors might persuade us to
modify such a policy today? Discuss the reasons
for and against. Are we ready to go through a
full prayer process about the wisdom of our own
methods of disseminating truth?
11. The Prince’s staff gathered the “superior
individuals,” trained and inspired them, and sent
them back as “teachers and leaders” [743.9]. How
does the first epochal revelation different from the
third and fourth that launched a movement to tell
everyone of a spiritual gospel?
12. Why were activities in art and science associated in
one council [748]?
13. Why is work with the soil a blessing [752.0]?

14. Note the vital importance of projects of every
sort—material, intellectual, and spiritual—as they
were designed for integrated cooperation. Did the
college of revealed religion become prideful about
the importance of the spiritual [757.4]? How can we
do better to show equal support for those called to
diverse projects?
Paper 67. The Planetary Rebellion
1. What are the consequences of betraying those
who trust you closely [754.4]?
2. Explain the differences between evil, sin, and
iniquity [754.5]. What are the consequences of sin
[760#7]; cf. [984#10]?
3. What factors that enabled Van and Amadon to do
so well [756#2].
Paper 68. The Dawn of Civilization
1. This paper begins a series on civilization and
government. How do the introductory paragraphs
on page 763 indicate structure in Part III?
2. How does this paper’s discussion of primitive
conditions illuminate our world today? This
is a question we can repeatedly ask, since our
civilization is half-way between primitive and
advanced, and since there is such unevenness
between the differing levels of various groups on
the planet today.
3. What stands in the way of immediate realization
of brotherhood on Urantia [763.4]? How can we
promote natural brotherly attraction?
4. Is civilization today oriented more toward selfmaintenance or self-gratification? What are the
implications of the difference [764.5]? What warning
lurks in [764.1] and [765.2] (cf. [1302.3])? How does today’s
society compare with that at the time the papers
were being indited?
5. Consider the basic emotions that contributed to
human socialization, and explain how the religion
of Jesus can make difference between those
emotions leading toward peace instead of war [764–
66; cf. 1572.8–73.1].
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6. What lessons can we learn today from the
discussion of sex and family on [765.3–6]?
7. Consider the teachings and implications regarding
abortion on 770 and other passages: [570.1; 631.1; 932.1;
940.2; 1130.7; 2073.10].
Paper 69. Primitive Human Institutions
1. How are the institutions of self-maintenance, selfperpetuation, and self-gratification interrelated
and interdependent today [772#1]?
2. Study the teachings of this paper on private
property and capitalism for any economic or
political lessons for today [cf. 805#5-#6].
3. Why is the necessity for labor “man’s paramount
blessing” [773.6]? How can we manifest intolerance
for idleness and compel able-bodied people to
work [780.2]?
Paper 70. The Evolution of Human Government
1. If government is an evolutionary response to
antagonism [783.2], what institutional changes
would help us respond better to antagonism
today?
2. To what extent does [783.4] give a psychological and
sociological explanation of violence in our society
today?
3. How does [785#3] help answer the challenge that
war gives evidence that there is no God?
4. How can we constructively respond to the perils of
budding industry on Urantia [786]?
5. How do sports fulfill the function of impressing
youths with “the reality of life and its inevitable
hardships” [791.3]?

Paper 71. Development of the State
1. The first item on the agenda of an expanding
civilization [804#4] is preservation of individual
liberties. Study the lists in [793#9, 797#12; 800#1; 800#2;
800#4; 800#7] and [800#8] to discover as much as
possible what liberties the author may have in
mind.
2. What do we learn from this paper about our
political responsibilities as citizens today?
3. In what sense is it inadvisable to practice the
golden rule universally today [804]?
4. Why is national defense still needed [804–05]?
5. Carefully explain the teachings on education [806#7].
What does philosophy become in an advanced
civilization? What regressive tendencies pervade
education today? Why should education be in the
hands of scientists and philosophers? Why must
teachers be leaders? Why do you need the lower
levels of education before the higher ones? What
does this imply for our growth as students of these
papers?
Paper 72. Government on a Neighboring Planet
1. 	Describe what it would be like to grow up and
life a full life in the progressive civilization of this
neighboring planet.

7. How can gradual progress in the basic factors of
civilization have immediate social results [793.10]?

2. Imagine debates between readers over whether
we should adopt the provisions mentioned here,
e.g., with regard to [818.4] on the death penalty. What
factors should condition the extent to which we
adoption or adapt these ideas? Are there hints in
the way some of these facts are presented in the
text?

8. How do the teachings in [793#9] correct present day
thinking about rights?

3. Discuss the implications of last paragraph [820.3]
for our pursuit of world government.

6. How do piety and mysticism separate priests
socially [793.2]?
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9. Which of the problems listed on 798 seem serious
today?
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Paper 73. The Garden of Eden
1. How did the preaching of Van and his associates
evolve as the arrival of Adam and Eve drew nigh
[822.6-8]?
2. Why was it justifiable forcibly to evict a group of
peninsula dwellers [823.3]?
3. Why was there no animal husbandry or slaughter
in the Garden [824.1]?
4. Why were only volunteer laborers accepted [824.4]?
5. Imagine the discussions regarding Van’s faith as he
proposed to train a second generation [824.5].
6. In what sense were the leaves of the tree of life “for
the healing of nations” [825.7]?
7. Notice the definitions of the purpose of Eden at
[823.6] and of Adam and Eve’s mission at [827.4].
8. 	Discuss the potential pattern elements in a
two-stage epochal revelation: an initial stage of
preparation and mobilization, and then a stage of
broad interaction with the planet [827.2]. Might there
be such stages connected with the fifth epochal
revelation?
9. What could we do to prepare for the advent of a
Magisterial Son?
Paper 74. Adam and Eve
1. How can we participate in Michael’s rehabilitating
mercy to Adam and Eve? What factors mitigate
their guilt?
2. What is the divine plan of progression [830.L–831.1]?
What are the implications for the fifth epochal
revelation?
3. What is the difference between the Edenic Sabbath
of self-culture and the character-building [1583.1]
that Jesus avoided?
4. Note: despite the “fraternal and democratic”
manner of Adam and Eve [832.1], they did not regard
everyone as a candidate for visiting the new epochal
revelation [835.L–836.1]. How could one best adapt
such a standard to the fifth epochal revelation?
Would such an adaptation be advisable?

5. 	Discuss the ethical implications of the Edenic
doctrine of capital punishment [836b].
6. Why was it wise for Moses not to recount events
prior to Adam [837.7]? How would he have known?
Paper 75. The Default of Adam and Eve
1. For what reasons is the story told in such detail?
2. How did conditions force Adam and Eve to modify
the characteristic Adamic gospel [839.4]?
3. Is there a long endurance test that you face?
What results do you want to see in your lifetime
[841.6]? What short-cuts beckon [846.4]? If you were
farseeing, what would you anticipate as eventually
occurring [840.2]? What planetary factors will bring
about the situation for which you long? Does your
patience need to deepen [1295.6]?
4. Comment on the remark about “the tendency of
woman to look upon immediate results rather
than to plan more farsightedly for more remote
effects” [840.7]. Is there a tendency deriving from
the difference between the Creator Son and the
Creative Mother Spirit as regards space and time
[376#3]? How can women and men best combine
their strengths?
5. What does it mean to combine good and evil [842]?
What would it mean in your project to do so?
6. 	At what points does the narrative generalize
beyond points specific to the story of Adam and Eve
[824.6; 846.4]? What do these generalizations imply for
our handling of the fifth epochal revelation?
7. What was the sophistry of Cano [842.8]? How
common is this sophistry today (whether implied
or explicitly argued)? What is the relative value of
sincerity?
8. What do you hear today of “the insidious
propaganda of personal liberty and planetary
freedom of action” [846.3]?
9. Could the Garden dwellers have predicted the
consequences of their disobedience?
10.	Your life is worse in some respects because of
the default. Can you enter wholeheartedly into
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the merciful rehabilitation of Eve and Adam as
members of the four and twenty counselors on
Jerusem [514]?
Paper 76. The Second Garden

Paper 78. The Violet Race After the Days of Adam

1. Compare and contrast Kenan’s foreign missionary
service [850.1] to that proposed on the neighboring
planet [819L].

1. 	List the qualities of the Adamites and Andites.
Evaluate their advantages and disadvantages. Do
you think you have an above average proportion of
violet inheritance? Why? What follows from your
belief?

2. What is required for us to identify with the attitudes
expressed by the Melchizedeks and Michael to
Adam and Eve [852.1; 852.3]? Note the summary by
Solonia [854.2].
3. What does this paper teach about how to make
the best of Plan B when Plan A goes awry? Is there
a Plan A for The Urantia Book? In what ways might
the revelators’ intentions for the book be spoiled?
What goals should we recover and pursue faithfully
if we should find that we have gotten off track?
Paper 77. The Midway Creatures
1. What did “gradual” development mean with the
production of primary Midwayers [744L]?
2. How does the story of the Tower of Babel illustrate
the dangers of division of purpose in a team project
[1758.4, 1625L; Genesis 11.1–9]?
3. What functions were served by Vanites designating
Ararat as their sacred mountain?
4. How does the story of the uncooperative secondary
Midwayers after the death of Adamson illustrate
the consequences of becoming detached from the
planetary government [863.2]?
5. What sort of coordination of personalities and
circumstances were needed to motivate the
petition for this revelation?
6. Midwayers converse with celestial visitors in order
to achieve what goal analogous to our goal in
studying the Papers?
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9. 	Does the reading of this paper inspire you to the
kind of enthusiastic determination for the divine
plan that the loyal Midwayers manifest today?

2. If the Adamites held so faithfully to Adam’s mission,
how can we interpret the repeated comment that
Adam and Eve failed. How much better could
things have been if they had succeeded?
3. Notice that the artificial Adamic culture
deterioriated until it reached a natural evolutionary
level [870.1]. Should readers of The Urantia Book
realize that there culture as readers is, in a way,
artificial? Are there ways for us to evolve up to the
level of culture presented in The Urantia Book? Is
there a need to work with evolutionary science,
philosophy, and religion [and other aspects of
culture] to cultivate authentic support for the high
levels of the teachings in the book? Is the culture of
readers vulnerable without such labor?
4. What kind of quiet spread of revelation is implied
at [873.5]?
5. 	Discuss the implications for today: They were a
united people because they had a uniform group
religion” [876.3].
6. How have ferments produced by the Garden culture
resulted in 20th century Urantian civilization?
Paper 79. Andite Expansion in the Orient
1. Imagine a group dedicated today to the appropriate
dissemination of teaching on eugenics. How would
such a group go about their work? What would be
some of the wrong ways to pursue their goals? [cf.
920]

7. How can we best cooperate with the Midwayers?

2. What would a greater Gautama do [883.0]?

8. What, concretely, is involved in the “spiritual
economy” of 855.4?

3. What are the cultural effects of progressive and
unprogressive religion [883.1; 885.7–8]?
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4. What strengths and weaknesses of various racial
groups are presented? How can generalizations
be helpful? How can they be misinterpreted and
misused?

conformists? How are we treated when we dissent
and do not conform?
9. What kind of linguistic development has been
needed [908.6]?

5. How can we best use Part IV if we are not to
overemphasize the past [888.1; 43]?

10. How can you use language as a thinking tool?

6. What would be the differences between wise and
unwise attempts to help the potentials of various
peoples move toward fruition?

12. What character trend is being predetermined by
our homes, churches, and schools [909.8]?

Paper 80. Andite Expansion in the Occident
1. Think of different possible definitions of racism. In
what senses should we say that the teachings on
race are not racist?
2. How are religious and ethical idealism, combined
with popular opinion and demographic change,
affecting the prospects for North American
civilization as indicated on page 899?
Paper 81. Development of Modern Civilization
1. What can be said for the statement that soil toil is
“the greatest of all blessings”?
2. Where on the planet would you say the climate is
best for civilizational progress today?
3. Give an example of an error of philosophy and a
superstition of religion that science has corrected
(or will eventually correct). Give an example of the
frank, honest, and fearless search for true causes—
and of the failure to do so [901.9; 907.5–7].
4.	 Give an example of the profitable utilization of
leisure. How do you use your leisure?
5. Explain: “Eventually evolution and culture become
related as cause and effect” [905.7].
6. Gives examples: “Every human right is associated
with a social duty” [906.4].
7. What regulation of the sex propensity ought to
be regarded in our society today as a group right?
[906.4]

8. How do we respond to dissenters and non-

11. What are the ideals of the current generation [909.8]?

13. How would you estimate our oral and spiritual
momentum today [909.8]?
14.	Explain and illustrate: “The driving power of even
the most material aspects of a cultural civilization
is resident in the least material of society’s
achievements” [909.9].
15.	How does spiritual idealism advance human
culture [910.1]?
16.	Is it evident now that the coming goal of human
existence is for quality of thinking [910.2]?
17.	 How can religious idealism help inspire intelligent
patriotism [910.9]?
18.	In your experience, how does teamwork occur [911.3]?
Is any mention made here of “followers”? Why not?
19.	Social and economic change must be made slowly,
while moral and spiritual adjustments may be
made quickly. Does this help explain why the first
two epochal revelations were expected to spread
gradually, while the third and fourth epochal
revelations, being purely spiritual, were supposed
to be spread quickly? What are the implications for
the spread of the Fifth Epochal Revelation? Should
we go boldly proclaiming the book like as gospel?
Paper 82. The Evolution of Marriage
1. For what reasons is free love held in low esteem
[915.1]? In what ways to the authors imply their
approval of restrictive standards?
2. Comment: “No human emotion or impulse, when
unbridled and overindulged, can produce so
much harm and sorrow as this powerful sex urge.
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Intelligent submission of this impulse to the
regulations of society is the supreme test of the
actuality of any civilization. Self-control, more and
more self-control, is the ever-increasing demand
of advancing mankind. Secrecy, insincerity, and
hypocrisy may obscure sex problems, but they do
not provide solutions, nor do they advance ethics.”
[914.6].
3. How do the authors avoid a moralistic and extreme
tone in discussing the problems of marriage?
Paper 83. The Marriage Institution
1. On the spectrum from panic to complacency,
what attitude toward the contemporary state
of marriage is promoted here [928.7; 929.1–2]? How
worried to the authors seem to be? How is the
situation today different from the time the paper
was indited?
2. How does the author combine compassion for
unmarried people, while supporting high standards
[927#6; cf. 383.2; 1229.1; 977.2]; and [2070c]?
3. What factors of realism are mentioned in
this account of marriage, and what practical
implications are proposed?
4. What does it take to have a good marriage?
Paper 84. Marriage and Family Life
1. How can home building be “the center and essence
of all educational effort” [931.1]?
1. What qualities of God might seem patriarchal if
misunderstood? How should theology today avoid
patriarchal implications? [933.7]
2. What does it mean that woman has “always”
capitalized man’s stronger sex urge for her own
interests [935.3]?
3. To what extent does your experience confirm the
characterization of male-female differences: [934.2,4];
[cf. 935.3; 938.8,9; 932.5]? What practical consequences
follow? Describe how you see the “viewpoints and
life reactions” of the sexes [938.7].
80
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4. Consider the history of unfairness in the domination
of women by men. How could you explain to
someone today that the real emancipation of
woman was achieved by science and the modern
factory [937.4]? What are men’s and womens’
spheres of existence, and what rights do they
properly have [938.1–4]?
5. How has woman been the moral standard-bearer
and the spiritual leader of mankind [938.8]?
6. How should parents let their children experience
the natural consequences of foolish conduct [941.1]?
7. What is artificial and superficial education
How can we avoid it?

[941.4]?

8. 	Do you practice a family council [941L]? Synthesize
the teaching on family discipline: [941.1–4; 1401.4; 1417;
1604.5].
9. What are acceptable ways of self-gratification
[942L–43.1]? Comment on how “all human institutions
are so completely shot through with this pleasure
pursuit” [942.3]. What would it be like for these
institutions to change? What would it mean for us
to seek less self-gratification in certain areas?
Paper 85. The Origins of Worship
1. The term “worship” sometimes seems to mean,
when directed to things or beings other than God,
excessive respect [cf. 57.7]. What are the gods in your
life? What is the common response to a millionaire?
A stunningly dressed, beautiful woman? A person
of great power? A priest? [cf. 948.8]
2. Reread 402–03 and comment on how the adjutant
of wisdom might work with the spirit of worship to
direct the latter to the true God.
3. What implications do you personally derive about
drug use from [945.5–6, 1204.3], and [1209.5]?
4. Why should we not be cruel to animals [946.7]?
5. Many primitive religions recognize a sky father god.
What shall we make of this? [947.5]
Paper 86. Early Evolution of Religion
1. You are the governor of a state hearing an argument
that to adopt a state lottery would bring in much

needed revenues for the state’s schools. How do
you respond? [950#1; 951#2]
2. What’s the difference between the primitive
experience of life as a gamble and the experience
of life as an adventure [950L]?
3. Explain how the reactions of existence come
between acts and their consequences [951.5].
4. Why are pain and suffering essential to progressive
evolution [951.3]?
5. Give an example about how self-interest tends to
distort belief [951.6].
6. What superstitions do we still indulge?

Paper 88. Fetishes, Charms, and Magic
1. If Moses was too wise to attempt suddenly to
displace the olden fetishes, and “sacred books”
function as fetishes today, what does that imply for
how enlightened teachers of religion should learn
to make use of such existing books [969]?
2. In what ways might The Urantia Book be treated as
a fetish?
3. Compare and contrast science and magic [924.4].
Why are superstition and magic rising in popularity
today?
4. What is implied about “titles and degrees” at [972.0]?

7. How does knowledge of causes replace the fear of
existence by the joy of living [952.0]? How does fear
prepare the mind for the bestowal of the Thought
Adjuster [957.3]? What is scientific action [952.1]? Note
the image of the mental life as involve a system of
deduction [955.8].

Paper 89. Sin, Sacrifice, and Atonement

8. What data does The Urantia Book give that
contributes to the debate on euthanasia [953.6]?

3. What do people hope to attain by sacrifice?

9. Have you ever had a dream that seemed to be of
spirit origin [954]?

5. What is the proper definition of sin [984#10]?

Paper 87. The Ghost Cults
1. How should you deal with someone who
worships ancestors [1475.3]? With someone who is
superstitious? [Cf. 1372.5; 1597#2; 1637.3-4; 1646#7; 1671.6; 1680#3;
1696.4; 1698.2-3; 1703#4; 1738.4; 1813.1; 1830.3-5; 1845.6-7; 1936.3]

2. How should religious ceremonial keep pace with
The Urantia Book [962.3]?
3. How do we see the belief in signs persisting today?
4. What of value in Christianity has been destroyed in
this scientific age [965.8]?
5. 	Design an improved cult [966#7]. How will a better
cult will evolve, if it cannot be constructed? [Cf. 1360.2;
1362; 1378.2; 1386.3; 1390-01; 1391-12; 1399L; 1404.5-6; 1494.7; 1496; 1568;
1880.4; 1963;4. 2043a; 2050; 1800#1. 1596#1; 1620; 1624.2, 6; 1684#8;
1709#2; 1938#3; 1941#5].

1. Create a table of primitive tendencies and
contrasting advanced practices and meditate on
the differences.
2. What primitive practices described in this paper
are perpetuated in modern worship?
4. What teachings help us avoid extremes [977; 383]?
6. What are the degrees of sin?
7. What is confession, and why is it essential to
religious growth?
8. What is the proper response to the realization of
sin [984.7, 985.1]?
Paper 90. Shamanism—Medicine Men and Priests
1. What forms of shamanism do we see today [986.2–
3]?
2. Consider. “Religion eventually achieves the
profoundly simple realization of an all-powerful
love, the love which sweeps irresistibly through the
human soul when awakened to the conception of
the limitless affection of the Universal Father for
the sons of the universe.” [986.3]. Have you achieved
that realization? If so, how can you help others
realize it? If not, how can you progress toward it?
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3. What is implied about talking about the weather
[988.2]?
4. What do we learn at [990.5] about how evolution
works? Since revelation may fail, should we take
greater care to harmonize zeal for revelation with
evolutionary wisdom?
5. What is the progressive attitude toward scientific
examination and publicity [992.1]? Does this mean
that we should not respect legitimate secrets (see
the references associated with page 207)?
6. Why do the authors generally use the term
“theology” with negative connotations [993]?
Paper 91. The Evolution of Prayer
1. How can you tap the subconscious reseres of
human power through prayer [997.4; 999.7]?
2. Comment on the double capacity of every person
in prayer [1000.1].
3. If prayer is a spontaneous outburst of Godconsciousness [1002.3], how can one organize group
prayer [998.5]?
4. How is prayer answered [1002.3]?
5. What is the importance of words in prayer [1002.4]?
6. What should we pray for [1002.5]?
4. Comment on the seven conditions of effective
prayer [1002#9].
5. Is there a way to adapt these seven laws in praying
for someone else?
Paper 92. The Later Evolution of Religion
1. Study the structure of the sections.
2. What might be the unactualized potentials of the
adjutants of worship and wisdom and of the Holy
Spirit [1003.2-4; 1008.2; 1012.7]?
3. What do we learn here of the role of epochal
revelation [1006.2]
4. Synthesize the lessons on epochal revelation
management from [1004.8; 1006.2; 1006.7; 1007.1; 1011.7–
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1012.1; 1013.5]. How can we avoid the foolishness
of attempting “the too sudden acceleration of
religious growth” [1004L]? If the mission of revelation
is “to sort and censor,” to “exalt and upstep” the
religions of evolution, why must it not get too
far ahead of those traditions [1007.1]? How do you
discern the receptivity of a particular individual or
group [1007.1]?

5. As an antidote to unsocialized ambition [557#17], read
[317.1-3] along with [1008#5].
6. How can Urantia Book readers not take their
revealed truth as The Truth [1012.5]? Do they, too,
need to study and assimilate the truths contained
in every other faith?
7. Augment your consecration intensity [1013.1; 1509.1; 1206.3;
1065.4; 2088.1–4].
8. What is the pinnacle of the evolution of ethics,
morality, and religion [1012.6]?
Paper 93. Machiventa Melchizedek
1. What was Melchizedek’s mission? How did he
introduce himself? How did he present God? [1015]
2. Explain the symbol of the three concentric circles
[1016.5].
3.	 To whom did Melchizedek give advanced teachings
[1016.6]? Does the generalization at 1016L carry
implications for our presentation of truth today?
4. What was Melchizedek’s basic gospel [1017]?
5. Would you join the Melchizedek church if you had
to “tell the good news” to all men [1017.6]?
6. Would our actions be more patient and wise if we
truly grasped the message of salvation by faith?
7. Compare and contrast the commands of the Salem
religion [1017] with those of the Prince’s staff [751] and
those of Moses [1599].
8. In what way, if at all, does the promise made
to Abraham apply today? “God agrees to do
everything; man only agrees to believe God’s
promises and follow his instructions” [1020L]. Why do
we so resist the idea of obeying?

9. Correlate the story of Abraham with the account in
Genesis.

9. How could Asoka train and send out 17,000
missionaries in 25 years [1037.5]?

10.	What generalizations are suggested about epochal
revelations from the comparison of Melchizedek
and Jesus [1018.4]? Does the exclusively spiritual
character of their mission distinguish their type of
epochal revelation from earlier and later epochal
revelations? If there are different types of epochal
revelation, some exclusively spiritual and some not,
what practical consequences follow? How does the
spread of a spiritual gospel differ from the spread
of a cultural-and-spiritual revelation?

10.	How does one achieve identification with cosmic
reality [1039.6; 2094.2]?

Paper 94. The Melchizedek Teachings in the Orient
1. What are the sources of “enthusiastic and
aggressive” evangelism for our times? Why is such
evangelism so unpopular among many readers?
2. Note “the weakening of Vedism through the
rejection of higher truth” [1028L]. What is the risk to a
religion of presenting higher truth to it in a clumsy
way?
3. Explain the “repercussional synthesis of all timespace actions in the Deity presence of the Supreme”
[1030.6].
4. Consider the usefulness of the remark that “what
may be finite-illusory on the absolute level may be
absolutely real on the finite level” [1031.1]. When is it
helpful to emphasize the first part of the teaching
here? When is it helpful to emphasize the second?
Need there be conflict between them?
5. Why does the author describe the essential dual
concept of religion [1030.2] and the Jesusonian gospel
[1038.7] as he does? Discuss the import of including
“ever-ascending citizenship in the eternal universe”
as an essential theme in the gospel.
6. Why is it fatal to fail to posit a surviving morontial
counterpart of mortal personality [1031.1]?
7. To what extent can India’s need for the Jesusonian
gospel be filled without The Urantia Book?
8. Present a summary of the teachings of The Urantia
Book on Buddhism? [cf. 1035-1041; 773.6; 1446#3; 1466.4-1467.2].

Paper 95. The Melchizedek Teachings in the Levant
1. What lessons may be derived from the downfall of
the Salem missionaries in Mesopotamia?
2. What lessons may be derived from Ikhnaton’s
failure [1047#5]?
3. What has been the strength of Islam [1051L; cf. 1076.2]?
What would it take for the religion of Jesus to be
presented with comparable strength?
Paper 96. Yahweh—God of the Hebrews
1. What is the meaning of monotheism? [1052.1; 21.1; 95.8;
101.1; 380.4; 524.2; 640.4–5]

2. What were the factors of Moses’ success in contrast
with Ikhnaton [1055–59]?
3. What wise compromises are called for in the
situation in which you find yourself today?
4. Since Jesus reviewed the scriptures with the
apostles [as well as teaching them the new gospel
of the kingdom], is it wise for readers of The
Urantia Book who aspire to be teachers to review
the scriptures, too [1535.6]?
Paper 97. Evolution of the God Concept Among the
Hebrews
1. Note that some of the material quoted from the
Hebrew Bible attributed to Samuel is attributed
within the Bible not to Samuel but to someone
else.
2. Sample the Biblical accounts of the prophets
mentioned in this paper.
3. What qualities do you observe in the Hebrew
prophets? How can we cultivate similar qualities?
What can we do if we lack them? To what extent
will the Spirit of Truth make up the difference
[2064.3–4]?
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3. 	Discuss the separation of religion from politics,
sociology, and economics [1075.5].
Paper 98. The Melchizedek Teachings in the Occident
1. Machiventa “forbade the organization of exclusive
congregations for worship” [1077.5] What does that
mean? Why did he do so?

4. 	Does the paradox of the institutional church imply
that it is impossible for growth to occur [1087.5]? Must
the vicious circle be broken from an independent
movement [1866.4; 2086.2]?

2. How do you assess the balance between intellectual
and spiritual growth [1078.5; 1121.4]? Explain with
reference to [1078#4].

6. What ideals can unify a study group [1091.7]?

3. If “philosophy is to religion as conception is to
action,” how do you classify discussion about
religion?
4. How can Greek philosophy with its great
intellectual advances [1078.7] contaminate the gospel
[1081.4]? Are we in a different situation today [43.3]—
i.e., is philosophy now a part of the message which
is necessary in order to reach secular humanity
today?
Paper 99. The Social Problems of Religion
1. “Religion achieves its highest social ministry when
it has least connection with the secular institutions
of society” [1086.1]. But “the complete secularization
of science, education, industry, and society can lead
only to disaster” [2082.6]. Does either quote imply
that there should or should not be, e.g., any vague
references to Deity by political leaders or prayer in
public schools?
2. “True religion does oppose violence as a means
of social evolution [1086.1; 1088.1], but “Jesus did not
look with approval upon the refusal to employ
force to protect the majority of any human group
against the unfair and enslaving practices of unjust
minorities who may be able to entrench themselves
behind political, financial, or ecclesiastical power”
[1891.2]; and an advanced society must “maintain
that military preparedness which renders it secure
from all attack . . . .” [804.6] How do these teachings fit
together?
3. Give examples of how religion can “keep pace
with all these advances in civilization by making
clear-cut and vigorous restatements of its moral
mandates and spiritual precepts” without
84

becoming “organically involved with the secular
work of social reconstruction and economic
organization” [1087.3; 1579#8].
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5. What are the implications for epochal revelation
management of [1090.5–6]?
7. Why can’t man decide temporal issues wisely
“unless he meditates on the sovereignty of God
and reckons with the realities of divine meanings
and spiritual values” [1093.2]?
8. help prevent fanatical reactions [1093.3]?
Paper 100. Religion in Human Experience
1. 	Discuss the theme of humility in this paper [1094L;
1095.5; 1101.0; 1100.6]. How does this theme balance the
dominant, dynamic, and invigorating message of
the paper [1094.1; 1095.1; 1095.6; 1096.6; 1100.6; 1102.1; 1102L]?
2. How do physical health, inherited temperament,
and social environment affect religious experience
[1095.1]?
3. What do you learn about love from this paper
[including 1097L; 1098.1–3; 1100L; 1102.5,6,8]?
4. What are “the selfish qualities of love” [1096.1]?
5. “The only realities worth striving for are divine,
spiritual, and eternal” [1096.3]. What difference would
it make to live that way?
6. Explain the difference between that which is value
(e.g., beauty or goodness) and that which has value
(something beautiful or good) [1096.L].
7. Who are the snarling cavemen in your life
What are they protecting?

[1098.2]?

8. How can we discover others’ motivation [1098.1–3]?
9. Suppose that someone proposes to lead you into
a spiritual experience by lighting a candle and
inviting you to focus on it, and playing indefinite

music with little melody or rhythm. Would such
an experience invite the critique implied in the
discussion here of mysticism? Discuss pros and
cons. How is mysticism characterized in this paper
[cf. 1000#7]?
10.Page [1101.0] is especially important for those engaged
in spreading the gospel, since people today are so
ready to take offense at rude evangelism. Think of a
time you were tempted by religious enthusiasm to
betray commonplace social obligations [1101.0]. What
is the role of such obligations in the divine plan?
11. What kind of excellence marks revealed religion in
addition to its genuineness [1101.3]?
12. We can each “develop a strong and unified
personality along the perfected lines of the Jesus
personality” [1101.5; 1673.3–4]. What are your strengths?
Using section 7 as a guide, figure out what qualities
best balance these strengths or what excesses to
avoid.
Paper 101. The Real Nature of Religion
1. What are the relations between thinking and
feeling in the religious life [1104L; 1105.0]?
2. Often science, philosophy, and religion
are
presented as an ascending series of three. In
section 2 [1105–1107] a fourth factor, revelation, is
added, and the ascending series theme is set aside.
(Even truth and goodness are mentioned without
beauty [1107.4]!) Explain.
3. If the authors portray a philosophic harmony of
religion and science, and science changes, to what
extent will the philosophic harmony have to be recreated [1106.0]?
4. What positive senses of “theology” emerge in this
section [1106.0; 1107.7]?
5. Study the sequence of intuition, reason, and
wisdom at [1108.1] and learn everything you can. This
may be a pattern for other kinds of thinking, too.
6. How does the author avoid encouraging self-pity
even while sympathetically noting “the crushing
overload of the complex and partial civilizations of
modern times” [1108.12]?

7. What are the limitations and functions of revelation
according to section 7?
8. What assumptions does philosophy need to make
[1110#5]?
9. Carefully explain the sequence of steps in the ideal
progress of a career [1112.3].
10. Why does realization of sonship provide salvation
from material fetters [1112.5]?
11. What is intellectual bondage? Might there be
different kinds of intellectual bondage? How does
truth liberate?
12. What is the difference between service-discovery
and ministry-revelation [1112L]?
13. What is salvation from self [1113.2]?
14.	What factors affect one’s personal philosophy of
religion [1113.7]? If you are working with a group or an
individual, how important would it be to be aware
of these factors?
15. How might the tendency to imitate associates [1113L]
affect you?
16. What qualities are needed for philosophic thinking
[1113L]? Why does philosophy take moral courage
[1114.]? What are the levels of religious philosophy?
Where are you?
17. What are the differences between faith and belief?
Does a person of faith hold intellectual beliefs?
18. What are the relations between morality and
religion [1115#9]?
19. Try to explain the meanings of the phrase“ideational
continuity, the unceasing flow of conceptual
potentiality from pre-existenc conceptions” [1116.4].
One idea leads to another. Is this it?
20. Memorize, meditate on, and explain as much as
you can, the last paragraph of page 1117.
Paper 102. The Foundations of Religious Faith
1. 	Usually we are told to grasp truth [first], be sensitive
to beauty, and then go on to the adventures of
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goodness. How can a commitment to goodness
(the Father’s will) condition our ability to grasp of
truth [1118.3; cf. 1116L]?
2. Study 1120.0 for the factors of beauty in living that
characterize religion [cf. 1121L].
3. Why does religion act [1121.1–2]?
4. How do you know if the intellectual factors in your
religion are overdeveloped [1121.3]?
5. What are tempting topics for religious speculation
[1121.4]?
6. 	List the functions of science, the functions of
philosophy, those of religion, and those of revelation
given on 1122. How much of these teachings can
you verify for yourself?
7. How can you let the mind of Jesus be in you [1123.1;
553.7]?
8. Consider the relation between experience and
questioning. In what areas are you active in
experience? What questions would help you
sharpen your discovery in those areas?
9. Why is worship more important than prayer? Why
may prayer be easier than worship?

6. Gather the aspects of the concept of theology
presented in this paper [1129.7,8; 1130.3–4; 1132.4; 1135.3–4; 1141.4].
Compare and contrast theology and philosophy.
7. Explain what it is to view the universe from the
outside and from the inside [1135.4–7].
8. What might be meant by “the elliptical symmetry
of reality” and “the essential curvature of all relation
concepts” [1137.4]?
9. Explain the lesson on dogmatism [1138.5; 1127.1].
10.	What distinction between reason and logic
emerges on [1138–39]?
11. What assumptions are basic to science, philosophy,
and religion [1139.3; 1141.6]? Why must they be assumed?
12. Explain the sequence: “Through truth man attains
beauty and by spiritual love ascends to goodness”
[1142.1].
13. Why is there so much about philosophy in a paper
on the reality of religious experience?
Paper 104. Growth of the Trinity Concept

10.	How good can you be if you are not religious [1126.4]?

1. How is a trinity different from a triad [1143–45]?

11.	How does this paper develop its account of the
basis of religious certainty?

2. Why does monotheism arise [1145.2]? How, then, does
the concept of a Trinity become necessary [1145.3]?
Why do philosophical and cosmological reason
demand recognition of other triune associations of
the First Source and Center [1146.2, 6]?

Paper 103. The Reality of Religious Experience
1. What is it that makes for similarity and difference
in the religious philosophies of different individuals
[1129L–1130.1]?
2. What is the danger from not being exposed to a
vast number of religious experiences different
from your own [1130.2]?
3. What meanings do you associate with being “born
of the spirit” [1130L]?
4. What is the difference between a religious
gathering and a social occasion [1133.1]?
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5. 	Describe the gap between our ideals and our ability
to live up to them [1133.2].
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3. How do the Trinity and the triunities help us grasp
the interrelationship of love and law [1145.4; 1148.6–
1149.0; 1122.5]?
4. 	Learn to enjoy reading about the triunities for
whatever you can understand on the present
reading. The next time you come back, having
worked again, perhaps, on the Foreword and other
challenging portions, you will be able to enjoy
more. Savor what you can, for example, the poetic
description of Paradise in the discussion of the
fourth triunity.

Paper 105. Deity and Reality
1. Observe that the authors numerous times warn
us about the distortion involved in presenting us
with the concept of the I AM [1152.3,5], but never give
such a warning about the Father concept of God.
Philosophers would typically feel more distortion
in the Father concept than in the philosophic
concept of the I AM. What does this tell us about
the relative reliability of our philosophic ability and
our capacity to receive religious revelation?
2. What must be a finite creature’s premier
philosophic postulate [1152L; 21.1]?
3. Explain why our experiential worshipful concept of
the Universal Father must always be less than your
philosophic postulate of the infinity of the First
Source and Center, the I AM” [1153.3; 59.4].
4. What is the relationship between the I AM and the
Universal Father? [1152.6; 5.7]
5. Can you vaguely envision “the self-differentiation
of The Infinite One from The Infinitude” a dual
relationship expanded by . . . the eternal continuum
of The Infinity, the I AM “ [1154.1]?
6. 	After the Foreword and the first ten papers of Part
I, what is new in section 3, “The Seven Absolutes of
Infinity”?
7. 	After referring to Lao Tzu’s insight [cf. 1033.6] the
author speaks of the three great classes of
primordial relationships [1157#4]. What are they?
8. One of those inspiring gems for living that grace
each paper is offered on [1158.5]. Can you relate it to
the main topics of this series of papers [104–106]?
Paper 106. Universe Levels of Reality
1. The opening paragraph of the paper tells us that
the more we learn of these advanced themes, the
more it will enhance our “terrestrial orientation,
cosmic insight, and spiritual directionization” [1162.1].
To what extent can you verify this claim?
2. Study the seven limitations on the concepts
presented here [1163]. We are told that we “cannot

grasp even a partial eternity viewpoint.” When
have you felt or thought that you did grasp a
partial eternity viewpoint, and how does this paper
stimulate you to reinterpret such a moment? [Is
there a precise contradiction with other, relevant
passages? See [27.3; 92.5; 364#5; 1728L]. For corroboration,
see [1269L].
3. This paper teaches that big things are underway
that take a long time, and that our role is to
cooperate in the quest for conceivable destiny
through seeking perfection in the values of the
Supreme. Contemplate and comment on our
kinship with the Supreme in the pattern at [1164.4]:
“Physical evolution around a spirit nucleus and
eventual dominance of the spirit nucleus over
the encircling and whirling domains of physical
evolution.” What does this imply for daily life?
4. Can you think through some of the steps by which
gravity links us to Paradise [1166.3]?
5. What expectations for our study are implied in the
remark at [1168.5] and [1174.6]?
6. How are these two teachings consistent?
i. Our mind “will always be staggered” [1169.4; 339.1] by
the unrevealed infinity of the Father-I AM.
ii. “Do not allow the magnitude of the infinity, the
immensity of the eternity, and the grandeur
and glory of the matchless character of God to
overawe, stagger, or discourage you [130.1]
7. What is the highest level to which we could
conceivably attain [1173.1]?
8. Contemplate the two paragraphs that conclude the
paper [1174.7–1175.1]. Consider memorizing them. Share
with others the meanings and values suggested by
these lines. Consider how these paragraphs serve
as a culminating conclusion.
Paper 107. Origin and Nature of Thought Adjusters
1. Can you tell if someone is unconsciously following
the leading of the Adjuster [1176.4]?
2. Explicate the first two divine injunctions given to
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beings of high spiritual orders [1179.7–8]. How do they
apply on the human level?
3. What kind of reading does it take to take in 1181.4 in
the way the author intends?
4. How can we mitigate the loneliness of the Adjuster
[1182.5]?
5. What does [1183.6] teach about decision and the
partnership with the Adjuster?
6. The image of a spirit nucleus has suggested to
some minds that the eternal spirit self does not
act. Collect the verbs in the Adjuster papers that
describe Adjuster activity. See how diversely active
they are!

10.	How have we made our Adjusters miserable lately
[1193.1]?
11.	Is the soul formed only from the Adjuster’s
“exquisite spirit-recreations” [1193.4; 535.1]? How then
could a soul ever “faithfully portray the harvest
of [your] temporal decisions” or stand in need of
healing [1216.6; 1237.1; 1328.2]?

Paper 108. Mission and Ministry of Thought Adjusters

12.	Explain your understanding of the “symbols and
other methods of indirection” that the Adjuster
uses to communicate, in contrast to direct
communication [1193.6].

1. What effect does it have on you to read the
qualifications of the candidate for indwelling [1186.3–
5]?

13.	 Have you ever been able to use the concluding
paragraph or similar thoughts to cheer and
encourage you [1194.1]?

2. If, through the Adjuster, “God and man are directly
related” [1187.3], why study a book like this?

Paper 109. Relation of Adjusters to Universe Creatures

3. What sorts of “personal planetary crises” can you
imagine [1187.7]? What can you imagine being called
upon to do?
4. Why does a crisis have such great potential for
spiritual progress [1188.1]?
5. 	Are you “dominated by the love of (your) fellows
and consecrated to unselfish ministry to (your)
brethren in the flesh” [1188.0]? Let’s go. Let’s decide or
re-decide now.
6. What does it feel like to be known by the number
of your Adjuster [1188.5]?
7. What is one important function of life’s difficulties
[1192.0]?
8. What does the Adjuster have to do with our
“transient and ever-changing emotions of joy and
sorrow” [1192.1]?
9. Explain as clearly as you can the metaphor of
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how we cooperate with the Adjuster in “changing
[our] feelings of fear to convictions of love and
confidence” [1192.3].
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1. In what sense are the Adjuster and the mortal
subject equal partners in forming the soul [1196.1]?
2. To speak of “the supreme decision” as “a solemn
and sincere betrothal with the Adjuster” [1196.6; 1242.0;
66.4] is in tension with [929.6]. Interpret the point of
each passage.
3. Why are self-mastery and character achievement
requirements for spirituality [1197.4]?
4. 	By what means can you promote the “liberated but
controlled channels of creative imagination” [1199.2]?
If many current approaches attempt liberation
without control, how can they be modified or
transformed? [141.3; 1219#4]
5. Why do many people fail in the evolutionary
struggle [1199.5]? What compromises must you
make? Why should you be ready and willing as a
truth-bringer to spend time strengthening the
faith of those who already believe?

Paper 110. Relation of Adjusters to Individual Mortals
1. What physical and mental poisons [1204.3] are most
common in your environment?
2. How can we unite with the Adjuster in a project
[1205.3]?
3. How do we resist the Adjuster [1205.6]?
4. How can we consciously augment harmony with
the Adjuster [1206.5–8]? Why does the sequence of
activities mentioned in the first heading prepare
you ideally for the second? What is implied in the
phrase “intelligent and wise affection”? What do
you believe might be your specific obligations to
the Supreme Being? How can you increase your
joy [1206.8] and light-heartedness [1206.2] in the game
[1205.5] the Adjuster is playing?
5.	 Do we recognize ourselves in the blunt description
of Urantia mortals at [1207.5]? What are we going
to do about our lack of courageous decisions
and consecrated cooperation that renders us so
vulnerable to control by material factors? How can
your best present commitments be upstepped to
a level that will enable the Adjuster to liberate you
more fully?
6. We are bluntly told: “You are quite incapable of
distinguishing the product of your own material
intellect from that of the conjoint activities of your
soul and the Adjuster” [1207.2–4; 1207#5]. Do you really
accept that? How can use what is of value in what
comes into the mind [1208.4–5; 1002.3]?
7. If growth is not composed part by part [1209.3],
then merely adding physical cultivation to mental
cultivation to attempted spiritual self-cultivation
does not add up to growth. How then shall we
approach these distinguishable activities in such a
way as to facilitate the growth of the whole?
8. What are the signs of overintellectual development?
Overspiritual development? [1209.4]
9. In what various ways could you encourage someone
to accept and practice the teaching about mental
poise, clean habits, and balanced living [1209.4]?

10.	Give an example of a decision that might seem to
be irrelevant to your spiritual progress, and then
indicate how it might actually impede or facilitate
the Adjuster’s work [1210.1].
11.	In what various ways might you repeat a decision
[1210.1]?
12. When a crisis comes, a great decision has a superb
potential to advance your spiritual growth [1210.1].
What do people usually do in a crisis?
13.	 What kinds of mental discipline might help the
mind align with the Adjuster [1213.1]?
14.	Suppose you are involved in a difficult task. How
can you make use of the admonition at [1213.5], since
you may be unsure whether this task has been
selected by the Adjuster?
Paper 111. The Adjuster and the Soul
1. Why is the mind so important [1216#1]? What are the
implications of this metaphor? “The mind is your
ship, the Adjuster is your pilot, the human will is
captain” [1217.4].
2. 	Are you conscious of your soul?
3. 	Are you prepared to delegate any decisions to your
soul [1219.1]?
4. What does it mean to shift your seat of identity
from the mind to the soul [1219.1; 1229.7; 1233.0]? What
does it feel like to try the shift while walking
through a shopping area?
5. 	Does [1219.5] give a major clue to recognizing the
soul? If the soul feels values, then whenever we
feel supreme truth, beauty, or goodness, it is the
soul that is engaged. Right? Any pitfalls in this
reasoning?
6. How could the teachings on creativity in
enhance your own work, study, and play?

[1219#4]

7. Explain the surprising seeming understatement:
“The doing of the will of God is nothing more or
less than an exhibition of creature willingness to
share the inner life with God” [1221.2].
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8. 	Reflect on the teaching on surrender
illumine the prayer process at [1002#9].

[1221.6]

to

9. What is the paradox of the human being, and how
does each side of the paradox show the possibility
for a one-sided philosophy [1221.8]?
10.	Discuss the differences between pride
and superb self-respect [1582.1; 1651.0].

[1122.1; 1123.1–2]

11. Give an example of seeing facts and divine love
together [1222.5].
12. Illustrate how uncertainty and security are
combined [1123.3].
13.	 Try cooperating with the Adjuster as suggested in
[1223#7]. What results do you observe? Do you have to
be able to distinctively identify the Adjuster’s input
in order to be satisfied with the experience?
14.	What handicaps does your Adjuster find in you?
What would be the divine attitude toward those
handicaps?
Paper 112. Personality Survival
1. How does the concept of personality presented
here differ from other concepts in use?
2. Give examples of personality length, depth, and
breadth [1126#1].
3.	 If insight is defined as “unchallengeable
consciousness of cosmic reality” [1226L], and
philosophers can challenge anything, in some
sense, how can someone experience insight?
4. What difference does it make in your concept of
life to be told that life takes place between the
organism and the environment [1227.3-5; 1229.7]?
5. How is attitude defined? Why is attitude so
important [291.3; 556#5; 1438.1]?
6. Explain the differences between a relationship and
a system [1227.7–9]. Give examples from the social
realm.
7. If “love connotes mutual regard of whole
personalities,” can you love yourself? [1228.2; 1739.6]
8. The German philosopher Immanuel Kant
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influenced modern ethics with his teaching of
respect for each person as an end in him or herself.
How does [1228.3] relate?
9. Take the full time needed to study and explain
the sequence of levels in the pursuit of science,
philosophy, and spiritual experience at [1228.6–7].
In what sense does matter disappear if physics
produces an equation dealing with microprocesses? Compare and contrast philosophy
and prayer as preparations for worship [1616#7]. If
philosophy reflects on science, try religious thought
as a reflection on such philosophy. [1281.5]
10.	What are the implications for unified living [e.g.,
the ethics of sex] in the portrait of the many
dimensions of the self at [1229.1]?
11.	The growing personality manifests “the evolution
of dominance” [1229.2]. What prevents growth from
leading to power struggles?
12. What is required for a mortal to survive? Is there
a consistent answer throughout the book on this
question?
13. We go through “a relatively short and intensive
testing” on this world [1237L]. What is being tested
and how?
14.	We formulate survival decisions here, confirm
them in the mansion worlds, and make them as
we fuse [1238.1]. What are the advantages and limits
of the following analogy: in falling seriously in love
a couple may formulate their decision to marry; in
courting they confirm it; in marriage they make the
decision.
Paper 113. Seraphic Guardians of Destiny
1. How can we enhance our relationships with the
seraphic guardians? [1243.2]
2. How could seraphim affect our social, ethical, and
moral environment [1245.1, 4, 7; 1246.3]?
3. How are seraphim able to work in perfect accord
with the Thought Adjusters [1245.5] if they are not
high, descending beings?

Paper 114. Seraphic Planetary Government
1. How can the resident governor general function as
the co-ordinator of beings who are in many ways
his or her superiors? [1252#3]
2. 	Does [1253.3] imply that we, when Jerusem citizens,
can speak for the System Sovereign?
3. Give examples of planetary crises.
4. How does the Spirit of Truth make quarantine of
little import to individual mortals?
5. How could the list of the twelve for of the master
seraphim of planetary supervision [1254#6] be used
to help people in choosing a direction for their
career?
6. Explain the relationship of the angels of the
churches and the angels of progress [1255.5–6].
7. 	Are you willing to “serve without human
recognition and rewards”? Are you wholeheartedly
dedicated to a fine cause? [1257.5]
Paper 115. The Supreme Being
1. Explain how the opening paragraph of this paper
[and other passages] begin to clarify the confusion
in the following popular twentieth-century notion:
Because of the high standards associated with
the father, fatherly love was regarded as being
conditional and motherly love as “unconditional.”
2. What are the limits of our concept frame, and why
can’t we do without one? What does it mean that
we can envision higher frames? [1260#1] If the Father
concept of God is only the highest human concept,
what are we to make of the fact that in other
constellations God is called the Father of Universes
or the Father of Lights [23.2].
3. Some Buddhist thought conceives of the ultimate
as beyond the actual and the potential. Can you
imagine yourself in dialogue, portraying God as
being beyond actuality [1261#2]?
4. Note that mind must break the unity of reality in
order to operate [1261.6]. To go beyond such dualities
is the theme of some superficial and emotional

appeals. What is the difference between such
appeals and the concept here?
5. Infinity is not only UNITY but also DIVERSITY [1262.1].
What practical implications might that thought
have for enjoying life now [as partly unrelated to
the debates, sophistries, and legitimate concerns
presently discussed under the heading of
“diversity”]?
6. 	Beyond the Supreme, our concepts of reality are
increasingly projections. In what way do these
authors agree with and disagree with those who
say the God concept is merely a human projection?
7. What would it mean for you to conceive of yourself
and your neighbor in terms of “man the actual,
man the potential, and man the eternal”?
8. What are the basic dynamics of the Supreme
Being as presented in this paper? What are their
implications for human life? God the Supreme
is a “focalizer, summarizer, and encompasser of
evolutionary experience” [1266L]. Try to articulate the
meanings of such terms.
9. What are the distinctions between connecting,
integrating, and unifying [1267.2]?
Paper 116. The Almighty Supreme
1. Does there seem to be a difference of opinion
between paragraph [1268.2] and [1222.2], which
says “The finite world was made by an infinite
Creator—it is the handiwork of his divine Sons—
and therefore it must be good”?
2. 	Key passages express the essential activity of
evolution so that it can be interpreted on a cosmic
or personal level: [1274.5; 1275.1]. Explain these passages
as carefully as you can. Can you be inspired for
humble tasks by such descriptions? What energies
and materials can you master to help out the
Almighty Supreme? Why should not personal
grooming and cleaning your work or living area
count? [2080.1]
3. Most cosmology today (after Plato and Pierre
Teilhard de Chardin, whose cosmology appeared in
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The Phenomenon of Man , written in the 1930s but
not published until 1955) sees the universe in terms
of physics rather than as a living organism. How
can we begin to teach a post-physics-centered
cosmology?
Paper 117. God the Supreme
1. Note how recent passages have expanded the
concept of the will of God [1278.1; 1190.3; 1174L; 1221.2].
How does each of these passages enhance the
interpretation of the others?
2. 	Reflect on the tastes of the Supreme we can
experience in this life: the beauty of physical
harmony . . . the sweetness of true success . . . . [1278.5;
1279.5]. Go back to some of these experiences and
reflect again on their import.

Paper 118. Supreme and Ultimate—Time and Space
1. Give examples of “personality-satisfying moments
of transient goal attainment” [1294b].

3. Have you ever actually tried to reveal to someone
else the love of the Father that Jesus’ revealed? Why
not give it a[nother] try?

2. Do we honestly believe and find that “It is helpful
to man’s cosmic orientation to attain all possible
comprehension of Deity’s relation to the cosmos”
[1295.1]?

4. Think of the ways people speak of power today.
What view of power does this paper suggest? [1280.1]

3. Give examples of viewing experience in terms of
different time-units [1295#1].

5. Here’s another teaching on the leverage of
decisions [1282.1]. What qualities are highlighted?
How are we supposed to read this book—with our
minds or with our lives?

4. In the light of the definition of concept at [1297.5]
uniting truth and fact, discuss the significance of
portraying the gospel as

6. How do the teachings in
significance of evangelism?

[1283#4]

reveal the

7. When have you felt assured of being truly on the
right path? [1286.7]
8. What does it take to have experience and decision
in the full sense of [1287.4]?
9. What concept of the motherhood of God is given
in [1287#6]?
10.	Do you honestly experience love as described in
[1289.3]?
11.	In what ways does this paper reveal the importance
of loving teamwork?
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12.	Study the variation on the theme of truth, beauty,
and goodness in the closing paragraph of the paper,
[1293.1]. Why is it possible for so many variations each
to be so meaningful and instructive? What chaos
do you face? What are the potentials for beauty in
your project(s)? Are you exhausted and annoyed
at the constant demands implicit in so many of
these questions? How are the authors able to get
their points across without precipitating the same
resistance? How could Jesus ask better questions?
How will you ask better questions?
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i. “the dual concept of the truth of the fatherhood
of God and the correlated fact of the brotherhood
of man [1859.11] and
ii. “the fact of the fatherhood of God, coupled with
the resultant truth of the sonship-brotherhood
of men” [2059.4].
5. How can there be a partnership between a finite
creature and an omnipotent, omniscient God
[1299#5]?
6. Why is pantheism [and the associated doctrine
of omnificence] a colossal error [1299#6], and how
do the authors describe infinite reality without
implying pantheism?
7. How can you harmonize [1301L] with [261L]?

8. Summarize the teaching on how providence works
[1304.10]. Most people would like to be increasingly
the beneficiaries of providence. What should they
do?

6. What implications might it have for us that our
planet is “the sentimental shrine of all Nebadon’
[1319.1]?

9. What if civilization slides into the dark ages of an
interregnum [1302.3]? What lessons will we be ready
to learn? Is material achievement outrunning
worship-wisdom? How can we bring a “swift
augmentation of experiential wisdom”? Our
instinctive answer may be, “Get The Urantia Book
out there.” Is that really the point here? What
else might be involved? Should “we” be doing
more? How can we get more experiential wisdom
ourselves [1287.4]? Can you get experiential wisdom
out of a book? [556#12] How could you prepare
yourself to function in a possible breakdown of
civilization? Could you really avoid panic? Are we
sliding in the wrong direction now? What are the
most powerful progressive forces, individuals, and
groups today?
10.	Are we ready to supremacize “the force and
constancy” of our decisions for the Father’s will
[1303.1]?
11. What is the meaning of affliction [1305.4]? What
helps us understand that things work out in the
end for our good? [1306]
Paper 119. The Bestowals of Christ Michael
1. Do you recognize the Jesus personality in quotations
from all levels?
2. Have humbling experience enabled you to become
more “wise, sympathetic, just, and understanding”
[1308.4]?
3. What are the qualities of the “chief of Melchizedeks”?
[1310.2]

4. Could mercy be more generous than Michael’s offer
to Lutentia [1311.4]?
5. In what points do we find beings to be “tried and
tested” [1313.2]?
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PART IV The Life and Teachings of Jesus

by Jeffrey Wattles
S ee the gene ra l intro d u ction to these
questions at the beginning of the questions for Part I.
A Divine Counselor says that “the most enlightening
and spiritually edifying of all revelations of the divine
nature is to be found in the comprehension of the
religious life of Jesus of Nazareth, both before and
after his attainment of full consciousness of divinity”
[33.2]. How does your comprehension of Jesus’ religious
life reveal the divine nature to you? Suppose we want
to focus on “the religious life of Jesus.” What aspects
are we going to emphasize, and what sense are we
going to make of the material thus assigned to the
background?

with the economic structure and the political
commitments of (his) day”? [1329.5]? Why may similar

warnings be given to those who would be religious
teachers today?

4. Why is the counsel against forming an organized
cult given [1330.1]? Are there implications for the fifth

epochal revelation as well?

Paper 121. The Times of Michael’s Bestowal
1. Why was this particular time and place selected for
Jesus’ bestowal [1332.2]?
2. Explain the idea that one must first know God
in order to find him [1336.2]. Isn’t it the other way
around?

Sometimes the guidance we need in a particular
situation is given by seeing how Jesus responded
to a similar situation. Do your best to identify
situations and responses as you read—and attempt
to generalize, to discern the lessons.

4. Who have been the seven outstanding human
teachers [1339.0]?

Paper 120. The Bestowal of Michael on Urantia

5. For what purposes is it helpful for readers of The
Urantia Book to know the New Testament?

1. Note the many statements of the purpose of Jesus’
bestowal. Review them as you have time to do so.

[596.3; 1308.4; 1324.1; 1331.4; 1417.5; 1510.1; 1512L; 1541.1; 1558.7; 1597.2; 1663.5;
1675c; 1683.1; 1710.4; 1711.5; 1712.2; 1749.1; 1750.3; 1850L; 1904.1; 1964.3; 1965a].

How is Jesus’ mission like that of Melchizedek?

2. Can Jesus’ sole concern—unbroken communion
with the Father [1326.1]—be ours as well?
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3. Why did Jesus need to avoid “all entanglements
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3. What is the nest of issues about sorrow, death, and
sin called “the human problem” [1337.last]?

6. What is the significance of the author’s remark of
having in many ways “served more as a collector
and editor” of human writings than as “an original
narrator” [1343L]?
Paper 122. Birth and Infancy of Jesus
1. Consider this paper as a case study in information
management. The management of an epochal

revelation is, to a significant degree, an exercise in
managing information. Who tells what to whom,
and with what restrictions? What were the motives
of the superhuman and human communicators?
What were the results of the way they managed
information? Note the full cast of characters:
Gabriel, the messenger to Joseph, Elizabeth,
Zacharias, Mary, Joseph, Simeon, Anna, the strange
religious teacher [1317], the Chaldean priests, the
believer in Herod’s court.
2. What does it mean that Joshua will “inaugurate
the kingdom of heaven on earth” [1346.5] in the light
of some of the definitions of the kingdom and the
spiritual achievements of some humans of earlier
ages?
3. What is the import of the fact that it was already
clear that Jesus’s own people “will hardly receive
him” [1347.3]?
Paper 123. The Early Childhood of Jesus
1. The series of papers beginning with this one and
culminating with Paper 129, The Later Adult Life
of Jesus, show the normal progress of a human
being from birth to full maturity and readiness for
Adjuster fusion. Read these papers as a blueprint
of how coping with the problems of ordinary
life moves you through the psychic circles. The
questions on this paper are to be used for the
whole series.
	List the various aspects of growth mentioned in
this paper. Consider these aspects in your own
personal history. To what extent to you need to
pursue these aspects further—to make up for
developmental gaps, or just to continue interests
well begun earlier? What could you do to further
activate these potentials in yourself [or promote
them in others]?
3. Note Jesus’ habit of having a little talk “with my
Father in heaven.” What kind of relationship does it
take to do this? Is this the ideal starting point for us
all?

4. Study the story on [1365.4] telling of Jesus’ decision
procedure. Note that he expressed his conclusion
along with the main reason that seemed to be
decisive. Is Jesus’ procedure a pattern for our
deciding, especially when we are uncertain of the
answer to our prayer for guidance?
Paper 124. The Later Childhood of Jesus
1. What are the physical, intellectual, and religious
acquirements of manhood—and womanhood
[1368.2]?
2. Study Jesus’ three-year process of reconciling the
tension between his own highest sense of duty
and the duty to obey his parents [1372.6-1373.0]. Jesus
refused to give up on either duty. And out of four
virtues—loyalty, tolerance, friendship, and love—
he formed a concept of group solidarity. In this light
of this story: what is a concept? How does it differ
from an idea? What ingredients go into a concept?
What does it take to form a concept? How does the
concept Jesus formed apply to tensions you face?
3. What is the place in this narrative of the beauties
of nature as highlighted, e.g., at [1374.5]?
4. What do you think is the import of why Jesus was
named after Joshua [1375.1]? What does the text offer
no comment on the matter?
5. Note Jesus’“affectionate pity for the spiritually blind
and morally ignorant multitudes” [1376.1]. Beholding
such multitudes, what would a natural reaction
be? Try to let the spirit upstep your feelings toward
such people [realizing the differences between
Jesus’ situation and our own, now that the Spirit of
Truth has been poured out on everyone].
6. Note the structural marker at the end of the paper
[1376.4] about the stage of Jesus’ life now completed.
Paper 125. Jesus at Jerusalem
1. Consider this paper as a study in questioning. What
are the tensions about religion that are manifest
there? What provides the occasion for questioning?
2. How would you describe Jesus’ inner struggle to
find answers?
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3. How does Jesus manifest the social art of
questioning? What growth do you have to achieve
before being able to engage in such Jesusonian
questioning?

5. Imagine that you were invited to read some
selections, as Jesus did, as part of a religious
service [1391#4]. Consider making a list of scriptural
quotations that express your main mission. [Jesus

4. Write down a list of questions that you could
imagine being ready to ask in certain situations in
which you can imagine yourself.

used Isaiah 61.1–3, Amos 5.14–15, Isaiah 1.16–17, Micah 6.6-8, and a collage

5. Explore the ethical principles behind Jesus’ way of
making adjustment when different kinds of duties
came into potential conflict.
Paper 126. The Two Crucial Years
1. What was Jesus’ test for “every institution of society
and every usage of religion” [1388.last]? How would
present institutions and usages measure up?
2. Consider Jesus’ thoroughness in thinking through
the forest of problems associated with his project—
his lifework [1390–91]. What problems do you face in
designing your project? Are you prepared to think
them through painstakingly?
3. Notice that to some extent, not completely: [1386.1]
the term “adolescent” (Latin, “becoming adult”)
is reserved for after the time of “dangerous and
difficult” transition from childhood and “the
consciousness of approaching manhood with its
increased responsibilities and opportunities for
the acquirement of advanced experience in the
development of a noble character” [1394.1]. How do
the authors’ statements about typical stages of
development give perspective on what teens go
through today?
4. Note that—even after the visitation of the celestial
messenger calling him to begin his mission
[1376.2]—Jesus did not go through an agonizing
search for the will of God when his father Joseph
died. He “rightly reasoned” that his duty was to
remain at home [1389.8]. What problems can sturdy
moral reason solve today that are otherwise much
debated?
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from second Isaiah: 40.18, 40.22; 40.26, 40.29, 41.10, and 43.10-11.]

6. 	Does Jesus resolute dealing with financial problems
inspire you when you need to compromise by
postponing idealistic goals to confront immediate
needs?
7. Note another stage marker at the end of this paper:
the career of “the Nazareth lad” is over.
Paper 127. The Adolescent Years
1. Jesus made key decisions to protect his mission.
Compare and contrast the dramas over the issues
of political involvement [section 2] and marriage [section
5].
2. Why are Jesus’ parenting techniques
successful?

[section 4]

so

3. Jesus organized his intellect “by the force of his
own decisions” [1389.4]. How do decisions organize
the intellect?
4. How did Jesus manage to present teaching by
using scripture without having to comment on it
[1399.7]?
5. 	Look for the lessons on thinking in the discussion
of Jesus’ concentration and patience. How are
our concepts of those qualities enhanced by the
description [1400.7–1401.0]?
6. Study the definition of adulthood on [1405.4]. Item by
item, recall examples in your life—or develop them.
7. 	List the areas of knowledge you already have.
Classify your knowledge. How can you organize it
for service [1405.6]?
8. Note again the closing paragraph of the paper,
remarking that Jesus is “now” a full-grown man.

Paper 128. Jesus’ Early Manhood
1. How did Jesus
responsibilities?

withdraw

from

family

2. 	By what methods did Jesus help win Jude to family
responsibility [sections 6-7]?
3. Is there any sense in which Jesus can be an example
to us in leaving his glory behind [1408.4]?
4. What were the elements of Jesus’ technique of
conversation with Stephen [1411.5]? Was he eager and
hasty? Did he reveal any great epochal fact?
5. Why the repeated emphasis on the bestowal
purpose(s) [1331.5; 1407.2; 1417.6]?
6. 	Discuss the ethical issues behind Jesus’ “white lies”
regarding
i. his reasons for not returning home at night [1410.4]
and
ii. his “detaching” the episodes of his life [1413.2–4].
7. Notice the phrase “evolutionary revelation” [1408.5; cf.
“revelational evolution 2094.14]. Normally we think of these
terms as involving separate categories. What does
it imply to combine them?
8. It was evident to some farseeing and forwardlooking people that “any uprising of the Palestinian
Jews would be equivalent to national suicide” [1414.1].
In this light, was Jesus’ refusal to get involved in
political issues an act of political responsibility?
9. What does the term “spirit” mean at [1415.2]?
10.	Note the stage marker at the end of the paper:
before beginning his public ministry, his adult life
has two phases—one phase at home, and one
“home-detached” phase [1418.6].
Paper 129. The Later Adult Life of Jesus
1. Why are we given so many details about financial
management?
2. What are the advantages of broad and balanced
socialization [1420.7; 1424.3]?
3. Note that during his time building boats at

Capernaum Jesus spent five nights a week at
“intense study.” What study—in addition to The
Urantia Book—would help you with your project?
3. What increasingly effective methods of
communication with the Thought Adjuster have
you discovered [1425.3; 2089]?
4. “There was something special and inspiring”
associated with [Jesus’ life] for every world in
Nebadon [1424.1]. Does it seem, then, that a study of
Jesus’ life introduces us to these worlds? Imagine
starting a conversation: What about Jesus’ life was
especially addressed to your native world?
5. Notice the stage marker at the end of the paper.
Jesus has completed the essentials of the mortal
life. If we can live our lives by the same means, if
he is “the new and living way from man to God,”
then how can we live the rest of our day so as to
make something approaching the progress that
Jesus would make if he were engaged in the sorts
of challenges that we face?
Paper 130. On the Way to Rome
1. Give examples of how Jesus developed friendships
that led to spiritual teaching that had significant
repercussions. Tell these stories. Can we not do
likewise?
2. What does Jesus here call “the supreme experience
of living” [1431.1]?
3. How can we make friends [1439.1]?
4. How does Jesus mobilize the faith of Fortune [1437–
38]?
5. How does Jesus help Ezra to know God [1440.3]?
6. Outline the teaching in the Discourse on Reality.
7. What teachings are given in this paper about evil?
8. What happens if we run away from duty [1428]?
9. What might we consider if we find ourselves being
dominated by a person who does not practice the
ways of truth [1430]?
10.	Why is Jesus in no hurry to become a public teacher
[1436.5]?
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11. What about Christian preaching made Christianity
attractive to those Jesus had taught?
Paper 131. The World’s Religions
1. What are the values of such a collection of
scriptures?
2. What do you find most illuminating in each?
3. Consider making a collection of gems from each
tradition you read.
4. Study Ganid’s summary. Did anyone during Jesus’
life gain a better grasp of his teaching?
Paper 132. The Sojourn at Rome
1. Where are we to seek the standard of true values
[1465#1]? What other candidates for standards exist?
Why are they inadequate? What are the problems
of asserting a divine standard?
2. How did Jesus instruct the religious teachers in
Rome [1456.0]? What truths do you find in religious
teachers today? How can you “embellish and
illuminate” it?
3. What advice is given for scientists and religionists
today [1457.3]?
4. What are the different levels of discrimination
between good and evil [1457#2]? Why does Jesus
discuss the perspectives of the universe ascent?
In what situations is it appropriate for us to do so
today?
5. What concept of truth does Jesus present [1459]?
How does it compare with the corresponding part
of the Discourse on Reality [1435.3; cf. 2094.2]? What are
the associated teachings on faith?
6. What were Jesus’ techniques of personal ministry
[1460#4]? Study these as carefully as you can. How did
he relate to overburdened, anxious, and dejected
mortals? How did he help them?
7. Think of people whom you meet regularly and what
you could imagine saying to them comparable to
Jesus’ remarks on [1461] and [1474#4].
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8. What is the distinction between “personal ministry”
[section 4] and “social ministry” [1465#6]? Why did Jesus
engage in both?
9. What does Jesus say about those not hungry for
truth [1466.2]?
10. What is Jesus’ analysis of Buddhism [1466–67]?
11. How could someone so full of truth be so
broadminded, fair, and tolerant, free of feelings of
resentment and reactions of antagonism [1467.4]?
12. What does your enlightened and reflective
imagination of spiritual teaching and leading
wholeheartedly and unselfishly want to do and be
[1467L]?
Paper 133. The Return from Rome
1. What is Jesus’ policy of non-resistance to attack
[1469]? What is the all-powerful truth of the friendly
universe that he insists on believing [1470.0]? How can
you make sense of this truth, given appearances to
the contrary [1946#3]?
2. What is the pattern for the partnership between
human parents that Jesus reveals [1471.2]?
3. How does Jesus explain the conditions of the
Corinthian prostitutes [1472.6]?
4. How may we elevate the drudgery of service to
a fine art [1475.2]? In what sense is serving others
serving God?
5. Imagine things you might say to those you
encounter in daily life, things comparable to what
Jesus said in his personal work in Corinth.
6. How easy and successful are our human attempts
at talking with the Thought Adjuster [1475.4]?
7. How does Jesus reveal the cosmic truth of eternal
life [1474–75]?
8. What are Jesus’ key teachings on science[1476#5]?
What is the secret of a unified philosophy [1477.3]?
9. Can you recognize your soul, as distinct from your
mind, on the basis of what Jesus teaches in [1478#6]?

10.	What factors unify the mind [1479#7]?

10. What is the spiritual watchman’s vigil [1495.2]?

11.	What is the value of the Hebrew proverb at
[1481.1]—“Whatsoever your hand find to do, do that
with all your might” [1495.4]?

11. What was Jesus’ craftsmanship [1495.4]?

12.	Note the stage marker: “the mission of Joshua the
teacher” ends. What does this phrase mean here,
given the fact that Jesus continued to teach?
Paper 134. The Transition Years
1. What aspects of his bestowal does Jesus come
finally to approve after his Mediterranean Trip?
Note that he then approved of “the program of
openly manifesting his true nature . . . (in) his native
Palestine” [1483.2; 1749L].
2. What work of Jesus’ Thought Adjuster is reported
during these transition years [1484.4; 1492.6; 1493.3-41494.4;
1495.4]?
3. 	Describe Cymboyton’s school
given so much data about it?

[1485].

Why are we

4. What teaching does Jesus give at Urmia about how
different religions should relate to each other?

12. What is the meaning and value of consecration
[1492.6; 1512.2; 1583#9]?
Paper 135. John the Baptist
1. What were the major similarities and differences
between John and Jesus? [Cf. 1509.1]
2. What various concepts of the kingdom of heaven
and the Messiah were current? [Cf. 1509#1]
3. 	Ask information (epochal revelation) management
questions again here: who says what to whom
with what restrictions and with what result? Note
especially the voice of the Personalized Adjuster
and the accounts of the voice, John’s utterances
about Jesus, and Jesus’ last message to John.
4. How did John utter a prophecy [1507.1–2]?
5. How did Jesus reassure John [1507L]?
Paper 136. Baptism and the Forty Days
1. Why did Jesus submit to John’s baptism?

5. Why does our planet face continuing risk of world
war?

What degree of self-mastery is required for a
person to make life-long commitments?

6. How did Jesus terminate the Lucifer rebellion?
What insights could you convey working simply
with Matthew 4 or Luke 4?

2. Can mortals look forward to the same thing being
said of us when we fuse that was said at Jesus’
baptism [1511.2; 538.2]?

7. Why did Jesus not begin his public work
immediately?

3. What are the common themes running through
these great decisions?

8. Note that Jesus only now completes the traversal of
the psychic circles [1492.6; 1493.3; 1209#6]. How does that
fit with the earlier telling of the completion of later
adult life of Jesus?

4. What decisions do you confront that are somehow
parallel to those of Jesus?

9. Consider: “In any universe contest between actual
levels of reality, the personality of the higher level
will ultimately triumph over the personality of the
lower level” [37.3] What does that imply about the
power of Jesus’ faith in his encounter with Satan
and Caligastia [1492#8]?

5. 	Do you experience better results in your decisions
when you withdraw to commune [1515.4]?
6. How would reviewing highlights of planetary
history aid in decision making [1514.6]?
7. What techniques of compromise, diplomacy,
influence, and worldly wisdom might a religious
leader possibly deploy [1520.5]?
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8. What are some of the “natural, difficulty, ordinary,
and trying” methods of carrying the gospel for us
today [1521.2]? What alternatives do we have to such
methods?
9. 	Does premature sharing of, and publicity for, The
Urantia Book exemplify the use of power analogous
to what Jesus decided against?
10.	Why did Jesus think through the revolutionary
alternative to the Father’s wisdom [1522.1]?
11.	Why did Jesus formally begin his public career and
only afterwards go apart to formulate his major
policies? What aspects of his work had he already
decided on?
Paper 137. Tarrying Time in Galilee
1. What advice about anxiety does Jesus give at [1525.3]?
2. Observe Jesus’ willingness to draw apart—three
times—during the wedding at Cana [1528#4], in order
to commune with the Father. How could he have
the social courage to behave in such a way?
3. What compromise does Jesus make about the
Messiah concept and why [1532.1]?
2. Why did Jesus and the six apostles tarry [1533–34]?
3. Why were Jesus and the apostles not going to
align with any particular religious group [1534.4;
1535.4]? What are the advantages and costs of such a
policy? Should we infer that no Urantia Book reader
should join a religious organization?
4. Note that Jesus and the six “spent two evenings
each week . . . in the study of the Hebrew scriptures”
[1535.6]. What scriptural study would we do today if
we aspired to a similar training?
5.	 What happens if you overteach [1535.6]?
5. 	Restate the several leading themes in Sermon on
the Kingdom [1536–37]. What does it take to become a
son of God [1537.3]?
6. Can we grasp why the Father loves us with an
infinite love [1537.4]? What happens simply by
believing it?
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Paper 138. Training the Kingdom’s Messengers
1. Why should experience in personal ministry
precede public preaching [1538.3; 1539.4; 1540.3; 1543L]?
2. Why did Jesus ask his apostles to “seek for the
sinners; find the downhearted and comfort the
anxious”?
3. How did Jesus separate himself from John the
Baptist [1538.3; 1542.5; 1544.1; 1545.4; 1545.9]?
4. What erroneous beliefs would Jesus never hesitate
to correct [1543.2]?
5. Why was Jesus so content with this slow, quiet,
undramatic process [1543.3]?
4. Is it possible that the enemy of the kingdom might
seek to draw people away from being teachers in
the gospel movement today [1544.2]?
4. How did Jesus show the value he placed on
individuals [1545.10]?
5. For a school of feeling, what teaching is given here
regarding merrymaking, joy, and recreation [1540d;
1541a; 1542d-43a; 1547c]?
6. Observe that in the organization of the twelve
there was no segregated role for preacher or
teacher. Why did those who excelled in those roles
had jobs just like the others?
Paper 139. The Twelve Apostles
1. Consider these sections as a set of character
studies. What elements are usually found in each
description?
2. Write your own similar biography.
3. What do we learn of Jesus from these studies?
4. What different aspects of courage come out in
these sketches?
5. Compare [2047#2]. What would Jesus say to you?
6. Jesus would ever defer “his slightest wish to the
Father in heaven” [1555.2]. Do we have to wait until
reaching the first circle of Adjuster communion to
attempt such cooperation?

7. What is the value of saying “Come with us while
we show and share with you the better way” rather
than “Go and do this and do that” [1557.2]?

6. How would you express—in your own words—
the philosophy of living highlights you find in the
sermon?

8. In what sense is pride acceptable [1558.4]?

7. What is the difference between character building
and character growth [1583.2]?

9. Explain the balance Thomas found in the Master
[1562.1].
10.	Why is it said that “only a divine institution could
ever have ben built upon such a mediocre human
foundation” [1564.3]?
11. What are the complex battles of the kingdom
today [1564.5]?
12.	Imagine how Simon Zelotes worked with a
prospective believer [1564L; 1565.3].
13.	 What does this paper teach about the range of
people with whom Jesus identified?
Paper 140. The Ordination of the Twelve
1. Comment on the significance of the Creator
placing the affairs of the divine brotherhood under
the direction of human minds [1570].
2. What about the risk of pride in establishing a
kingdom elite? Should everyone today solemnly
shun conceiving themselves in parallel with the
twelve apostles [1570.2]? Are you the salt of the earth,
the light of the world? Conversations sometimes
get heated in trying to apply the concept of apostle
to the present day. Various interpretations of the
concept include—and exclude different people.
What is the wise approach to this issue?
3. What does it mean to not judge men [1571.5; 1576.3; 1585.2]
given the fact that Jesus warns against ravening
wolves?
4. What is the point of the warning about pearlcasting [1570.6]?
5. How do the beatitudes
contribute to a
philosophy of living [1572–8–73.2], and how do the
suggestions there help us interpret the ordination
sermon? How are environmental and social
attitudes involved in the beatitudes?

8. How might a literal-minded teacher transform
Jesus’ teachings about being righteous and doing
righteousness into rules for personal behavior
[1584d]?
9. What are the implications for gospel messengers
today of the teachings in section 8? If The Urantia
Book has significant social, economic, and political
teachings, is there not a implication that the book
does not have an explicit place in the leading edge
of a gospel message today?
10.	Why a day of consecration after the ordination?
11. Why is it understandable that Simon Zelotes
should ask whether all men are the sons of God?
In addition to any possible effects of his Zealot
passions, does not Jesus sometimes use the term
“sons of God” to refer to those who are faithmembers of the kingdom? Why does Jesus give
such a simple and definite answer to Simon?
12.	What are the three essentials of the kingdom [1585.7–
86]? What is the relation of the gospel to the master
philosophy of life presented in the ordination
sermon?
Paper 141. Beginning the Public Work
1. 	As the paper opens, we see Jesus weeping [1587.2].
What would happen to his religion of joy if he
suppressed the genuine occasions for sorrow?
2. The first quarter of Jesus’ public career is spent in
“quietly taking over John’s work” [1588.3]. Can you
imagine anything comparable in the phases of the
fifth epochal revelation?
3. Why is it liberating for the Father’s will to become
your will [1589.0]?
4. What response is roused in you by the portraits of
the master’s character [e.g., 1589.5–1590.3; 1594.6–8]?
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5. The meaning of a word is significantly determined
by contrast. Jesus’ concept of God as Father is
presented, not in contrast with God as Mother but
with God as Judge [1590.4]. How can you help others
understand the fatherhood of God today?
6. In our eagerness to share truth, do we overlook the
afflicted and the sick [1590.7]? Why did Jesus direct
the attention of his apostles to them?
7. Carefully explain the section on spiritual unity
[1591#5]. Is the apostles’ spiritual unity based on the
fact that they are part of a new epochal revelation?
8. What implications for introducing others to The
Urantia Book do you find in Jesus’ teaching, “Do not
undertake to show men the beauties of the temple
until you have first taken them into the temple”?
What is the wisdom of Jesus’ teaching? What
happens if you overlook that wisdom?
9. How is evangelism ideally supposed to work [1593.4]?
What should we do if our lives are not attracting
others’ inquiry?
10.	Do we in fact see people acting as though their
salvation depended on something other than faith
[1593.7]? Explain.
11.	Why is truth liberating? [Consider that liberal
educators and Sigmund Freud have made the same
claim.]
Paper 142. The Passover at Jerusalem
1. Once Jesus had trained the apostles, he took them
to Jerusalem. For what reasons? Can you imagine
analogues of such a move today? What kind of
preparation would it take?
2. What was the central message of Jesus and the
twelve in their initial teaching in Jerusalem [1596.3–
7]? Would you make any changes if you were doing
such a thing today? Why?
3. Suppose you meet someone who is worried about
the wrath of God. Prepare a few thoughts so that
you could respond, like Jesus [1597#2], with something
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better than a flat denial and a contrary affirmation.
4. If you are interacting on religion with people rooted
in the Bible, how helpful would it be to be able to
explain the concept of God [1598#3] not just based on
your knowledge of The Urantia Book [which might
not yet be appropriate to mention in conversation]
but based on your own knowledge of the Bible?
5. What are the values of art [1600.2–3]?
6. What could you say, in the light of the discourse on
assurance [1601#5], to help those who are worried in
their faith?
7. What does it take to enter the kingdom of God
[1602.6]? Did you think it was easier? Discuss.
8. How can we use Jesus’ lesson on the family [1603#7]
to deepen our relationship with our Father? To
explain the fatherhood of God today? Jesus insists
that Thomas should not literally apply his teachings
to “the material, social, economic, and political
problems of the age” [1605.2]. To what extent does
that answer suffice to answer feminist objections
to the fatherhood of God?
9. What were Jesus’ tactics here when opposition
grew hot? [1605#8; 1617.7]
Paper 143. Going Through Samaria
1. The response to the preaching at Archelais was a
new note of “courageous dominance” and growth
in “the spirit of positive aggression” [1609.1]. How
did Jesus stimulate that response? Why are we so
afraid of developing those qualities today, even
though we long for and warmly respond to those
that have them? How does that preaching relate
love, world history, the gospel, and courage?
2. Carefully explain the lesson on self mastery [1609#2].
How are we to convince the world that we have
passed from bondage to liberty? To what extent
are the methods of self-examination still with us?
How can The Urantia Book be utilized to create
new methods of self-examination? Do some of
these questions seem at times to move too far
in that direction? The incarnate Creator Son was
sometimes not highly conscious of time. In saying

that those born of the spirit are “ever and always
masters of the self” was he collapsing together
phases that go beyond rebirth [381]? Or should we
simply beware of our own tendency to set the
bar too low, mobilize ourselves, and live the spirit
cooperation portrayed here? How can you live to
facilitate the “constant spiritual renewing of your
mind”? What liberation is described here?
3. In what types of circumstance are diversion and
relaxation [1610#3] indicated for problem solving?
[1611.6; cf. 299.3; 547#4; 1540d; 1541d; 1542d-43a; 1547.9; 1558d; 1562.1;
1578d; 1589.3; 1590.3; 1595d].

Note the many times the
Master has his group rest [1542L; 1564.8; 1646L; 1677.3; 1694.6;

1696.L; 1699.3; 1711L; 1718#2; 1734.4; 1741.4; 1751L; 1752.1; 1798L; 1802.2; 1831.1;
1847L; Paper 177].

4. What are the key elements in the narrative of Jesus’
encounter with Nalda [1612.5]?
5. Note the connection of the themes of friendship
and the fatherhood of God at [1615L] “In preaching
the gospel of the kingdom, you are simply teaching
friendship with God” [1766.5]. How do teachings
like this liberate us from dogma and help us as
teachers?
6. 	Regarding the teachings about prayer and worship
[1616#7], explain the specific needs for balance at
[1616.5]. Why does prayer make us less thinking? How
does worship anticipate the better life ahead?
What’s the difference between self-reminding—
sublime thinking—and superthinking? If I become
distracted from my worship and use a device to
bring myself back, is that self-reminding? If so, how
will I move from prayer to worship? Explain “restful
spiritual exertion”? What is it like to identify with
the Whole? What is an attitude [cf. 1227.5; 291.3]?
Paper 144. At Gilboa and in the Decapolis
1. How do the featured teachings of the period of
time covered by this paper fit with the overall
activities of the same period (September, October,
27)? How did the teachings on prayer prepare the
apostles for the conference with John’s followers?

2. 	Aggressiveness is balanced by tact. Explain the tact
of Jesus’ delay during these two months [1617.3] Why
was it important to effect union with the followers
of John the Baptist before launching forward
openly and with power? Analogies for today?
3. Note the spontaneity of prayer [1618L]; cf. “when
to pray, I will not say. Only the spirit that dwells
within you may move you to the utterance of
those petitions which are expressive of your inner
relationship with the Father of spirits” [1640.0]. Why,
then, do services of group worship, with their
activities of prayer, remain legitimate?
What are the differences between praying with
little faith and praying with genuine faith [1619.3]?
4. Why was Jesus averse to praying in public? Where
did he recommend? Why? [1620.2–3; 1635.1]
5. Study the believers’s prayer along with the other
forms [1621#5]. How do the implied environments
differ?
6. 	Regarding the conference with John’s apostles
[1624#6], what were Jesus’ three topics as he prepared
them? Why was unanimity important? What did
the twenty-four learn to do together? How can
we learn likewise without practice? What practice
might we organize? What are the disadvantages of
establishing baptism as a ceremony? Why did Jesus
accept it?
7. 	Discuss your interpretations of Jesus’ teachings at
[1627.4–5].
Paper 145. Four Eventful Days at Capernaum
1. What variations on the theme of miraclemindedness do we observe today?
2. In his sermon [1629#2] Jesus cites passages from the
scriptures. How does his way of teaching differ
from that of the scribes?
3. What was the result of the mass healing at
sundown on the rest of Jesus’ career?
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Paper 146. First Preaching Tour of Galilee

Paper 148. Training Evangelists at Bethsaida

1. What teachings, if added to the gospel, would
religion more appealing to some group you know
today? What would be the advisability of including
such teachings [1637.5]?

1. 	Describe Peter’s school [1657-58]. What were the
conditions for it? Implications for today?

2.	Regarding prayer [1628#2], discuss your responses to
the teaching that the Father “does not hear” every
prayer and that some who seek him in distress
will fail to find him. What laws of spirit, mind, and
matter are we expected to recognize [1638.3]? Why
are we judged as we judge others [1639.1]? What if
we stop our ears to the cry of the poor [1639.1]? How
are we to appropriate the good gifts in store for
those who ask [1639.3–4]? How does Jesus present a
prayer [1639.5]? What is the relation between prayer
and action [1639L]? What does [1640.0] imply about
having regular times for prayer? What might be
the reasons for keeping your real petitions secret
[1640.1]? Who should be praying for the extension of
the kingdom [1640.2]? What does it mean to pray in
the spirit and in truth [1640.3]? Why is thanksgiving
so important in prayer [1640.4]? What should we do
after we pray [1641.1]?
3. How can you know the will of God [1642.3]?
4. The apostles would go door to door [1642.6] and
teach in the synagogue [1643.3]. What place is there
today for the same methods?
Paper 147. The Interlude Visit to Jerusalem
1. Why did Jesus teach the causes of suffering to the
afflicted [1649.3]?
2. Explain the sequence of levels of meaning of the
golden rule [1650–51]. Why can you not live at level
six without progressing through two through
five? Jeffrey Wattles has written The Golden Rule
(Oxford University Press, 1996), showing how you
can approach these insights through cultural
history.

3. Explain the differences between evil, sin, and
iniquity.
4. What standards of reading are implied at [1660.6]?
5. What is the purpose of affliction [1661#5]?
6. 	Read the Book of Job [especially chapters [1–7, 19], and
[31–42] and comment on how Jesus transforms it in
his retelling, which reverses the sequence between
repentance and vision.
7. Why does Jesus say that when Job said, “I abhor
myself,” he reached spiritual heights [1663.1]?
8. 	Discuss Jesus’ handling of Kirmeth [1666.2].
Paper 149. The Second Preaching Tour
1. What is the multi-phased, experiential path leading
to worship that Jesus proposes in the lesson on
“the fear of the Lord” [1675#6]?
2. What errors of Jesus’ early followers are mentioned
on 1670? How can we avoid similar errors today?
For example, we are warned about incorporating
philosophical traditions into a religious message
[1670.3; 1637.5; 2069.3]. At the same time, a Divine
Counselor teaches that a new philosophy of living
will help rehabilitate modern religion [43.2–3]. What
strategies enable us to satisfy both concerns?
3. How can we acquire well-balanced characters
[1673#4]?

4. How did Jesus give criticism? [1655.2; 1671.5–6]?

4. Can the lesson on contentment be applied to
intellectual acquisitions and even to spiritual
service opportunities and growth?

5. 	Describe what it is like to live “like a watered
garden” [1656#8].

5. What perspectives help Jesus be patient with
“backward and troublesome inquirers” [1672.2]?

3. What is the lesson on lax, loose, and foolishly
indulgent parenting at [1653.3]?
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2. What has been your experience as [or with] “a
strong, positive, beneficent personality whose
ministry banishes fear and destroys anxiety”
[1658.5]? Should believers today prepare to heal?
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6. Jesus was not a systematic teacher but “taught
as the occasion served” [1672.4]. The Discourse
on Reality [1433#4] shows that Jesus had a wellorganized comprehension of reality. What made
his teaching so fresh that he did not resort to
repeated expositions of his theologic, cosmologic,
and philosophic understanding?
7. What distinguishes an appeal to the mind from an
appeal to the spirit [1672L]?
8. What happens when anger takes over? [1673.2]
9. Jesus answered many a question by giving a brief
topical study from memory (see sections 4, 5, and
6 in this paper). What preparation would have
enabled him to do that so spontaneously?
10.	Does the lesson on contentment [1674#5] apply to
intellectual and spiritual things, too?
11. Explain the evolutionary process leading from fear
to love [1675#6].
12.	The Father “disdains pride, loathes hypocrisy, and
abhors iniquity” [1676L]. Should we do the same?
Paper 150. The Third Preaching Tour
1. How did Jesus proclaim the equality of women
with men? [1678#1]
2. How did Jesus denounce superstition [1680#3; cf. 901.9;
924.4]? To what audience? On what occasion?
3. Explain Jesus’ answer to the question, “What must
I do to be saved” [1682#1]. What is the difference
between the kind of righteousness that we can
have without saving faith and the quality of
righteousness that emerges through faith? Why is
faith needed every step of the way forward?
4. Who will try reconstructing one of Jesus’ discourses
based on a title, a selection of a few highlights
from the Hebrew scriptures, and faith-based
imagination [1683.3]?
5. What is the relation between section 8 describing
the Sabbath service and the following second on
the Nazareth rejection?

Paper 151. Tarrying and Preaching by the Seaside
1. What is the meaning of the parable of the sower
[1688–91; 1693.3]? Whose interpretation made the New
Testament [Mark 4, Luke 8]?
2. Study the principles regarding parables on 1692
and create a parable of your own. What is a fable?
An allegory?
3. Present your own interpretation of the last of the
parable of the sower [1693.5] and the parables in
[1693#4].
Paper 152. Events Leading Up to the Capernaum Crisis
1. How did Jesus prepare for a crisis
alternatives are there?

[1704.4]?

What

2. What are the higher phases of the gospel [1704L]?
Does “divine sonship” refer only to Jesus? [1598.0;
1814.2] Why are the higher phases preached after the
more basic phases?
2. What is the factor mentioned on [1705.1] that slows
the evolutionary process—even with a new epochal
revelation?
3. Prepare a message that uses emotional appeal
to awaken the mind and uses the mind as the
gateway to the soul [1705.4].
4. What spiritual sifting, cruel adversity, or trying and
testing ordeals have students of The Urantia Book
gone through, and what may lie in the future [1705L–
1706.0]?
Paper 153. The Crisis at Capernaum
1. What transitions were marked by this crisis [1708.2]?
2. What conditions justified Jesus in an open attack
upon false aspects of tradition? [1707.4–1708.2; 1713.3]
Analogies for us today?
3. What does it mean to you that Jesus is the bread
of life? [1710.4; 1711.1–2, 4–5; 1712.2] Does this truth make it
legitimate to set up a religion about Jesus? Why is
it fair of Jesus to expect people to accept him, to
believe in him?
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4. What is “the parting of the ways” [1710.3]?

Paper 156. The Sojourn at Tyre and Sidon

5. What does this paper teach about how to handle
a crisis? [1707.1–2; 1708.2–4; 1710.3; 1715.4–5] How long did it
take Jesus to go through this crisis? How long for
the apostles [1708.4]? Why the difference?

1. What is achieved by the sojourn in Phoenicia?

Paper 154. Last Days at Capernaum

3.	 If we do not comprehend Jesus, what is the likely
reason [1736.1]?

1. Explain the “more or less composite and
compromising transition stage” [1718.2]. Why was
such a stage entered upon? Why was it ended?
Analogies for us?

4. How can you “maintain a conscience void of
offense” [1736.4; 984#10]?

2. How would our lives be different today if we rebuilt
civilization on the teachings of Jesus [1720.3]?

6. What is the relation between moral character and
spiritual progress [1738.1]?

3. Why could Jesus be so cheerful [1720L–1721.0]?

7. What is the relation of the teaching given here on
handling temptation [1738.4–1739.1] to the lesson on
self-mastery [1609–10]?

4. Why is willingness to do the Father’s will essential
to avoid certain misunderstandings [1721#6]?
Paper 155. Fleeing Through Northern Galilee
1. What does it mean to obey the truth [1726.1]?
2. Those who become “truth-coordinated” learn to
live an attractive wholeness of righteousness [1726.2–
3]. What does science have to do with this?
3. Why was the aspect of the rugged adventure of the
new religion somewhat concealed until now? How
do the teachings given here aid in navigating that
adventure? [1728#5; 1730#6]
4. Explain the thought that the kingdom is the
realization of the spiritual joy of the acceptance of
divine sonship [1727.2].
5. What is the religion of the mind? The religion of
the spirit? What kinds of unity and uniformity are
required by the religion of the spirit?
6. How may we become living prophets [1731L]? Should
we learn to express our points with less reference
to The Urantia Book?
7. What new meaning is given to the concept of
sonship with God in the second discourse on true
religion?
8. What does it mean that the Spirit of Truth is also
the spirit of idealistic beauty [1732.4]?
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2. What is the spiritual significance of the fact of
physical laws of the universe [1736.1]?
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5. 	Discuss the relation between being born of the
spirit, spirit-taught, spirit-led, and spirit-filled [1738.1].

8. Explain why the requirements for material success,
leadership, and spiritual destiny differ [1739.3].
9. Explain why “love cannot be self-bestowed” [1739.6]?
Human love tends to seek those most attractive.
What does divine love do [1739.6]?
10.	Give examples of artistic ways of leading souls to
truth.
Paper 157. At Caesarea-Philippi
1. Why does Jesus retire at this time to CaesareaPhilippi and Mount Hermon [1745.3]?
2. Part of the purpose of the section on the templetax collector seems to be to explain the Biblical
version of the story. We notice such references from
time to time. What do such passages reveal about
the authors’ attitudes?
3. Notice previous announcements of Jesus’ divinity
[1504d; 1511c; 1614.2–3; 1711.1–2]. What makes this occasion
memorable? What are the several aspects of
transition that occur at this time? Do you have to
believe in Jesus now to enter the kingdom? [1747.4;
1750.2]

4. How can we transcend struggle between the soul
and the body [1749.3]?

5. Can reflective reading of this paper (and the next)
enable one to “comprehend the glory, and grasp
the grandeur, of the life to which I have called you:
the faith-adventure of the establishment of my
Father’s kingdom in the hearts of mankind, the
building of my fellowship of living association with
the souls of all who believe this gospel” [1750.8]?
Paper 158. The Mount of Transfiguration
1. What did Jesus hope for in going to Mount Hermon?
To what extent were these hopes realized?
2. What was the import of the transfigured
interaction for Jesus’ career in the flesh?
3. Why did apostles fail to cast out the rebellious
midwayer [1758.4]? Why does Jesus give such a replete
teaching about purpose at such a moment? [1583.1]

4. Why did Jesus withhold public criticism of the
scriptures, while explaining the problems to
Nathaniel [1767#4]? Is it wise for religious teachers
today to follow this example in way? What are the
lessons on reading the scriptures in [1769#5]? What
different types of examples does Jesus give?
5. Why was it best for Jesus’ generation “to live these
truths” instead of writing about them [1768.3]?
Paper 160. Rodan of Alexandria
Please read this paper together with the following
one, to answer these questions in the light of both
papers.
1. What can we infer about Rodan from these papers?
2. What is Rodan’s concept of God?

4. Should we prepare to heal [1758.5]?

3. What are Rodan’s teachings about worship?

5. Why does Jesus tell the twelve of his approaching
death?

4. How does Rodan see the relation of philosophy and
religion?

6. What challenges did Jesus give the twelve as they
entered upon the last phase of his earth career
[sections 7 and 8]?

5. 	Using the whole paper as context, speculate on
what Rodan may have meant by “artistic living”
[1773.2].

Paper 159. The Decapolis Tour

6. What aspects of Rodan’s thought mark it as Greek?

1. Interpret the parables and explain the grievance
procedure in the lesson on forgiveness [1762#1; cf. 315.2].
What happens to a religious group that avoids this
procedure?
2. How appropriate is it to use the story of the strange
preacher to advocate a laissez-faire attitude toward
those who evangelize The Urantia Book itself?
3. Summarize what you take to be the most important
of the instructions for teachers and believers [1765#3]?
What are the implications for us today as we desire
to share truth? What blocks our experiencing the
joy and power of the new religion [1766.6]? Why can
believers’ struggles be classified as a battle against
doubt [1766.4]? Why the military metaphors? Is the
revelation of “negative” attitudes in the Father a
shock? Why the warnings about sympathy and
pity?

7. Why might it be misleading for readers to quote
from Rodan as though they are quoting from any
superhuman source of wisdom?
Paper 161. Further Discussions with Rodan
1. On the basis of the rest of The Urantia Book, can
you add to the logic advanced by Nathaniel and
Thomas on the question of the personality of God?
On the divinity of Jesus?
2. 	Discuss the apparent tension between Jesus’
comment about Rodan’s failure to grasp the
personality concept of God—that it matters little
what idea you have ot God—and the emphasis
given to that concept, e.g., in Paper One.
3. Why did Jesus decline to enter into these debates
with Rodan? [cf. 1641.4]
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Paper 162. At the Feast of Tabernacles
1. Why did Jesus go to Jerusalem at this time?
2. How does the teaching he gives in this visit to
Jerusalem compare with what he gave the first
time he brought the twelve to Jerusalem [Paper 142,
sections 1 and 5]? Why the difference?
3. 	Describe Jesus’ ways of understanding and relating
to prostitutes [1472.5–73.3; 1680.1; 1792.3]
4. What are the benefits of living as Jesus taught Mary
and Martha—working together and recreating
together?
4. How did Jesus fully and finally win Abner and his
eleven associates?
Paper 163: Ordination of the Seventy at Magadan
1. What are the elements of the training provided for
the evangelists [1800.2; 1804#4]?
2. The rigorous standard for Jesus’ ordained gospel
messengers is applied and explained on [1801#2]; [cf.
1761.2]. What does it take to be “more than a disciple”
[1801.5–6]? Why does Jesus present these moral and
spiritual challenges to the apostles? Are these
“apparently hard saying” meant only as expressions
of Jesus’ own resoluteness, or are they intended
for others as well [cf. 1766.5]? What does it take for
a student of The Urantia Book to be a follower of
Jesus?
2. 	Look at [1766.3]: how does the fringe of conflict
relate to the pet evil? What does “entrance to the
kingdom” mean here? How does the comment on
[1802.4] square with Jesus’ assurance at [1802.1]?
3. How does Jesus evaluate the evangelists’ success
[1806#6]?
4. What is Jesus’ promise of spiritual rest [1802.2]? How
does one “claim” that promise?
Paper 164. At the Feast of Dedication
1. What was Jesus’ purpose in attending the Feast
of Dedication? What accounts for the Master’s
courage in going into Jerusalem at this time?
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2. What highlights of spontaneity occurred on this
trip?
3. What was the main event of this visit to Jerusalem?
4. Why is the gospel that Jesus wanted to tell the
Sanhedrin so appropriate [1815.3]?
5. What indwellings does Jesus proclaim in Solomon’s
Porch [1816.1]? To what extent can we experientially
validate his proclamation?
Paper 165. The Perean Mission Begins
1. Harmonize the two rationales for Jesus’ timing of
his fateful last entry into Jerusalem given at [1818.1]
and [1819.4].
2. How does the Sermon on the Good Shepherd [1818#2]
express the meaning of Jesus’ death on the cross?
3. Note the topic of Jesus’ Sabbath sermon at Pella
[1819#3]: “Trust and Spiritual Preparedness.” How can
the Master freely take up such a variety of topics
instead of making his central gospel message the
major focus of his teaching time and time again?
2. What does it mean to lead “into green pastures
and beside still waters” [1819.2]?
3. Explain Jesus’ teaching at [1819.3].
4. Show the harmony underneath the creative
tensions in the following passages on wealth:
[1823.4]; [like 1577d]; [1579.5]; [like 1822.3; 1931.5]; [1518#6] [cf. 1830.2;
1544.4; 1944.2]; [1677.2].
5. What is the significance of testing [1824#6]?
Paper 166. Last Visit to Northern Perea
1. How did the gospel shift during these months in
Perea [1825.2]?
2. In scientific discussion, it is normal to make
qualifications explicit when stating a generalization.
Why does Jesus respond so strongly to the request
for qualification in the situation described at [1826.2]?
3. How does Jesus transform the proverb of the
straight and narrow way [1828L]? How can you
reconcile entering the kingdom as a child with
taking the kingdom “in spiritual power and by the

persistent assaults of living faith”
spiritual force needed [1829L]?

[1829.2]?

Why is

4. What are the three types of events which may occur
in our lives [1830.5–8]? Why is it helpful to discuss
causation in this way in responding to religious
questions?
5. Why does God “bestow things physical upon
mortals without discrimination” [1831.2]? What limits
God’s bestowal of spiritual gifts?
Paper 167. The Visit to Philadelphia
1. What are the most common ways of exalting
oneself [1834.3; 1838.3]? How can one truly humble himor herself without false, ostentatious piety?
2. Give your interpretation of the parable of the great
supper [1835#2]. How did Jesus have the apostles
interpret it?
3. What are the advantages of worshiping out in
nature [1840.4–5; 2064.3]? How do the teachings about
art and beauty given at [1840.5] fit with trends you
observe today?
4. How to Jesus’ teachings [1838–39] fit with present day
ideals of marriage?
	Does Jesus’ teachings on angels give the core of
what is presented on angels in Parts I, II, and III?

Paper 169: Last Teaching at Pella
1. What does the Parable of the Lost Son reveal
about God’s attitude toward, e.g., atheists and
materialists? What are some alternative attitudes
that religionists sometimes feel?
2. What are the qualities that the Parable of the
Shrewd Steward encourages us to exercise? What
are some of the unstate implications of this
teaching?
3. Section 4 is full of theological teaching. What
points attract you most? What ones do you find
most difficult to understand/accept/live up to? Is
there a way to be a follower of Jesus without being
a servant of mankind and a messenger of the
gospel? [1855.3] Compare [1855.4] with pp. 30.7 and [33.1
2]. What does this imply about the significance of
The Urantia Book? What are the implictions of the
discussion of the Father concept for the dialogue
with feminist theology?
Paper 170: The Kingdom of Heaven
1. Why did Jesus use the terms “kingdom of heaven”
and “kingdom of God”?
2. To what does the phrase, “the kingdom of heaven
within you” refer?

Paper 168. The Resurrection of Lazarus

3. How can the gospel do the work claimed in the
first eight paragraphs of section 2?

1. What was Lazarus’ experience of dying? Of being
resurrected?

4. Explain the sequence in the steps of righteousness
in section 3.

2. Comment on Caiaphas’ remark, “It is better that
one man die, than that the community perish”

5. Who is in the brotherhood referred to at [1862.6, 1863.1],
and [1865.1]?

[1847.6; 1488.3; 1134.5; 1233.4]

3. If it is inappropriate to pray for material things
[1848L], how shall we interpret the line “Give us
this day our daily bread”? How should we regard
the one to whom we pray [1849.2]? Distinguish
the following meanings in the answer to prayer:
delayed, modified, segregated, transcended, or
postponed” [1849.2]. How can we make appropriately
timed petitions [1849.3]?

6. How do Jesus and his associates change man’s
will? [1863.5]
7. Why does the gospel imply the cardinal features
presented in section 4?
8. Compare [1863c] with [740.3] in terms of implications
for epochal revelation management.
9. What are the implications of
Book readers?

[1866.2 4]

for Urantia
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Paper 171: On the Way to Jerusalem

2. Explain the mystery of the cornerstone [1894.3].

1. Why must even disciples be prepared to sacrifice
everything? [1869#2]

3. Interpret the Parable of the Marriage Feast. Find
a situation today on which you have insight and
create a parable to express that insight.

2. What qualities did the blind man at Jericho and
Zaccheus show that won such generous response
from Jesus?
3. Study [1874#7], “As Jesus Passed By,” for its lessons.
What concept of grace do you find? What is
“meddlesome probing of souls”? Why did Jesus not
direct, manage, or follow up on those he taught?
What is implied about professional, well-planned,
and premeditated techniques of teaching?
4. Explain
the
implications
of
Nathaniel’s
interpretation of the parable of the pounds. Give
examples of faithfulness, opportunity, ability,
reward.
Paper 172: Going into Jerusalem
1. Why did Jesus not explain in advance to his
apostles the symbolism and tactics of this entry
into Jerusalem?
2. Why was Jesus so majestically calm, so composed
and congenial [1878.3], of unusual cheerfulness and
exceptional good humor [1880.7]?
3. 	Discuss the symbolism of Jesus’ name [1879.1]
in conjunction with [2064.4 5]. Why are military
metaphors used as often as they are in The Urantia
Book?
4. Explain the implicit comment on joy and sincerity
at [1883.1].
5. Why did Jesus never premeditate anything
dramatic?
6. What lessons on emotions do you derive from this
Paper?
7. What levels of giving are presented in Jesus’
observation on the generous widow [1883.4]?
Paper 173: Monday in Jerusalem
1. 	Discuss the harmony of Jesus’ cleansing of the
temple and its philosophic generalization [1891.2]
with [1088.1].
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Paper 174: Tuesday Morning in the Temple
1. How does the teaching on divine forgiveness
[1898#1] complete the teaching of the sermon on
forgiveness [1762#1]?
2. Why does Jesus not mention the difference
between resurrection (advancing to the mansion
worlds) and eternal life (fusion with the Thought
Adjuster) at [1900.2]?
3. What is involved in fulfilling the great
commandment? What does it mean to love your
neighbor as yourself?
4. Explain Jesus’ perception of the end of one
dispensation and the beginning of another [1903.4].
5. How do we enter into the joyous liberty of the
truth of sonship with God? [1903.5] In what way is
earthly existence more abundant for those who
are willing to lay down their lives for Jesus’ sake
and the gospel’s? [1903.6]
6. What does Jesus mean: “For this very purpose have
I come into this world and even to this hour” [1904.1]?
How does such a teaching facilitate connection
with conservative Christianity? [Cf. 610.6; 1532; 1660; 1710–11;
1714; 1747–8; 1763; 1768a; 1795; 1818; 1828; 1829; 1855D; 1872; 1902d; 1904a;
1934d; 1945; 1947; 1966.1; 1864–5; 1872L.]

7. Why can Jesus assure victory? [1904.4]
8. What is the meaning of “meditation” at [1904L]?
Paper 175: The Last Temple Discourse
1. How does this discourse relate to its foreshadowings,
e.g., [1714.3 4; 1826.3; 1872.5; 1882.3]?
2. Can the denunciation of
be seen as an act of love?

unethical behavior

3. What is the structure of the discourse? Compare
and contrast it to the 1776 American Declaration of

Independence. Is there any legal dimension to this
discourse if the covenant with Abraham has been
cancelled?
4. Why is it understandable that a people, a
generation, a city may have to suffer [1908.6]?
5. What work of the Most Highs is referred to? [1906.5;
1910.2; cf. 491d; 1067d; 1253d; 1255d]

6. Note the phrase, “the gospel movement” [1910.4].
The phrase occurs twice more [1913.3; 2045.1]. What
report would you give on the state of the gospel
movement today?
Paper 176: Tuesday Evening on Mount Olivet
1. 	By what indicators would you discern the fullness
of the age [1915.2], the end of the “long winter of
material mindedness and . . . the coming of the
spiritual springtime of a new dispensation” [1915.3]?
2. In what ways is the Master’s second coming
compared to death? [1915.4; 1916.3; 1918.1 2; 1919.5]
3. What “settled, safe, and honored forms” of truth
are we capable of creating today [1917.4]?
5. What experience do you have with the assurance,
“Inasmuch as you minister to one of the least of my
brethren, you have done this service to me”? [1917.2]
6. What in the Gospel According to Matthew would
you attribute to Selta?
Paper 177: Wednesday, the Rest Day
1. What did Jesus assign the twelve to focus on as he
left them this day [1920.1]? Why?
2. What relation between family life and the gospel is
stated at [1921#2]?
3. What accounts for Judas’ betrayal? [1924#4] How can
one deal with resentment and disappointment
so as to avoid a malignant build up? What does it
mean to “permit the word of truth to strike down
into the heart with living roots? When does the
author draw on his/her power of description? Why?

4. Can a reader today command the attention and
enjoy the loving companionship of Jesus? [1921.2]?
5. What does it take to experience the knowledge of
sonship with God as a joy [1928L]?
Paper 178: Last Day at Camp
1. What is the only way materialists can learn about
God? [1930.1]
2. Why are we to serve believers and unbelievers
alike? [1930.3]
3. Who resides in the gospel? [1930.3]
4. Who multiplies the power in your fruits of loving
service? [1930.3]
5. Why should excellent citizenship make such a
citizen more easily reached by the invitation to
sonship in the heavenly kingdom? [1930.5]
6. How can persistent preaching bring liberation to
all nations? [1930L]
7. What is the challenge for believers when the gospel
is socially popular? [1931.1]
8. Explain how the angels might lead you in troublous
ways. [1931.1]
9. Who is commissioned to preach the gospel? [1931.2;
1929.1]

10.	What are the activities that Jesus here subordinates
to preaching the gospel? What reasons can we
imagine that explain Jesus’ priorities?
11.	How do we keep the roots of truth in our heart
from dying? [1931.4]
12.	Why is valiant, mighty, and aggressive evangelism
[1931.5] so unpopular today?
13.	 How can we experience/facilitate the growth of
the gospel [1931L]?
14.	Consider the agenda involved in the virtues
indicated in [1932.2]. Can we be good stewards of the
gospel if we do less?
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15.	How does Jesus speak of the universe career [1934L]?
Why in this way at this time?
Paper 179: The Last Supper
1. What is the symbolism of washing the apostles’
feet [sections 2–3]? How does Jesus make us clean?
What experience of humble service has helped you
understand Jesus’ parable of service [cf. 316 17]?
2. Why did Jesus speak tactfully of Judas rather than
denouncing him to the eleven [section 4]?
3. In establishing the remembrance supper, how does
Jesus explain his symbols? (Recall [946.8] about the
appropriate use of symbols, Melchizedek’s use of
bread and wine at 1018a, and Jesus’ passover in
Bethany at [1404.6]). What additional instructions
does Jesus give? [2067.3]
4. We read that Jesus asks us to do something [1091.10].
Is the remembrance supper optional for believers?
5. If you were invited to lead a remembrance supper
for a group of Christians, how would you handle it?
Paper 180: The Farewell Discourse
1. Explain the relationship between [1823.4] and [1944.2]
regarding the apostles’ need to provide for their
material needs while they go out to do their work.
2. How does Jesus’ giving the new commandment
bring new joy and make possible richer experience?
[1944.5]

3. Explain how Jesus can experience supreme joy
while enduring outward sorrow. [1944.5]
4. Is it a greater love to lay down your life for your
enemies? Why are the apostles told to love one
another as Jesus did not to love all men thus?
5. What is it to abide in Jesus?
6.	 Comment on Jesus’ word, “I am the way, the truth,
and the life.”
7. “No man goes to the Father except through me.
All who find the Father first find me.” Compare the
Biblical rendition. Why would it be wrong to preach
Christ as the leading gospel theme?
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8. Can any list of truths hope to escape the fate
predicted for “formulas, codes, creeds, or intellectual
patterns of human conduct”? [1949.4]
9. Give an example of dragging truth down to wisdom
and fact levels; of lifting wisdom up to truth levels.
10.	How do the golden rule interpretations here [1949
50] fit with the levels on page [1650 51]? Explain the
highest realization of the golden rule. [1950.4]
11.	Explain nonresistance [1950L].
12.	Comment on the concept of love at [1950.6].
Paper 181: Final Admonitions and Warnings
1. Explain how the higher phases of the gospel [1704L]
are manifest in [1953.3–4].
2. Explain the relation of the peace of Jesus to stoicism
and optimism [1954.4–6].
3. Compare
love?

[1953d]

with

[1727.5].

How shall we learn to

4. In his farewell personal admonitions, Jesus assigns
to each of the eleven a special life task. Explain
how that task fits the particular character of the
apostle. Write out the admonition that Jesus would
give to you.
4. How specific is the guidance we are to receive from
the Spirit of Truth [1957L]?
5. Explain the provision of definite leadership [1959.0].
How should we recognize who is the leader? How
does a leader conduct himself or herself? [1739.2;
1875.1,4; 938.8; 1603#7; 21.3]

6. What experience of yours illustrates of Jesus’
teaching about commonplace toil [1960.0]?
7. Explain in what way learning from Jesus’ life and
teachings is an alternative to experience. What is
the role of the Spirit of Truth in experience [1961.4]?
8. Why is the gospel hard to understand? [1961.4]
9. How does Jesus demonstrate love by these
admonitions and warnings?

Paper 182: In Gethsemane

6. What do we learn of compromise from [1980#2]?

1. What oneness does Jesus pray for in Gethsemane?

7. How does Jesus gain great victories by the way he
endures humiliation [1984#4]?

2. What are the implications of the statement that
there “can never be doctrinal finality and sectarian
superiority of group consciousness”?
3. How can someone who was on the point of fusion
with the Thought Adjuster have to go through
such agony? Should we expect testing in the life to
come [2018.4]?
4. What scenes from your past experience make
possible the ministry of the beauties of nature
[1969L]?
5. How can a mortal be invincible [1070.1]?

Paper 185: The Trial Before Pilate
1. What perceptions, beliefs, assumptions, and
attitudes underlie Jesus’ silent regard of “genuine
pity and sorrowful affection” [1990L]?
2. How does Jesus proclaim the gospel to Pilate?
[1991.4]?
3. What is lacking in Pilate’s question, “What is truth?”
[1991.5] Note the different types of questions:

6. What is the appropriate attitude for a reader of this
paper?

i. as a lad, Jesus was one big question mark,
and Joseph did admirably well to answer his
questions;

Paper 183: The Betrayal and Arrest of Jesus

ii. Jesus wrestling with questions in Jerusalem and
posing questions in the temple;

1. What was the role of Jesus’ universe enemies in
encouraging the rejection of Jesus? [610c; 1972.1]
2. Explain how Jesus’ teaching of nonresistance to
evil [1950d] is exemplified here.
3. What are the key ingredients in the successful
handling of this type of crisis to preserve the safety
of the group?
Paper 184: Before the Sanhedrin Court
1. How can Jesus be so calm, majestic, and poised
now? Why does he not continue the denunciations
of his last temple discourse?
2. Contrast this nadir of moral “justice” with the
administration of justice on high [36#3; 180#12; 372#7;
434.4 6].
3. Consider the meanings of Jesus’ silences: [1494a; 1504d;
1942a; 1965b; 1984 85]; [cf. 1002.5; 510c; 2b].
4. Why the remark about poultry outside the city
[1981.4]?
5. What does it take to accept forgiveness?

iii.	Jesus later attitude toward these discussions in
which he did not condescend to participate;
iv.	 Jesus’ technique of engaging people by asking
questions [1460];
v. the erring questions of the Sadduccees (ignorant
of the Scriptures and of God); the inappropriate
questions of Nalda, Nathaniel;
vi. Jesus’ bringing forth Peter’s confession with the
question, “Who do you say that I am?”
4. Explain why the degree of Pilate’s sin is less than
that of Judas and Caiaphas. [984#10; 1996.1]
Paper 186: Just Before the Crucifixion
1. What conclusions can you draw from the usage of
the term “sin” in Part IV, e.g., [1998.4]?
2. What was Jesus’ attitude at this time?
3. What is the difference between being a son/
daughter of God and an active son/daughter of
God? [2000.1]
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3. What virtues contribute to dependability? [2000#3]
4. Sketch how Jesus’ life and death illuminate the
gospel [2002.5–6]. How is it that sonship with God
and the brotherhood of men are “inherent in the
universe facts of God’s love for his creatures and
the innate mercy of the divine Sons”?
Paper 187: The Crucifixion
1. Why did Jesus refused to drink the narcotized wine
[2007.2]?
2. To whom does Jesus manifest forgiveness as he is
crucified?
3. How has the line, “My God, my God, why have you
forsaken me” been interpreted? Read Psalms 20,
21, and 22. Compare The Urantia Book’s account of
the crucifixion with those of the New Testament:
Matthew 27; Mark 15; Luke 23; John 19.
Paper 188: The Time of the Tomb
1. How does Jesus’ death on the cross reveal the love
of God?
2. Why need believers not be concerned about their
own salvation or about punishment of sin [2017.4–5]?
3. Why is the fatherhood of God called a “fact” and
the brotherhood of man called “its correlated truth”
[2017.8]?
4. Explain the dynamics of Jesus’ forgiveness [2018.1–2].
What does it mean to make wrongs right? How
does love swallow up evildoing and absorb evil
[2018#5]?
5. How can one be encouraged to keep up the good
struggle by looking at Jesus on the cross [2018.4–6;
2019.3 4]?
Paper 189: The Resurrection
1. What lessons on feeling and emotions may
be derived from comparing the superhuman
responses described in this paper to those of
mortals?
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2. Explain the lesson on thinking at [2021.3]. Are there
other lessons in this paper on thinking?
3. What lesson on acting may we derive from the
deeds of Mary Magdalene?
4. How important is it for humans to have witnessed
Jesus’ resurrection appearances?
Paper 190: Morontia Appearances of Jesus
1. In what ways does Jesus upset customary
hierarchies in these appearances?
2. How does his exhortation to friends and family at
Bethany differ from those to the women believers
and the Greeks?
3. 	Does not the gospel as presented to the two
brothers [2035] include a gospel about Jesus as well
as other teachings?
4. What do you make of the fact that in all Jesus’
resurrection appearances to groups of apostles
or disciples Jesus exhorts his hearers to go forth
proclaiming the gospel to all the world? [2033.1; 2034.0;
2042.1; 2044.3-4; 2052.4–2053.1; 2054.0; 2054.3; 2063.3]. Is there any
reason to think that Jesus asks less of us today?
Paper 191: Appearances to the Apostles and Other
Leaders
1. Jesus tells Peter to get his mind off himself and his
own needs and to focus on the needs of others.
At what point do we need the same exhortation?
How does Jesus’ timing of his appearance to Peter
help answer this question [2039#1]?
2. What results could have been reasonably expected
had Abner and his associates succeeded better at
taking Jesus’ teaching [2041L 2042.1] to heart? What
does this imply about our own potentials?
3. Explain the harmony of the call:
i. to preach the gospel and
ii. to proclaim by lives of service [2043.1].

Paper 192: Appearances in Galilee

Paper 194: Bestowal of the Spirit of Truth

1. What significance, if any, attaches to the main
verbs in the questions Jesus asks the apostles: Do
you love, trust, serve, obey, believe in me [2047#2]?

1. For what reasons was the Spirit of Truth experienced
with greater clarity and power then than for most
people today? [2061.4; 2065.4]

2. Why is love “the ancestor of all spiritual goodness,
the essence of the true and the beautiful” [2047.5]?

2. What contrasts are drawn between Jesus’ gospel
and the message of these empowered believers?

3. What is the enemy to be guarded against [2047.7]?

3. How does the Spirit of Truth formulate the gospel
today [2060.6]? What are today’s spiritual difficulties?
What is a spiritual difficulty? What spiritual
difficulties are implicit in today’s social, economic,
and political difficulties? Should we reformulate
the gospel? Are today’s spiritual difficulties much
different from those of the times when The Urantia
Papers were being indited? Make a list of gospel
truths on one side of a page and a list of spiritual
difficulties on the other side. What happens when
you look for links between the difficulties and
gospel truths?

4. Write down what you think Jesus would say to
you if you were one of the apostles with whom he
visited.
5. What does Jesus’ repetition of the ordination scene
teach about repetition and ritual at its best [1569;
1583L–1584.1]?
6. Why did Jesus appear to the 500 [2050#4]?
7. What is the relation of the religion about Jesus to
the religion of Jesus [2051.5]? Through what steps
might a religion about The Urantia Book emerge?
Paper 193: Final Appearances and Ascension
1. What does the world need most to know [2052L]? How
does this proclamation relate to the teaching of
what human knowledge is most important [2090.4]?
2. What are the levels of knowledge and realization
distinguished on [2053.0]; [cf. 2053L]?
3. What was Jesus’ purpose in these closing
resurrection appearances [2052 53]? How successful
was he? What is the revelatory purpose in giving
us this account? What will determine the degree of
success of that latter purpose?
4. Explain in that way the fruits of the spirit [2054.3]
differ from their humanistic counterparts. How
are the fruits of the spirit related to gospel
promulgation [2057.4]?
5. What are the lessons of Judas’ downfall?
6. Using [pp. 2057–2060], list the events—and times—of
May 18, 30, from the early meeting on Mount Olivet
to the baptisms that ended after dark.

4. Explain the use of “spiritual weapons” [2064.3–4].
5. Why does the joy of the spirit have such wonderful
side-effects [2065.7]?
6. How can we maintain continuous communion with
God? [2066.0]
7. What examples do we have of the fruits of the spirit
indicated on [2064.4 5]?
8. Comment, in the light of this paper, on Rodan’s
view of emotional excitement, power [1777.3], and
evangelistic enthusiasm [1780.6].
Paper 195: After Pentecost
1. This paper surveys 2000 years of history, focusing
on the West and on Christianity. To grasp it as a
whole, make an outline.
2. What happens when a civilization that needs a
spiritual gospel is given ideas about a whole range
of topics [2069.3]? To what extent should the gospel
movement be separate from the movement of
readers of The Urantia Book?
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3. Early Christian leaders compromised Jesus’ ideals to
save many of his ideas [2070.8]. Explain and illustrate.
What dangers are there in being an idealist? What
are the advantages of working in the light of ideas?
How can one integrate ideas and ideals in a sturdy,
evolutionary reliable way?
3. 	Review the book’s teachings about mysticism: [1000;
1100; 2074.7]. What forms of mysticism are popular
now?
4. Try to describe the intellectual, emotional, and
spiritual types of humanity [2075.1].
5. How may truth be “dismembered, segregated,
isolated, and too much analyzed” [2075.5]? What is it
to embrace truth in wholeness? How do you know
when analysis has gone too far? Are the limits the
same for everyone? What is it to embrace truth as
“an inspiration of intervening art”?
6. How do the remarks on truth, beauty, and goodness
in [2075#5] relate to the remarks on page 43 setting
forth the philosophy of living construction project?
7. What are the implications of the “patches of evil”
comment [2076.3] for our daily conversation? For the
evening news?
8. How might a materialistic scientist respond to
sections 6 and 7? How would you reply?
9. Propose a couple of new and up to date slogans!
10. Discuss the apparent tension between [1135#6] [esp.
1137.3] and [2078.7]. Can we detect truth, beauty, and
goodness in the phenomena of the universe? Give
examples.
11. What are the surprises in the philosophy of art at
[2079.L 2080.1]? [Cf. 67.3] What experience of art have you
had that functions thus?
12. What cosmology emerges at [1080.7] [1276#7]? How
might this idea be communicated to advanced
non-readers?
13. Is society still disintegrating? What can we expect?
[2082.2–5; 1302.3]
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14. What is needed for a spiritual renaissance [2082L]?
15. Consider: “The great hope of Urantia lies in the
possibility of a new revelation of Jesus with a new
and enlarged presentation of his saving message
which would spiritually unite in loving service the
numerous families of his present-day professed
followers.” [2086.2]. What is meant by revelation here?
Consider: “The world needs to see Jesus living again
on earth in the experience of spirit-born mortals
who effectively reveal the Master to all men” [2084.1].
How is revelatory living to be connected with The
Urantia Book itself in the proposals set forth here?
16. What is the importance of “going the second mile”
[2084.5; 1770.7]?
17. Given all the teachings advocating tolerance, how
can the intolerance proposed at [2086.6] be exercised
constructively?
Paper 196: The Faith of Jesus
1. Why is faith chosen as the topic of the concluding
paper? In what ways does this paper integrate the
themes of:
i. total, wholehearted devotion and
ii. balance? What were the factors of balance in
Jesus’ life [2088.2]? Explain the consistency of such
mature balance with the dynamism of his faith
[2093.1].
2. What does it mean that “the human Jesus saw God
as being holy, just and great as well as being true,
beautiful, and good” [2087.1]? What insight are we
given into how Jesus formed concepts [2087.2; 2088.3,
5; 1373.0]?
3. What are “the temporal contradictions of mortal
existence” [2087.3]?
4. Is there any way consciously to aid growth in self
forgetfulness? [2088.4]
5. How do the teachings of the diverse phases of
the Master’s prayer life [2089.0] and the thorough
process of prayer [1002#9] enrich each other?

6. How does faith and trust yield joy and assurance?
[2089.2 3] What is the difference between this
experience and what sometimes passes for faith?

17. It is popular to speak of being creative with your
interpretations and values. How does [2094.9] correct
that thought?

7. Suppose someone says, “I can’t live the religious life
of Jesus because I lack a strong will and unfailing
confidence.” [2090.1] How would you reply?

18. What is “conjoint revelational evolution” [2094.14]?

8. Is anything implied in the following sentence
other than getting the book into the hands of
receptive Christians and other religionists? “What a
transcendent service if, through this revelation, the
Son of Man should be recovered from the tomb of
traditional theology and be presented as the living
Jesus to the church that bears his name, and to all
other religions!” [2090.3]
9 “Of all human knowledge, that which is of greatest
value is to know the religious life of Jesus and how
he lived it” [2090.4]. How is this affirmation consistent
with [449.2]; [360.2]?

19. How is religion is indissolubly interrelated with
science, art, philosophy, ethics, and morals [2096.4]?
20.	What is the great challenge to modern man
[2097.2]? Explain “the well-balanced and sane effort
to advance the borders of self-consciousness
out through the dim realms of embryonic soulconsciousness in a wholehearted effort to reach
the borderland of spirit-consciousness.”
21.	What is the significance of the connection between
the last paragraph of the book and the beginning
of the book?

10. In what sense should we strive for the achievement
of Jesus purpose [2090.4]?
11.	Does [2091.2] imply that it would be unJesusonian to
reply to contemporary assaults on the Fatherhood
of God? [cf. 1931.5].
12.	Explain how Jesus was a living illustration of the
fatherhood of God and a profound demonstration
of the brotherhood of man [2091.2].
13.	 How can a Thought Adjuster be heroic [2092.2]?
14.	In what way were the human and divine natures of
the Master set forth in the gospel [2093.0; 1543.1]?
15. What does religious experience do for most mortal
difficulties? [2093L]
16. Why is relation, an element of reality, called truth
by the religious consciousness, faith, spiritual
reality, by philosophy, and value by the authors
[2094.1]? Explain why the correlations are so close
between reason and physical reality, wisdom and
intellectual reality, faith and spiritual reality that
the terms are practically interchangeable.
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A Skype-Based Virtual Study Group

by Michael Hanian
Introduction
G oo d a fte r noon ,
During the next 15 minutes I will be telling you about our Skype study group. As far as we know, this is the first
study group to use the Skype technology on a weekly basis. I will touch the history of our group briefly, then I
will talk about technology—that is, technical requirements and provisions for such group activities; then I will
outline several advantages of a Skype-based study group, after which I will turn to implications for studying of
The Urantia Book and, finally, I will deal with complementary electronic materials and study aids.
I will be pleased to answer your questions at the end of this short presentation.

Background
Our study group was created over 3 years ago out of acute desire to communicate with fellow readers in our
mother tongue, Russian.
Since this idea had dawned for the first time in France, and since this happened to occur in a small town far away
from centers of civilization, it was useless to hope that fellow readers could be found anywhere close. A two-day
research confirmed this assumption: no Russian groups within hundreds of miles, which was no surprise, since
there’s just about 20 Russian speaking study groups globally, functioning on a regular basis.
And so the following question arouse: Would it be possible to create a study group out of equally distressed
companions, separated even by thousands of miles?
The answer was a five-letter word: Skype.

Technology
Having invited prospective participants to the group, we made sure everyone had a Skype account. Creating a
Skype account is a simple and intuitive task. I believe most of you a familiar with it, so I won’t spend time on this.
The second step was appointing the most technically savvy person as the group admin. He started by creating a
Skype group in the Contacts menu. This is done by dragging and dropping individual contacts onto a group field
and saving this group as a new contact.
The group admin initiates the group call; he also has to re-establish the call in a rare occasion of communication
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breakdown. Admin’s role is even more emphasized during the initial sessions, since this is the time when group
members with non-existent or very basic IT experience need help most of all.
Group members use a hands-free set consisting of ear-phones and a microphone. Some of us use a built-in
microphone in their laptop, which is usually not as good in quality and flexibility as that of a hands-free set. Still,
with some experience, a laptop can be used without any major problems. Personal audio equipment differs in
quality. While there is no need for professional gear, buying the cheapest set is not a great idea, either.
However, the most important parameters are the bandwidth and stability of connection; and so another reason
for choosing a certain person to act as a group admin lies in the respective connection parameters: admin’s IT
equipment and network status are the best in the group. When this person makes a group call, it is always stable.
When occasionally he is absent and someone else has to make the group call, the stability may be compromised.
Under otherwise equal conditions, cutting off the video stream releases all network resources for the audio. So
to further improve reliability and quality, we don’t use video and rely on the audio channel only. Actually, this has
turned out to be a blessing in disguise, and I will elaborate on this later on.
In Skype, the microphone can be turned on and off easily; this feature has been further improved in the last
versions of this application allowing for muting and unmuting from the small window which is always on top.
This is not only handy, because one can clear the throat at any time without disturbing anyone else, but it is also
important since muting of the mike lowers the overall background noise and hiss. Hence, we tend to mute our
mikes every time when someone reads their bit of the text.
As with any audio-based event, establishing good default levels is essential to creating a comfortable
environment. Both operating system tools and Skype dedicated tools allow for volume adjustment, which can
be further trimmed by volume control of typical hands-free set. The goal is to reach a level where each group
member could comfortably hear the rest of the group.
Since multiple simultaneous audio streams clog the channel and effectively kill each other, it is important to
work out a way of giving the floor in a sequential manner. Thus the role of coordinator is emphasized. With some
practice, group members become used to waiting for their turn to speak, not trying to step in at any time. This
technically imposed necessity to speak sequentially is also quite healthy, since it teaches patience and develops
a better ability to listen. Of cause, every now and then an emotional discussion turns into a fervent chorus, but
normally readers await their respective turns. Mastering linearity is not a bad thing after all.
Skype has a chat window which can be used effectively for group purposes: every message published in this
window instantly reaches all group participants. More on this later on.

Advantages and limitations
Skype bridges long distance. Members of our group reside in 4 different countries -- Russia, Ukraine, Finland,
and France -- with almost 3 thousand miles between the extreme locations. So distance becomes a no-factor:
travelling to a study group meeting is travelling to your desk. It is hard to over-estimate this. I know several cases
where individuals leaving in remote locations had to spend many hours before they could reach fellows readers.
However, time zone implications become an important consideration. We agreed to have our meeting on
Saturdays, during the first half of the day, which means that we cannot invite anyone from the other side of the
Atlantic. In our view, this is the only important limitation of a Skype-based group.
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Another technology-related advantage is the ability to record conversations through third-party add-ons. Our
group admin records group conversations on a regular basis. These files are available for download on demand
by any group member.
Some advantages stem from the fact that a virtual group means no physical contact. When someone has a flew
and would otherwise refrain from attending a public gathering for fear of contaminating others with a virus,
such person can still attend a virtual session, raped in warm clothes in a big and cozy armchair, in front of a
computer, with no one to see his or hers swollen eyes or reddish cheeks.

Implications for study of The Urantia Book
Having to rely on audio only narrows communication channel to just one means of information transfer. On the
surface, this looks like a deficiency. The closer look reveals hidden advantages.
As we know, communication is a multi-facet process. A default dialogue in a spatial environment involves
several parallel streams: sound, image, secondary influences, and unconscious streams. When we narrow down
communication to audio stream only, we have to be prepared to use certain effort to stay tuned. During a faceto-face meeting, we can use facial expressions, body language, gestures, nods etc. In audio only environment, we
can only use our ears, which requires both self-discipline and an ability to present personal view through this,
single channel.
Our mind struggles with this imposed limitation when it has to cope with just one communication mode. This
very struggle has an interesting creative implication: what we cannot see, we tend to imagine. So instead of
seeing our fellow readers, we imagine them, even if we have never seen them. We re-create those missing nods,
body language, and smiles. And to make sure we are understood, we can insert smilies—which is easily done in
the chat window. But first of all, this above mentioned limitation leads to a better concentration on the priority
task at hand—which is reading and understanding the text.

Complementary material and study aids
Internet means not only communication: it is a gateway to information.
In a Skype study group, access to complementary information is inherent and quick. How many members were
there in the Sanhedrim? Is this particular quote related to the New Testament? Has this particular paragraph
changed compared to the previous printing? Almost any complementary material can be accessed instantly.
The chat window comes handy again. Sometimes we ask one of the fellow readers to search for information
while continuing to work with the rest of the group. When the information is retrieved, it is copied into the chat
window. If certain information is meant just for one of the group members, an individual chat window is used
instead of that of the group. Likewise, when a readers prepares a talk on a prearranged topic or subject, the text
of the talk or its key points are easily published in the chat window. In our group, the chat window has become
a means of intra-group communication both during the meeting and in-between meetings.
Group members use several other programs as their study aids. These are Paramony, a search engine, bilingual
version of The Urantia Book, and a comprehensive electronic dictionary. Staying in the electronic environment
facilitates our work since anything can be copied and pasted instantly.
One of the members of our group writes spiritual poetry. Again, the chat window becomes his podium where
from he addresses the rest with his soul-nourishing and mind-edifying verses.
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I also have to mention that our study group is an invaluable resource for the ongoing Russian revision. Reading
and hearing the text creates an additional scrutiny and reveals those issues which otherwise remain unnoticed
when reading to oneself.
Discussing the Russian translation is a side effect, but it often leads to new understanding, disclosing many
subtle, secondary meanings.

What’s next?
Where is the limit? They say, sky’s the limit. Well, Skype does have a limit—a certain size of the group: when
exceeding this number, connection reliability becomes compromised due to oversaturated resources. So far we
have worked with up to 8 participants at the same time, and everything has worked just fine. But again, it very
much depends on the network status at any particular time.
Finally, I would like to thank the organizers of this event for their interest towards our Skype-based virtual study
group. Our experience is very limited, but it would be rewarding if it could be used by those who are, like the
members of our group, separated by long distance.
Thank you—and I would be pleased to answer your questions.
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